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Abstract

In this graduation report we discuss the modeling and simulation of a fuzzy logic proces
sor. Fuzzy logic is a mathematical way to control processes using ill-defined statements
or incomplete data. Hence, a fuzzy logic processor is the hardware implementation of this
mathematical concept.

This report contains a single pure mathematically based chapter, where the theory of fuzzy
sets (which is the basis for fuzzy logic) and the theory of fuzzy logic itself is described.

The first step in implementing fuzzy logic in hardware consists of a study of processor archi
tectures with which a fuzzy logic processor can be realized. The second step comprises the
theoretical modeling of a fuzzy logic processor, based on a thorough analysis of applications
where a fuzzy logic processor can be exploited. The third step, which is only partially covered
in this thesis, is the implementation and simulation of the processor.

The fuzzy logic processor design as discussed in this graduation report features a "data
driven" architecture with a 16-bit 1/0 resolution. Fuzzy sets are internally represented by
6.5536 elements, each having a 12-bit grade of membership. The estimated processing speed
equals 100,000 fuzzy logic inferences per second.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to this thesis; in fact, one can look at it as a joumey
in time, in which we set out for a convenient way to handle imprecise1y defined statements
which are often encountered in real-world problems. The first section, the place of departure,
describes the birth of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic, which evolved from the deficiency of
ordinary set theory. During our joumey, we will meet a lot of applications of fuzzy logie,
from which it becomes clear that fuzzy logic can, is and will be succesfully applied in many
problems. In the second section of this chapter we wiU find in what way this graduation project
contributes to the work being done today in the area of fuzzy logic.

5ince we, human beings, are not able to look into the future, is it not dear where this joumey
will end. It is most likely however that it will end in a fuzzy future.

1.1 The fuzzy boom

1.1.1 The birth of fuzzy logic

Once upon a time Dr. Lotfi A. Zadeh, the founder of fuzzy set theory, got into an argument
with a friend about who was more beautiful, his wife or the wife of his friend. Each thought
his own wife was more heautiful than the other's wife. Due to the lack of an objective way
to measure beauty, they continued the argument for a long time. However, this argument
triggered Dr. Zadeh's desire to express concepts with such fuzzy boundaries numerically, and
he thereby devised fuzzy sets. Thus goes the legend.

Whether or not the above legend is true, the fact remains that in human thinking imprecisely
defined "classes" play an important role. Consider for example the class of big cities. Of
course, cities like New York or Sidney belong to this class and little villages do not. However,
a city like Eindhoven with about 200,000 inhabitants has an ambiguous status with respect
to the class of big eities. It is this ambiguity that cannot be dealt with by ordinary classes
or sets. Therefore, convcntional mathematics are sometimes not sufficient to cope with real
world problems.

In 1965 a paper by Dr. Lotfi A. Zadeh [71) was published, in which the author presented a
mathematical concept with which it is possible to handle imprecisely defined classes. These
classes or sets are called fuzzy sets. In contrast to the aims of fuzzy set theory (dealing
with imprecisely defined classes), the theory of fuzzy sets is based on very clear and precise
mathematics. With each element of a fuzzy set a real number is associated, which represents
the grade of membership of that particular element in the set. Note that the concept of a
fuzzy set is just a generalization of the theory of "crisp" sets: if the grade of membership can

1



2 Chapter 1: Introduetion

take only two values representing nQ or fulI membership, the fuzzy set reduces to an ordinary
set.

Let's return to the subject ofthe c1ass of big eities. Using ordinary sets, one calIs a city "big"
if the number of inhabitants exceeds a certain treshold (Figure 1.1(a))1, which means that
either a city is big or it isn't. Fuzzy sets however offer the posibility to model ill-defined
objects, sa that a "big" city can be interpreted in several ways. This interpretation depends
on the grade of membership which is assigned to a eity with a certain amount of inhabitants.
In the model depicted in Figure 1.1(b), eities with more than 106 inhabitants are calIed big,
which is indicated by a grade of membership of 1.0 (fuIl membership). However, cities with
less than 106 , but more than 0.5.105 inhabitants, might or might not be considered big, which
is indicated by the smooth transit ion from na membership to fuIl membership.

t

10' 10 2 10 3 10' 10 5 10· 10 7

#(inhabltants) ........

(a)

101 102 103 10' 10 5 10· 10'
#(/nhabltants) ----.

(b)

Figure 1.1: Modeling the c1ass of big eities, using ordinary set theory (a) and
fuzzy set theory (b).

Fuzzy set theory lead to the development of fuzzy logic, which is in particular used to infer
conclusions from ill-defined statements. A very common and simple application of fuzzy logic
is a temperature controller in for instance a living room. With conventional reasoning (thus
using crisp sets) the controller in most cases comprises three rules:

• if the room temperature is less than a certain treshold ternperature, turn the heater on

• if the room temperature exceeds the treshold, turn on the cooler

• if the room temperature equals the treshold temperature, deactivate both the heater
and the cooler

Unfortunately, these rules do not fulIy represent the way human beings would control the
room temperature. The temperature controller equipped with fuzzy logic closely resembles
human intuitive thinking and will therefore have rules like

• if it is cold, turn the heater high

• if it is a bit cold, turn the heater a bit high

1The symbol IJ next to the vertica! axis in both pictures is the ma.thema.tica! symbol for the grade of
membership.
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• if it is warm, turn the cooler a bit high

• if it is hot, turn the cooler high

• if the temperature is comfortable, deactivate both the heater and the cooler

3

Notice that before the fuzzy temperature controller is activated, the fuzzy sets that are repre
sented by the linguistic variables cold, a bit cold, warm, hot and comfortable should be defined
in a proper way. Due to the fact that the fuzzy rule set represents human thinking, it is a lot
more practical than the first set of rules.

At first the theory of fuzzy sets received of a lot of controversy. Many people in the scientific
world doubted of the practical use of fuzzy logic, while others believed that fuzzy set theory
had the same possibilities as for instance probability theory. In the first years after the
publication of Dr. Zadeh's paper only few people worked on the subject. Then, in the early
seventies, the Japanese became conscious of the importance of this theory. This lead in 1972
to the founding of the Japan Fuzzy Systems Research Foundation, later becoming the Japan
Office of the International Fuzzy Systems Association (IFSA). After that, it took only a few
years for the first real-world application to arrive.

1.1.2 The application of fuzzy logic

The first application offuzzy logic is due to Dr. Mamdani of the University of London, U.K.,
who in 1974 designed an experimental fuzzy control for a steamengine [30]. In 1980, a Danish
company called F.L. Smidth & CO. AIS used fuzzy theory in cement kiln control [16]. Three
years later, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd. (Japan) implemented fuzzy control of chemical injection
for water purification plants.

Thc International Fuzzy Systems Association (IFSA) was founded in 1984, and held its first
conference in 1985. Two years later, during the second IFSA International Conference, a fuzzy
controller was exhibited. This controller originated from Omron Corp., a Japanese company
which began research in fuzzy logic in 1984 and has since applied for over 700 patents. Also in
1987, a subway system controlled by fuzzy logic started operating in Sendai, Japan [70]. The
fuzzy logic in this subway system makes the journey more comfortable with smooth braking
and acceleration.

In 1989, Omron Corp. demonstrated fuzzy workstations at the Business Show in Harumi,
Japan. Such a workstation is just a RISC-based computer, equipped with a fuzzy inference
board. This fuzzy inference board is used to store and retrieve fuzzy information, and to
make fuzzy inferences.

The application of fuzzy theory in consumer products started in 1990 in Japan. An example
is the "fuzzy washing machine", which automatically judges the material, the volume and the
dirtiness of the laundry and chooses the optimum washing program and water flow. Another
consumer electronics application is a fully automatic vacuum cleaner which includes obstacle
avoidance and systematic planning of covering the total area of a room [52]. Fuzzy logic is
also used in electronic fuel injection controls and automatic cruise control systems of cars,
making complex controls more efficient and easier to use. In 1992, Sony introduced the Sony
PalmTop, which uses a fuzzy logic decision tree algorithm to perform handwritten (using
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a computer lightpen) Kanji character recognition. Other areas of application in consumer
electronics include camcorders and cameras with automatic zoom and image stabilization
[13, 47], television sets, rice cookers [52) etc.

Fuzzy target recognition (developed by the team of prof. J. KeIler of the University of
Missouri, Columbia) was succesfully applied in the "Desert Storm" action in Kuwait and Iraq
for target recognition by infrared pictures. It was primarily used for excluding nonmilitary
and AFC (Air Force Cross) vehicles from rocket attacks.

Prof. Sugeno of the Tokyo Institute of Technology had great succes with fuzzy control ex
periments. For example, he used fuzzy logic to control a model car, which is capable of
following a crank-shaped track and park itself in a garage [48]. Since 1991, the unmanned
fuzzy helicopter control experiments of Prof. Sugeno had great success. The press release and
a public demonstration of a verbally controIled helicopter took place on January 22, 1994 in
Japan. The system uses a hierarchical structured approach of rule based fuzzy control and
fuzzy voice recognition and understanding.

A good example of the application of fuzzy logic for industrial applications is a fuzzy controller
which was designed to stabilize an inverted pendulum [26). This controller is implemented
using only 7 fuzzy inference rules and showed excellent performance, even under severe noise
such as the movement of mice placed in a container atop the pendulum or pouring water into
the container.

1.1.3 The future of fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic encompasses an amazing array of applications. As we have seen in the previous
section, fuzzy logic can appear almost anyplace where computers and modern control theory
are overly precise; as weIl as in tasks requiring delicate human intuition and experience-based
knowIedge.

One of the most interesting research topics concearing fuzzy logic is the research into "neuro
fuzzy" systems: control systems that use the advantages of both fuzzy logic and neural nets.
Some directions in this field of research are automatic acquisition of fuzzy inference rules
using neural networks, adaptation of fuzzy inference rules to the inference environment and
the use of fuzzy logic within neural network architectures. For further information, refer to
[14, 22).

A project in which a lot offuzzy information processing and fuzzy logic is used is the intelligent
robot. This project includes the understanding oflanguage instructions (like the verbal control
used in Prof. Sugeno's unmanned helicopter project), image understanding (used for instance
for obstacle avoidance) and planning (how to make the robot arrive at its destination). Some
examples of early tests are a robot playing two-dimensional ping-pong; a robot capable of
throwing arrows to a target in the same way as humans do; Japanese flower arrangement by
a robot equipped with knowledge of a human expert (encoded in eight fuzzy inference rules)
and Chinese calligraphy by a robot (painting Chinese characters by a brush, which in Japan
and China is considered as an art). The knowledge gained in this project is being used to
build navigating systems for the blind, based on a linguistic description of the environment.
Fuzzy robot control systems are presented in [29, 37, 39].

Other research topics include fuzzy reasoning, fuzzy control, fuzzy database queries, pattern
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recognition and image understanding, medical expert systems, decision making, fuzzy logic
in sodal and management systems and last but not least 6th generation (fuzzy) computer
systems (which includes topics like fuzzy associative memories, knowledge representation and
fuzzy logic hardware architectures).

1.2 About this thesis

1.2.1 The goal of the graduation project

Within the framework of the ongoing "Object Oriented (Hardware) System Design" project
at the Digital Systems group of the department of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven
University of Technology (EUT) many microprocessors, processor architectures, peripheral
devices and application specific processors are modelled and simu1ated using the Interactive
Design and Simulation System (IDaSS).

IDaSS offers an easy-to-Iearn environment for the design of VLSI and ULSI components. An
IDaSS design is specified as a structured set of functiona1 blocks, interconnected by busses
which transfer data between these blocks. IDaSS has the possibility to simu1ate the behavior
of the b10cks. An IDaSS design can be trans1ated, with the use of some additional too1s, into
files that can be used by silicon compilers to generate silicon layouts for the design.

The main goal of this graduation project, which started October 15, 1993 and finished August
23, 1994, is the IDaSS imp1ementation of a fuzzy logic processor, to he included in the IDaSS
component library. A fuzzy 10gic processor comprises four parts: a fuzzification interface,
that converts crisp input va1ues into fuzzy sets; a knowledge base, which holds the membership
functions associated with predefined fuzzy sets; an inference engine, that eva1uates the fuzzy
logic rules and a defuzzification interface, that converts the fuzzy value determined by the
inference engine into a crisp output value. A schematical overview of a fuzzy logic processor in
its typical environment is depicted in Figure 1.2. In this figure, the process input and output
are non-fuzzy or crisp values, whilst the data within the fuzzy logic processor represents fuzzy
va1ues.

Since this graduation project is a first attempt of EUT's Digital Systems group to the imp1e
mentation of such a fuzzy logic processor, it comprises both theoretical research and partical
implementation. The topics that are dealt with are:

• A study of architectures with which the fuzzy logic processor can be realized.

• An exploration and the imp1ementation of fuzzifying and defuzzifying a1gorithms.

• The design and implementation of hardware structures for fuzzy logic operations. These
hardware structures include both the knowledge base and the inference engine.

1.2.2 Outline of this thesis

In order to make this thesis self-contained, chapter two treats the basics of fuzzy set theory
and fuzzy 10gic. In this chapter, the mathematical definitions concearning fuzzy set theory are
described. This chapter also contains an extensive treatise on the theory of defuzzification.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
fuuy loglc processor

knowledge
base

fuzzlflcatlon declslon-maklng defuzzJflcatlon
Interface tuzzy legIc tuzzy Interface

L _

rocess state out ut
non-tuzzy

controlled system
or process

rocess control In ut
non-tuzzy

Figure 1.2: Schematical representation of a fuzzy Iogic processor and its envi
ronment.

The subject of fuzzy Iogic hardware implementation is first brought up in the third chapter.
On the basis of existing fuzzy Iogic hardware implementations, we discuss several processor
architectures with which a fuzzy Iogic processor can be realized. For each architect ure dis
cussed in this chapter, we treat its theoretica! background, and debate upon its practical use.
In chapter 4, the fuzzy Iogic implementations encountered in chapter 3 are used to come to
a detailed analysis and specification of a new fuzzy logic processor design. The specification
is worked out by means of a funcional decomposition of the processor, which final1y leads to
the design specifications.

Implementation and simulation of the processor devised in chapter four are the subjects of
the fifth chapter. Upon the implementation and simulation results we try to give preliminary
performance analysis in order to determine the practical value of our fuzzy logic device.

The use of the processor is, on the basis of two exampIes, treated in chapter six. The
first example, controlling an inverted pendulum, is a widely-used example in text books
and articles on fuzzy logic. The second example deals with an imaginairy plant, where two
conveyer beIts must be synchronized.

Chapter 7 concludes this graduation report. We summarize the contents of this report, draw
conclusions concerning our graduation project and end up with same recommendations for
future work.



Chapter 2

Fuzzy theory

In order to make this thesis self-contained, this chapter tr'eats the basics of fuzzy set theory
and fuzzy logic. The first section comprises the mathematical definitions concerning fuzzy set
theory. Section 2.2 treats the theory of fuzzy inferenee. Fuzzy inference is used to deduce
conclusions from ill-defined statements, or incomplete data. For a complete understanding of
the theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logie (which is just another name for fuzzy inference), the
reader is referred to [25,26, 9, 10, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76}. The closing section of this chapter
deals with the theory of defuzzification, i.e. the conversion of fuzzy sets into normal (crisp)
numbers.

2.1 Fuzzy set theory

2.1.1 Basic definitions

A fuzzy set is a mathematical concept which makes it possible to handle imprecisely defined
classes. With each element of a fuzzy set a real number is associated, which represents the
"grade of rnernbership" of that specific element. The mathematical definition is

Definition 2.1 (Fuzzy set) A fuzzy set:F in a universe of discourse U is chamcterized by
a membership function JLF : U -+- M which associates with each element u of U a number
JlT( u) in M which represents the gmde of membership of u in :F.

In the sequel we will assume the universe of diseourse of a fuzzy set is labeled U, and the
range of the memhership function is labeled M.

The range of the membership funetion, M, ean he taken to he a suitable partially ordered set.
However, it is convenient and sufficient to restrict the range of the rnernbership funetion to the
unit interval [0,1]. A fuzzy set :F reduees to an ordinary set if the range of the memhership
function ean take only two values, eg. M = {O, I}. Utilizing definition 2.1 ane rnight look at
a fuzzy set as a set of ordered pairs of a point and its grade of memhership:

:F = {(u, JlT(U)) Iu E UA JlT(U) E M}. (2.1)

A fuzzy set :F with a single element f (sueh a set is often ealled a fuzzy singleton) is represented
by :F = JlT(f)/f. A fuzzy set :F of n elements may he viewed as the union of n fuzzy
singletons, which is denoted as

ft

:F = LJlT(Ui)/Uj.
i=l

7

(2.2)
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In 2.2 the s'!mm!!,tion 5ign represents the union (see definition 2.11) rather than arithmetic
summation. For instance, suppose

II = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}.

Then a fuzzy set :F in U, entitled "numhers close to 5" can he represented hy either

(2.3)

:F ={(1,0), (2,0.1), (3, 0.3), (4,0.9), (5, 1.0), (6,0.9), (7,0.3), (8, 0.1), (9, O.O)} (2.4)

or

:F = 0/1 +0.1/2 + 0.3/3 + 0.9/4 +1.0/5 +0.9/6 + 0.3/7 + 0.1/8 + 0.0/9. (2.5)

Since a theory of fuzzy sets is really a generalization of ordinary set theory, most definitions
common in ordinary set theory can he adapted to fuzzy set theory. One of these definitions
is

Definition 2.2 (Fuzzy subset) A fuzzy set ç is a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy set :F, written
ç C:F, if and only if Jlç(u) ~ Jl.r(u) for all u EU.

A graphical representation of the concept of a fuzzy subset is included in Figure 2.1. In
this picture the membership function of the fuzzy subset is indicated hy a thick Hne. This
convention of indicating the subject of discourse by means of a thick line is used throughout
this chapter.

t1.00
IJ

0.75

0.50

0.25

universe of discourse-.

Figure 2.1: The concept of a fuzzy subset.

Other definitions in fuzzy set theory which have counterparts in conventional set theory
include

Definition 2.3 (Emptiness) A fuzzy set:F is empty, written:F = 0, if and only if Jl:r(u) =
o for all u E ll.

Definition 2.4 (Equality) Two fuzzy sets :F and ç are equal, written :F = ç, if and only
if Jl.r(u) = Jlç(u) for all u EU.

Definition 2.5 (Normality) A fuzzy set:F is normal if and only ifsuPuJl.r(u) =1 for all
u E ll. A fuzzy set :F is called subnormal if it is not normal.
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Definition 2.6 (Convexity) A fuzzy set :F is convex if and only if

for all u}, U2 E U and 0 ~ À ~ 1.

9

(2.6)

This ends the list of definitions in fuzzy set theory which are similar to those in ordinary set
theory. We will now continue to pose some definitions that are restricted to the theory of
fuzzy sets.

Definition 2.7 (Support) The support of a fuzzy set :F is the ordinary set of all points
u EU, such that Jl:F( u) > O. Thus:

Support(~) = {u IuEU f\ Jl:F(u) > O}. (2.7)

Definition 2.8 (Crossover point) A crossover point in a fuzzy set :F is an element u of
U at which Jl:F( u) = 0.5.

Definition 2.9 (Fuzzy number) A fuzzy number F in a continuous universe of discourse
U is a fuzzy set :F which is both normal and convex. The membership function of such a fuzzy
set is piecewise continuous and has full membership for exactly one element of the universe
of discourse. This element is calied the mean value of a fuzzy number.

Definition 2.10 (Linguistic variabie) A linguistic variabie is characterized by a quintuple
(x, T( x ),U, G, M) in which x represents the name of the linguistic variabie; T( x) represents
the term set of x (the set of names of linguistic values of x with each value being a fuzzy
number defined on U; G is a syntactic rule for generating the names of values of x and M is
asemantic rule for associating with each value its meaning.

2.1.2 Set-theoretic operations

Just like in ordinary set theory, we can manipulate fuzzy sets by rneans of some predefined
operations. In this paragraph we will describe definitions of some operations on fuzzy sets. In
these definitions, we assume:F and ç to be fuzzy sets in a universe of discourse U, characterized
by mernbership functions Jl:F and Jly, respectively. Furthermore, we assume that the range of
the membership functions, M, equals [0,1].

Definition 2.11 (Union) The union oftwo fuzzy sets:F and ç, written :Fuç, is the smallest
fuzzy set containing both :F and ç. The membership function Jl:FUy is given by

Jl:Fuy( u) = rnax {Jl:F(u), Jly(u)}

for all u EU. Usually, (2.8) is written

Jl:Fur; = Jl:F V Jly.

(2.8)

(2.9)

In Figure 2.2 a graphical representation of the fuzzy union operator is given. It shows the
effect of the union operator on two fuzzy sets.
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t1.00
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0.25

universe of discourse ---.

Figure 2.2: The union operator in fuzzy set theory.

Definition 2.12 (Intersection) The intersection of two fuzzy sets F and ç, written F () ç,
is the largest fuzzy set contained in both F and ç. The membership function ll:Fnç is given
by

Jl:Fnç(u) = min {1l:F( u), Ilç(u)}

for all u EU. Usually, (2.10) is written

ll:Fnç = 1l:F 1\ Ilç·

(2.10)

(2.11)

The outcome of the intersection operation, performed on two fuzzy sets is depicted in Fi
gure 2.3.

t1.00
IJ

0.75

0.50

0.25

universe of discourse ---.

Figure 2.3: The intersection operator in fuzzy set theory.

Definition 2.13 (Complement) A fuzzy set ç is defined the complement of a fuzzy set F,
written ç =oF if and only if

(2.12)

for all u EU.

The result of the complement operation on a single fuzzy set is refiected in Figure 2.4.

Definition 2.14 (Cartesian product) If F},F2, ... ,Fn are fuzzy sets in U1,U2 , ••• ,Un ,

resp., then the cartesian product of F1, F 2, . .. , Fn is a fuzzy set in the product space UI X

U2 X ••• X Un with a membership funetion

(2.13)
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tl.OO
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Figure 2.4: The complement of a fuzzy set.

Definition 2.15 (Triangular norm) The triangular norm * is a two-place function from
[0, 1] X [0, 1] to [0, 1], i.e., * : [0, 1] X [0, 1] -+ [0, 1], which includes intersection, algebraic
product, bounded product and drastic product. The operations associated with triangular norms
are defined for all Ut, U2 E [0,1]:

intersection Ut " U2 = min {Ut, U2} (2.14)

algebraic product Ut' U2 = Ut U2 (2.15)

bounded product ut0 U2 = max{O,ut +U2 -I} (2.16)

r U2 = 1
drast ic product Utf='l u2 = ~

Ut = 1 (2.17)
Ut,U2 < 1

Definition 2.16 (Triangular co-norm) The triangular co-norm + is a two-place function
from [0,1] X [0,1] to [0,1], i.e., + : [0,1] X [0,1] -+ [0,1] which includes union, algebraic sum,
bounded sum, drast ic sum and disjoint sumo The operations associated with triangular co
norms are defined for all UI, U2 E [0,1]:

unwn Ut VU2 = max {Ut, U2} (2.18)

algebraic sum Ut+ U2 =UI +U2 - UI u2 (2.19)

bounded sum UI El1 U2 =min {I, UI +U2} (2.20)

r U2 = 0
drastic sum uIl:)u2 = u12 Ut = 0 (2.21)

Ut,U2> 0

disjoint sum Ut.6u2 =max {min (ut. 1 - U2), min (1 - Uil U2)}' (2.22)

The fuzzy set operations presented so far are extensions of those from ordinary set theory.
However, operations in fuzzy set theory exists that have no counterpart in the theory of
ordinary sets. We continue the description of set-theoretic operations with these "fuzzy"
operations.

Definition 2.17 (Concentration) The concentration operation CON(F) decreases the de
gree of membership for all elements of a fuzzy set, except those with no or full membership.
The mathematical definition of concentration is

CON(F) = {«Jl.r(u) X Jl.r(u)),u) IU E F}
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= {(Il}(U), u) tUE .r}.
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(2.23)

In addition, this operation has the property that it descreases the membership of e1ements that
have low degrees of membership proportionally more than for elements with high degree of
membership.

A graphicaI explanation of the effect of concentration is represented by Figure 2.5.
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universe of discourse-.

Figure 2.5: The effect of the concentration operation.

Definition 2.18 (Dilation) The dilation operation DIL(F) increases the degree of member
ship for all e1ements of a fuzzy set, except those with no or fuli membership. The mathematical
definition of dilation is

DIL(.r) = {(Il~P(u),u) Iu E F}. (2.24)

It is c1ear that dilation is the opposite of concentration, which aIso appears from a comparison
of Figure 2.5 (the effect of concentration) with Figure 2.6 (the effect of dilation).
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Figure 2.6: The effect of the dilation operation.

Definition 2.19 (Intensification) The intensification operator INT(.r) acts like a com
bination of the concentration and dilation operation: it increases the degree of membership
for the elements that have a degree of membership greater than 0.5, and it decreases the de
gree of membership of elements whose degree of membership is less than 0.5. To put this in
mathematical terms:

INT(.r) = {(m(u), u) Iu E .1J (2.25)
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where

{
2JL}(u)

m(u) = 1-2[1-JL.1"(u)]2
o~ JL.1"(u) ~ 0.5
0.5 ~ JL.1"(u) ~ 1

13

(2.26)

The effect of the intensification operation is depicted in Figure 2.7. From this picture the
impact of both the concentration and dilation operations becomes clear.
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Figure 2.7: The effect of the intensification operation.

Definition 2.20 (Normalization) The normalization operation NORM(F) can be used t~,

in same sense, reduce fuzzy sets to the same base. This operation transforms a fuzzy set in such
a way that at least one element of the set has a membership degree of 1. The normalization
operation is mathematica/ly defined

NORM(F) = {((Jl.1"~u)) ,u) Iu E F} where m = max {JL.1"( u)} .
uE.1"

(2.27)

Now that we know the basic definitions used in fuzzy set theory, we are able to explain fuzzy
inference, and thus explain the mathematics behind fuzzy logic.

2.2 Fuzzy inference

2.2.1 FUzzy conditional statements

In classical propositional calculus the expression if A then B or A ~ B, in which A (the
antecedent) and B (the consequent) are propositional variables, is defined by Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Truth table for A ~ B

A B A~B

false false true
false true true
true false false
true true true
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The contents ofthis table can be translated- into the following equation

A ~ B ==..,A V B. (2.28)

The same expression in a fuzzy context is called the fuzzy conditional statement, in which A
and Bare fuzzy sets rather than propositional variables. In fact, a fuzzy conditional statement
describes a fuzzy relation A X B from U to V, if A and Bare fuzzy subsets of the universes
of discouree U and V respectively. For example, suppose that1

U =
V

A =
B

2+3

1+2+3

2/0.5 + 3/0.8

1/0.9 + 2/0.4 + 3/0.7

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31 )

(2.32)

Then, using definition 2.14, the relation A x B becomes

A x B =0.5/(2,1) + 0.4/(2,2) + 0.5/(2,3) + 0.8/(3, 1)+ 0.4/(3,2) + 0.7/(3,3). (2.33)

The above result is calculated using "max-min" operation, which can be considered as matrix
multiplication, in which the multiplication operation is replaced by the min(·) operation, and
the addition operation is replaced by the max(·) operation:

A x B = (~:~) (0.9 0.4 0.7)

(
0.5 0.4 0.5)
0.8 0.4 0.7

(2.34)

The definition of a fuzzy relation by calculation of the max-min operation is not the only de
finition. Sometimes, the max-product calculation scheme is used. In fact, every combination
of a triangular co-norm and a triangular norm is valid. In the sequel of the chapter we will
keep on using the max-min operation.

A more general form of the fuzzy conditional statement if A then B is the expression
if A then Belse C, in which A is a fuzzy subset of a universe of discourse U and both B
and Care fuzzy subsets of a universe of discouree V. This conditional statement is defined
as:

if A then Belse C == A x B + (..,A xC).

This fuzzy conditional statement ean again he generalized:

if Al then BI else if A2 then B2 •• , else if An then Bn ==
Al X BI + ..,AI x A2 X B 2 + ... + ..,AI x ..,A2 X ••• x ..,An - l x An x B n •

(2.35)

(2.36)

Note that the statement if A then Belse C (2.35) ean be interpreted, conform 2.36, as
if A then Belse if ...,A then C.

When using if ... then '" else ... statements, it is convenient to express multiple events
or aetions in a single statement. In every self-respecting computer programming language

1 Recall that the + sign represents the fuzzy union operation rather than addition
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6uch multiplicity can be specified using so-called connectives. A lot of these connectives
exist, but with two primitive connectives and the not operation2 , all other connectives can
be simulated. The two primitives are the and connective and the or connective. When
used in fuzzy conditional statements, the and connective is always a representative for the
triangular norm operations, such as intersection or algebraic product. Triangular co-norm
operations (for example union or algebraic sum) are used to implement the or connective.

2.2.2 The compositional rule of inference

In practice, it is impossible to construct if .,. then ... else ... rules for every possible
input combination. However, it is possible to induce the consequent using the current input
(antecedent) value and a small set of fuzzy conditional statements with the following

Definition 2.21 (Compositional rule of inference) If R : U -+ V represents a fuzzy
relation and x is a fuzzy subset of U then the fuzzy subset y of V which is induced by x is
given by the composition of Rand x, that is

y = x 0 R. (2.37)

(2.38)

In the aoove equation x plays the roZe of a unary relation. The compostion operation (0) is
defined as the cartesian product (see definition 2.14).

Thus, the compositional rule of inference can he modeled as

x = A'
if x = A then y = B
y = B'

It should be noted that in consequence of the way in which if x = A then y = B or A :::} B
is defined, the more different x is from A, the more ill-defined is y.

The relation between x and y in the compositional rule of inference is, because of the use of
the max-min matrix product, non-continuous. Therefore, a small change in the antecedent
x will not give rise to a change in y until a certain treshold is exceeded. The x, y relation
would be continuous however, if the composition operation was defined as a max-product
composition instead of the max-min compostion.

A very convenient property of the compositional rule of inference is the fact that the distri
butivity of the union of fuzzy sets can be turned to account. For example, if x = U V V,
where U and Vare labels of fuzzy sets, and R is a fuzzy relation, then

(UVV)oR=(UoR) V(VoR).

In the notation of 2.38, this looks like the following

x = U' V V'
if x =U or x = V then y =B
y= B'

(2.39)

(2.40)

2The unary not operation was already used in the foregoing equations, where it was represented by the ...,
symbol.
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Please note that in fuzzy logk the following does not necessarily hold, whereas in binary logic
the following is true:

x=UvV
if x = U then y = B
y=B

(2.41)

In practice, a fuzzy logic controller will use more than one rule to express the controllogic.
Still, only few outputs will be steered, which are specified in the consequent part of the TUles.
Hence, as a second step in the inference process (the first step was processing each individual
rule) we must combine the results of each rule. In binary logic, combining statements that
are not mutually exclusive is done using the or connective. The same is done in fuzzy logic:
a triangular co-norm operation is applied on all results of individual TUles. In most cases,
union is used to combine rule consequents.

In the previous subsection, we mentioned that a variety of ways exists to calculate fuzzy rela
tions. The same holds for fuzzy inference, which really is inferring some results from a given
set of input variables and fuzzy TUles. When naming a certain inference mechanism, both the
type of combination of rule consequents and the representative for the fuzzy and connective
is used. So, a fuzzy logic controller with "min-max" inference, uses the min(·) operator
to implement the fuzzy and connective, and the max(·) operator to combine the results of
individual rules3 •

The theory of the compositional Tule of inference, using min-max inference is explained next
by using the example of controlling the brakes in a car. A typical situation is depicted in
Figure 2.8.

fuzzy
controlled

eer speed(~

IoC .t
dlstance (u)

Figure 2.8: Example of automobile brake control.

To cantrol the brakes in this example, we measure the speed ofthe controlled car (v), and the
distance (u) to the car driving in front of the car we wish to control. The braking strength
(which is the output of our fuzzy control system) is denoted z.

We use three fuzzy membership functions, referred to by smalI, medium and large, to formulate
two fuzzy if ... then '" rules:

• if u = small and v = medium then z = large

3The attentive reader may wonder why the fuzzy or connective is not used in this naming scheme. Fact is
that most fuzzy logic implementations do not use this connective. Therefore, including it in the name for the
inference method is not necessary. In cases where the or connective is used, it is implemented using the same
operator with which individual rules are combined. Since this method is part of the name of the inference
scheme, it need not be mentioned again.
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• if u = medium and v = large then z = medium

As soon as this fuzzy contro! system is in action, the speed and distance variables are measured
and used in the fuzzy inference process, as depicted in Figure 2.9.

rule 1: IF u = small AND v = medium THEN z = large

10rQe

u----.

t 1.00 medium t 1 00
J.I J.I •

0.75 0.75

__.~JL_~: __ ;=~== ~~:. __..
:

t 1.00 smoll

J.I
0.75

0.50

0.25

medium

u----. z----.
U

~tJ.I 1.00
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0.50

0.25

Z ----.

u = medium AND v = large TH EN z = medium

lmedium t 1.00 j lar e t 1.00
: 921 J.I ! J.I
i······..···· ·_..--···0:15· _ _.. j · g22·..~ 0.75

! 0.50 !.._ - "Ö:Sö" .._.....

I 0.25 I 0.25

rule 2: IF
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J.I
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0.50
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Figure 2.9: Fuzzy inference in a two-input, one-output system.

The first step in the fuzzy inference process is fuzzification of the input values. This is a very
simple process: the pre-defined fuzzy sets are clipped at the grade of membership associated
with the element of the universe of discourse that equals the input variable4

• Thus, the fuzzy
set of the upper-Ieft graph of Figure 2.9, is clipped to membership value gIt. since the grade
ofmembership ofthe input variabie (u in this case) equals g11' This process is repeated n·m
times, where n is the number of input values and m denotes the number of fuzzy rules. The

4The fuzzification "algorithm" we describe here has one alternative. When using this a1ternative, lhe fuzzy
sets are not clipped but scaled to the grade of membership associated with the element of the universe of
discourse, that resembles the input variahle. Since the Jatter fuzzification method is not very popuJar, the
clipping method can he Jooked upon as "the" fuzzification method.
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second step is the determination of the firing grade of each antecedent part. In our case,
the minimum operator is used as a representative for the and connective in the fuzzy rules.
Hence, to calculate the firing grade of each antecedent, the miminum, or intersection to speak
in fuzzy set terms, of both fuzzified input variables is computer. In Figure 2.9, the firing
grade of the second rule hecomes 922, since min {921,922} = 922. In step three, the fuzzy sets
that are used in the consequent part of the fuzzy rules are clipped to the determined firing
grades of the antecedents of those rules. This is apparent from Figure 2.9: the fuzzy sets in
the upper two graphs at the righthand side of the page are clipped to 911 and 922 respectively.
The dosing step is called the MAX-part of the fuzzy inference. In this step, all output fuzzy
sets are combined by means of the max(·) operator.

For the brake-control example, we need one more step. The fuzzy set that results from the
execution of the two fuzzy rules can't be used directly to control the car brakesj the fuzzy set
must he converted to an appropriate normal (crisp) number that can he used for example as
a set-point value for a device that activates the hrakes. The theory of this final step, often
referred to as defuzzification, is subject of the next section.

2.3 Defuzzification of fuzzy sets

A fuzzy logic processor comprises, as was pointed out in the introductory chapter, four parts.
The part that serves as an interface between the fuzzy inference process and the outside
world is known as the defuzzification interface or simply the defuzzifier. lts main purpose is
to convert the fuzzy set that resulted from the fuzzy inference process into a non-fuzzy or crisp
value that can be used for example as a set-point value for a process controller. Thus, the
defuzzification interface determines a value (which is an element of the universe of discourse
of the fuzzy set) that is the best crisp representation of the fuzzy set. The mathematical
representation of the defuzzification operator is

(2.42)

in which Urepresents the universe of discourse, F represents a fuzzy set and M denotes the
range of the grades of membership of the elements of F. In the sequel, we will use the notation
F-I (JL.1" (u)) for the representation of the defuzzification operation applied on the fuzzy set

{ (1l.1" (u) , u) Iu E U 1\ JL.1" (u) E M }. Figure 2.10 shows the result of three defuzzification
methods, called Center of Gravity (CoG), First of Maxima (FoM) and Middle of Maxima
(MioM). Amongst others, these defuzzification algorithms will be described in the second
paragraph of this section.

The result of the defuzzification procedure depends very much on the defuzzification algorithm
that is used. However, there are more defuzzification rnethods than you can shake a stick at,
which makes it hard to choose a certain algorithm. Furthermore, during the research part
of this graduation project, information on defuzzification proved to be very summarily dealt
with in most textbooks and scientific articles. Therefore, we included this section to come to
a mathematically based, complete survey of defuzzification strategies.

In the first paragraph of this section, we will postulate sorne axioms which we will use in the
second paragraph to evaluate all widely-used defuzzification strategies.
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(2.43)

Figure 2.10: Defuzzification of a fuzzy set.

2.3.1 Axioms for defuzzification methods

The axioms for defuzzification methods presented in this paragraph are in most cases simply
postulatedj the prove of mathematical correctness is left behind. The reader interested in the
mathematical background of the defuzzification properties is referred to [42] and [8].

The first set of constraints for defuzzification methods are called the basic constraints [42]. In
these axioms, a fuzzy set is denoted ;:, the universe of discourse is denoted U and the range
of the membership function is assumed to be the unit interval, M = [0,1]. The smallest and
largest element of the support ofU is represented by UinJ and u3UP respectively. Furthermore,
if we compare two membership functions, in which one results from a mathematica} operation
on the other, we denote the first by JL~ and the latter by JLT.

• Zero-Element. A fuzzy set in which the elements in the support of the fuzzy set are
assigned a constant membership value ('Vu, Cl:' : u E support (U) " Cl:' E [0, 1] : JLT (u) = Cl:')

is defuzzified to the mean of the universe of discourse:

-r-l ( (» ._ u3UP +UinJ
or JLT u.- 2 .

• One-Element. Ir the support of a fuzzy set is a singleton, which means that only
one element of the fuzzy set has a non-zero grade of membership, than this fuzzy set is
defuzzified to exactly this element:

'Vue EU:

where

;:-1 (<5(u - Uc»:= Uc

{
I U = 0

<5(x)= 0 u;éO •

(2.44)

(2.45)

• Monotony. The property of monotony is defined by the following subproperties:

- Decreasing the grade of membership of elements of U which are larger than the
defuzzified value does not increase the defuzzified value.

- Increasing the grade of membership of elements of U which are larger than the
defuzzified value does not decrease the defuzzified value.

- Decreasing the grade of membership of elements of U which are smaller than the
defuzzified value does not decrease the defuzzified ,value.
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- Increasing the grade of membership of elements of U which are smaller than the
defuzzified value does not increase the defuzzified value.

These four properties can mathematically be represented in a single equation:

(vu: u ~ ;:-1 (Jl.r(u»: JlJ'(u) = Jl~(u»)

A (Vu: u> ;:-1 (Jl~(u)): JlJ'(u) ~ Jl~(u»)

=? ;:-1 (Jl.r (u» ~ ;:-1 (Jl~ (u)) .

(2.46)

(2.47)

The second set ofaxioms that is addressed in [42] is a set of graphically motivated constraints.
These kind of constraints are tightly related to the shapes of the membership function graphs
and deal with symmetry, transiation and sealing.

• Symmetry. Ir the orientation of the support of a fuzzy set changes, than the relative
position of the defuzzified value does not change:

;:-1 (Jl.r (u» := UinJ +usup - ;:-1 (p]: (UinJ +usup - u») . (2.48)

• u-Translation. The relative position of the defuzzified value is to remain constant, if
the membership function is moved horizontally:

;:-1 (Jl.r (u - ~u» := ;:-1 (P:F (u» + ~u. (2.49)

• u-Sealing. Ir the support of a fuzzy set is scaled by a constant factor, than the
defuzzified value is not to change.

(2.50)

• p-Translation. If a constant offset is added to the membership functions, two requi
rements are possibie:

- strong version All grades of membership are interpreted relative to each other.
Doing 50, we eliminate constant offset values en thus the defuzzification value is to
remain constant:

;:-1 (a +Jl.r (u»:= ;:-1 (Jl.r (u». (2.51)

- weak version All grades of membership are intepreted in an absolute way. Ir the
membership values are increased with a constant offset the defuzzified value should
move towards the mean u

14T
of the support of the fuzzy set. In mathematical terms:

;:-1(Jl.r(U»<UIlT =? ;:-1(a+JlJ'(u»~;:-1(Jl.r(U»,

;:-1 (Jl.r (u» ="ü,.T =? ;:-1 (a +JlJ' (u» =;:-1 (Jl.r (u»,

;:-1 (P.r (u» > "ü,.T =? ;:-1 (a + /lJ' (u» ~ ;:-1 (Jl.r (u».

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.54)

• Jl-Sealing. Since the multiplication of all grades of membership by a constant para
meter does not alter the shape of the membership function (it only changes the range
of the membership function), the defuzzified value is to remain constant:

(2.55)
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In the first paragraph of this section, and also in the first chapter of this report, we showed
that the defuzzification interface receives input from the fuzzy inference engine. Since this
inference engine performs fuzzy operations (both unary and binary) it is dear that there exist
some constraints for defuzzification methods that take these fuzzy operations into account.
In [42), the following axioms are specified:

• Triangular norm and triangular co-norm. The result of defuzzification of a tri
angular norm or co-norm operation (see 2.15 and 2.16 for a comprehensive list of these
operations) should be a member of the interval constrained by the defuzzified values of
the two arguments of the operation. In the mathematical representation of this cons
traint, the triangular norm or co-norm operation is denoted *, whilst the membership
functions of the two arguments are represented by PFI and PF2.

F-1(PFI (u)) ~ F-1(PF2 (u))

~ F-1 (PFdu)) ~ F-1(PFdu) *PF2 (u)) ~ F-1(PF2 (u)). (2.56)

The precondition, F- 1 (PFI (u)) ~ F- 1 (PF2 (u)), holds without loss of generality.

• Hedges. The constraints that are applicable for the concentration and dilation opera
tions (see 2.17 and 2.18), which are really linguistic hedges like "very" resp. "more or
less" are restricted to monotonously increasing or decreasing functions.

- Concentration: For monotonously increasing respectively decreasing functions the
defuzzificd vaJue of the "concentrated" function is larger resp. smaller than the
defuzzified value of the original function:

F-1(CON (PF(U))) ~ F-1(PF(U))

F-1(CON(PF(U))) ~ F-1(PF(U))

(2.57)

(2.58)

Dilation: For monotonously increasing respectively decreasing functions the defuz
zified value of the "dilated" function is smaller resp. larger than the defuzzified
value of the original function:

'VUEU:6p;~u) ~O ~ F-l(DIL(PF(U)))~F-l(PF(U))

'VuEU: 6p;~u) ~O ~ F-l(DIL(PF(U)))~F-l(PF(U))

(2.59)

(2.60)

The previously described list of constraints for defuzzification methods is not complete. The
list lacks some axioms for specific applications, and the constraints that are defined do not
deal with the practical implementation and use of the defuzzification strategies. Fortunately,
such constraints are mentioned in [42] and [8]. They include

• Fuzzy numbers. Convex, normalized fuzzy sets of which the rnembership functions
are piecewise continuous and have the maximum grade of membership for exactly one
element (called the rnean value) of the universe of discourse are called fuzzy numbers
(see der. 2.9). Because of the importance of the rnean value we require

(2.61)
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• Disambiguity. Thedisambiguity property is not easy to describe formal1y, therefore
we will c1earify this property using an example. The Centroid of Largest Area (CoLA)
defuzzification method, see 2.3.2.3, determines the defuzzification value of a non-convex
fuzzy set by calculating the centroid of the largest area of each of the convex fuzzy
subsets that comprise the non-convex fuzzy set. If this algorithm is applied on the
non-convex fuzzy set shown in Figure 2.11, in which the areas of the two convex fuzzy
subsets are equally large, it will produce an ambigous result because the algorithm is
not able to choose one of the two areas.

t1.00
IJ

0.75

0.50

0.25

~ ftrstarea

IS:! second area

universe of dlscourse -+
I I
"--?~

Figure 2.11: An example of the ambiguity of the Centroid of Largest Area
methad.

• Algorithm implementation criteria. In practical applications of fuzzy logic con
trollers, the implementation criteria of an algorithm are rather important. Since this
report concerns the design of a fuzzy logic processor in digital hardware, the criteria
we use are die size (which must be as small as possible) and algorithm running time.
The running time of an algorithm is expressed in the number of dock periods that is
needed to execute the algorithm using a certain implementation. For a good algorithm
implementation, the running time is minimal.

2.3.2 Defuzzification methods

In this subsection, we define and evaluate some widely used defuzzification methods. For
evalutation, we use the axioms mentioned in the previous subsection. For mathematical
representation of the algorithms, we use the same convention as ever (thus the symbols F, U
represent the fuzzy set and its uni verse of discourse, and uinf resp. u3UP denote the smallest
resp. largest element of the support of U).

2.3.2.1 Center of Gravity

The Center of Gravity (CoG) defuzzification method is probably the most widely used alge
rithm. In some literature ([8], for example) this algorithm is mixed up with the Center of Area
method, which is not correct. The CoG algoritm computes the centroid of the area under
the membership function of a fuzzy set. The mathematical representation of the algorithm,
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in the continuous case, is:

In the discrete case, 2.62 becomes:
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(2.62)

(2.63)

In [44] an iterative centroid algorithm is presented. In the mathematical representation of
this algorithm, we assume fuzzy subsets of a discrete whole-number universe

u = {O, 1,2, ... , umax } •

Futhermore, we have two indices 1 and r initialized as 0 and Umax , respectively, and two
accumulators denoted al and ar, which represent the areas of the fuzzy subset under the
membership function from 0 to 1 and from r to U max , respectively. The iterative centroid
algorithm can be described as

After Umax iterations (the two indices will then have the same value, 1= r), we achieve the
·d -r-l ;::-1centrOl .rCaG = Umoz·

The Center of Gravity method violates the constraints of p-translation (strong version), tri
angular norm and co-norm and fuzzy number. Besides that, the algorithm is computationally
very complex: it makes use of both multiplication and division, and it processes all elements
of the support of U.

2.3.2.2 Center of Area

The Center of Area (CoA) algorithm computes the position ofthe divisive axis between the left
and the right half area under the membership function. This algorithm is sometimes mixed
up with the previously described Center of Gravity algorithm, but it really is a diffferent
algorithm. This becomes clear from the definition of CoA:

.rë~A (IlT(U)) u

J Jl.r(u) du = jP p.r (u) duo

Uin! .rë~A(IlT(U))

For the discrete case, 2.66 can he expressed as

.rë~A(IlT(U)) U6UP

L Jl.r(Ui)= L Jl.r(Ui).
i=Uin! i=.rë~A(IlT(U))

(2.66)

(2.67)
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Most properties of the CoA algorithm are the same as those of the CoG methad: CoA does
not satisfy the constraints of Jl-translation (strong version), triangular norm and co-norm and
fuzzy number. The complexity of CoA however is a lot less complex than that of CoG, since
an efficient implementation of the algorithm only needs addition and comparison operations.

2.3.2.3 Centroid of Largest Area

This algorithm finds its use in case of non-convex fuzzy sets: it splits the non-convex fuzzy
set into convex fuzzy subsets, after which the CoG algorithm is applied on the fuzzy subset
which has the largest area. The algorithm was first described in [41] and is particularly usefull
in applications where modeling of prohibitive information is desired, which means that grades
of membership less than a certain value are considered forbidden area. Since the Centraid of
Largest Area (CoLA) methad involves first finding the convex subsets of a non-convex fuzzy
set, then computing their areas, selecting the largest of these areas and then computing the
centroid of the largest area, it is rather difficult to represent this methad formally. Therefore,
we included Figure 2.12 to explain the CoLA methad graphically.

tl.OO
IJ

0.75
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0.25

defuzzJfled
value

El convex fuzzy subset
BI convex fuzzy subset

lil overlap area

Figure 2.12: Defuzzification according to the Centroid of Largest Area method.

The properties of this defuzzification methad are not to good: all constraints are violated.
Moreover, the computational complexity is bad, which follows from the computational com
plexity of the CoG algorithm.

2.3.2.4 First/Last of Maxima

A very simple defuzzification strategy is the First of Maxima (FoM) methad, which computes
the smallest element of the support of U which has the maximum grade of membership.
The Last of Maxima methad is a alternative to FoM, and computes the largesf element of
support (U) which has the maximum grade of membership. We can describe these methods
formally using the following equations:

:!';;M (Jl.r-(u))

Fi;M (JlF (u))

.- !~L {u E U IJlF (u) = height (F)}

sup {u E U IJlF (u) = height (F)}
uEU

(2.68)

(2.69)
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where height(F) == SUPIl.1" (u).
uEU
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(2.70)

(2.71)

The computational complexity of these algorithms is very small, which implies a fast algorithm
implementation. As for the constraints, First and Last of Maxima only violate the triangular
norm constraint.

2.3.2.5 Mean/Middle of Maxima

The Mean of Maxima and Middle of Maxima methods perform a little bit better than the
FoM/LoM algorithms. The first method, Mean of Maxima or simply MeoM, computes the
arithmetic mean of the elements of U which have maximum grade of membership. The Middle
of Maxima (MioM) method computes the average of the result of the FoM and LoM methods.
Using 2.70, we can express the continous case of the MeoM method as:

fIlT(u)=height(.1") u du

fJLT(u)=height(.1") du .

In the discrete case, 2.71 becomes:

L JLF(u)=height(.1") u

L JLT(u)=height(.1") 1 .

The mathematical representation of the Middle of Maxima method is

(2.72)

(2.73)

The running time of the Meom and Miom defuzzification algorithms is somewhat larger than
the running time of the previously described algorithms, the First/Last of Maxima methods.
The Middle of Maxima method is the fastest algorithm in comparison with the Mean of
Maxima algorithm.

The Mean and Middle of Maxima defuzzification strategies statisfy all constraints, except for
the triangular norm constraint.

2.3.2.6 Height method

In the fuzzy inference engine, firing the fuzzy rules result in a number, say m, clipped or
scaled5 fuzzy sets, each of them denoted :Fk, k == 1,2, ... , m. The Height defuzzification
method takes the peak value of each clipped fuzzy set into account, instead of using the
support or shape of the clipped fuzzy sets. The formal description of the Height rnethod can
be expressed using 2.73:

(2.74)

5When we use the word "clipped" in the sequel of this paragraph, we mean to say "clipped or scaled".
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The H~igbt defuzzification method is a fast algorithm, although it is not as fast as the First
or Last of Maxima algorithms. Since the triangular norm constraint is violated by MioM, it
is also violated by the Height defuzzification method.

2.3.2.7 DECADE

All previous well-performing defuzzification algorithms (CoA, CoG) have one major draw
back: their hardware implementation is very slowand consumes a lot of chip area. For a
little while, we have tried to develop an efficient CoA/CoG approximation method to be
implemented in hardware and we devised a fast defuzzification algorithm using only addi
tion and shift operations. However, we discovered a paper [44] (which at that time was not
yet published) which presented an identical algorithm. Since the authors of the paper dis
cuss all properties of the algorithm in great detail and the performance of their algorithm is
slightly better, we will discuss this so-called DECADE algorithm instead of describing our
own defuzzification method.

The DECADE (Decreased Effort Centroid Approximation Defuzzification) algorithrn [44] was
developed from an algorithmic complexity point of view. Most defuzzification methods make
use of many operations such as multiplication and division, which makes it difficult to develop
fast and small hardware implementations for these algorithms.

The DECADE algorithm is derived from the iterative centroid approximation defuzzification
(CADE) method, as described in [44]. The CADE method, in turn, is an approximation of
the iterative centroid algorithm (see 2.64) and can formally be described as

F-+1
1~ ;::-1 +_1_ . (1 + r - 2. ;::-1), '2.c I

(2.75)

In 2.75, c is a counter for the number of non-zero accumulations, while 1 and r denote
two indices at the universe of discourse as in 2.64. The DECADE algorithm is achieved by
replacing the reciprocal factor 2~e by a power of two:

(2.76)

The exponent in the power of 2, ie, is initialized as ie =1, and is incremented whenever the
binary representation of cis an alternating sequence (viz. c = 1,10,101,1010,101010, ...).

The DECADE algorithm as described above approximates the centroid or Center of Gravity
algorithm. It can be adopted to approximate the Center of Area algorithm by setting je to O.

We already expressed the advantages of the DECADE defuzzification strategy concerning its
hardware implementation. This algorithm violates the triangular norm and fuzzy number
rational constraints.

2.3.3 Concluding remarks

We conc1ude the section on defuzzification by some items which are likely to be usefull in the
sequel of this thesis.
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• When discussing defuzzification strategies in the foregoing, we assumed that all ele
ments of fuzzy sets are stored as a consecutive array, each entry holding the grade of
membership of its corresponding element. When using a defuzzification method such
as CoA or CoG, all elements of the set should be processed, which is not very efficient
from a computation time point of view. Using another membership function storage
method will most likely result in better performing algorithms. For example, take a
membership function approximated by a piecewise lineair function, where only those
elements and their grade of membership are stored, at which the grade of membership
changes. In this case, processing such elements and interpolating the membership func
tion in between those elements is suffici~nt to compute for example the centroid. This
can result in an extreme reduction of processing time.

• Judging from the fact that a vast majority of fuzzy logic implementations uses either
CoG or CoA, we state that this method may not lack in the fuzzy logic processor which
is modelled within the framework of this graduation project. Taking the processing
time in consideration, we also speak out for the usage of those algorithms that employ
the maximum criterion. Algorithms of the latter class not only prove to be fast, but go
wrong at only one constraint.

2.4 Final remarks

The theory of fuzzy sets has been described in this chapter. Starting with basic definitions we
have extensively described fuzzy operations. On the basis of this theory fuzzy inference was
explained, which is used to derive conclusions from ill-defined or incomplete statements or
data. The contents of the sections on fuzzy theory and fuzzy inference is not very spectacular.

The section on defuzzification however is such, that an extra remark is not out of place. We
managed to produce a complete and comprehensive text on defuzzification, exploiting the
information presented in several papers and textbooks, but in particular [25, 26, 42, 44, 8].
In many papers this subject is only mentioned briefly. Other papers or textbooks that cover
this subject, only discuss a few algorithms or skip the theoretic part. Some textbooks even
mistake a certain algorithm for another !

Even the most valuable paper on this subject, [42], cannot be used solely: it lacks a complete
overview of defuzzification methods. With the third section of this chapter, a defuzzification
algorithm for a certain application can easily he selected, on a solid (i.e., mathematica!) basis.
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Chapter 3

Fuzzy logic processor architectures

This chapter is the result of the first part of this graduation project. lt contains an overview of
possible architectures with which fuzzy logic processors can be realized. We discuss theoretical
aspects of these architectures, and test their practical value on the basis of speed, efficiency
and flexibility. Each section of this chapter deals with a certain class of architectures: systo
lic arrays, RISC processor, SIMD and logic-in-mernory structure, and dedicated fuzzy logic
architectures. When discussing topics that are not, or only partially lectured at Eindhoven
University of Technology, a short introduction is presented. Most sections are concluded by a
review of the discussed architecture. This chapter ends with sorne fin al rernarks.

3.1 Systolic array processors

In chapter 2, the chapter on the theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic, all operations used in
fuzzy logic proved to be very basic operations, such as multiplication or finding the maximum
of a set of values. In this section, we describe in what way systolic arrays, or systolic array
processors, can be used to exploit this property. In condusion, two fuzzy logic controllers
presented in [31] and [28], which are both implemented using systolic arrays, are discussed.

3.1.1 Introduction to systolic arrays

The concept of systolic algorithms and systolic arrays is due to Kung and Leiserson [23],
who defined asystolic system as "a network of processors which rhythmically compute and
pass data through the system". A detailed definition of systolic arrays is adopted in [24]: A
systolic array is a computing network possesing the fol1owing features:

• Synchrony. The data are rhythmically computed (timed by agIobal dock) and passed
through the network.

• Modularity and regularity. The array consists of modular processing units with
homogeneous interconnections. Moreover, the computing network may be extended
indefinitely.

• Spatial and temporal locality. The array manifests a locally-communicative inter
connection structure, i.e. spatial locality. There is at least one unit-time delay alloted
so that signal transactions from one node to the next can be completed, i.e. tempora!
locality.

29
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• Pipelinability. The array exhihits a linear mte pipelinability, i.e. after applying pipe
lining, it should achieve an O(M) speedup in terms of processing rate, where M is the
numher of processing elements (PEs) of the systolic array.

The process of the design of a systolic array starts of course with the definition of the algorithm
that must he systolized. Once this algorithm is known, designing a systolic array involves
three stages:

• Stage 1. In the first stage of designing a systolic array, a (locaIized) dependence graph
(DG) is derived from the algorithm. A dependence graph shows the dependence of
the computations that occur in an algorithm, and it can therefore he considered as a
graphical representation of a single assignment algorithm. Localized dependence graphs
are dependence graphs in which the operations inside the nodes only make use of output
values of neighhoring nodes.

Consider for example matrix-vector multiplication, v = Au, where A is an n X m
matrix, u denotes an m-element column vector, and v is an n-element column vector.
The multiplication is defined hy

m

Vi =L aij • Uj

j=l

1 ::; i :$ n. (3.1)

The (non-Iocalized) dependence graph of 3.1 is depicted in Figure 3.1. In th is particular
case, we extended the DG concept to show the operations inside the nodes.

v(1) v(2) v(3) v(4)

I u(4) ---...---+---...----+~---+-----.
j

u(3) -~-+---.ç----+-~--t---..

u(2) -......----+----..---+-----.0----+----...

u(1) ---...---+---...---+-~---+------.,..

1----+

Figure 3.1: Dependence graph for matrix-vector multipIication with glohal com
munication.

In the dependence graph of Figure 3.1 each element of vector u is broadcast to all the
nodes in the graph at the same j-Ievel. Such glohal communication, which can easily
he replaced hy local communication, must he avoided in VLSI processor design at all
costs. The graph can he localized hy propagating the "hroadcast data" step-hy-step to
all nodes on the same level, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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vel) v(2) v(3) v(4)

I u(4)
J

u(3)

u(2)

u(l)

1-...

Figure 3.2: Localized dependence graph for matrix-vector multiplication.
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• Stage 2. In this stage, the dependen'ce graph is mapped to a signal flow graph (SFG).
A signal flow graph can be looked upon as apowerfuIl abstraction and graphical repre
sentation for all kinds of problems. An SFG is made up of nodes (denoted by a circle
representing zero-delay arithmetic or logic functions ) and edges, representing either a
dependence relation or a delay (in the lat ter case, the edge is labeled with a capital
letter D, representing the delay time). A lot of literature is written on the subject of
mapping a DG to a SFG, but basically the procedure involves three steps:

1. Assign operations to processors and specify the ordering of the operations.

2. Replace the arcs in the DG with zero or non-zero delay edges. The number of
delays on each edge is determined by the timing and is equal to the number of
time steps needed for the corresponding arcs.

3. Attach input and output data to their corresponding processors.

In Figure 3.3, a possible SFG is shown which is derived from the localized DG of
Figure 3.2.

u(4) u(3) u(2) u(1)

A(1.l)
A(1.2)
A(1.3)
A(1.4)

A(2.l)
A(2.2)
A(2.3)
A(2.4)

A(3.1)
A(3.2)
A(3.3)
A(3.4)

A(4.l)
A(4.2)
A(4.3)
A(4.4)

Figure 3.3: Signal flow graph for matrix-vector multiplication .

• Stage 3. The last step in designing a systolic array is called "systolization of the signal
flow graph". This stage is composed of three steps:
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_1, Select the basicoperation modules which are tobe incorporated in the systolic
array. Note that the choice is not always unique.

2. If the SFG is spatially 10calized hut not tempora1ly localized, derive aregular,
temporaIly 10calized SFG. The difference between a spatially localized SFG versus
a temporaIly 10ealized SFG is best explained by looking at Figure 3.3, which re
presents a spatially 10calized SFG. Propagating, say, u(1) from the leftmost node
to the rightmost node uses zero time, which implies that u( 1) is really a broadcast
signal! Thus, we need to retime the SFG and temporally store data in the pro
cessing units in order to undo the broadcast effect. In [24], the cut-set retiming
procedure is discussed, which can be used to transform an SFG into a temporaIly
localized form.

3. Add delays between the processing units or combine delays with operation modules.
Between each operation module, a unit time delay should he introduced. This delay
can be combined with the module itself to constitute a basic systolie array element.

The systolic array of the previous example of a matrix-vector multiplication is repre
sented in Figure 3.4.

elk 6 _ _ - _ _ .._ .._ _ .._ - _-_ - _ _..... v(4)

elk 5 v(3)
elk 4 _ _................. v(2)
elk 3 ..'1' _ - _.................... v( 1)
cfk 2 ··{·_·..-'1' ··..···....·_......··......·

~: ~ =j===:i==r=r==::
u(4) u(3) u(2) U(l)

!

~; !~=::=t::::!·=:::~==:~ ~!l~! ~g:~~ A(3.n
elk 3 ..1.. _ A(l.4) A(2.3) A(3.2) A(4.1)
elk 4· · ·.. ··..··..·_..·_..·_ ·_· ·. A(2,4) A(3.3) A(4.2)
elk 5 _ - _ _ A(3.4) A(4.3)
elk 6 - _ _ .._ _ _ .._ _..--..- ..- - A(4.4)

Figure 3.4: Systolie array for matrix-vector multiplication.

The pipelining feature of systolic arrays can be easily explained using this picture. When
operating at the first doek cyde, the systolic array uses u( 1) and A( 1,1) as inputs for
the first processing element. All other PEs use initial values (which are all zero in this
case) at that time. At the second dock tick, the u(1) signal used by the first processing
element is propagated to thc next node. At that point of time, the first processing
element uses u(2) and A(1,2) for its inputs, while the second PE makes use of u(l)
and A(2, 1). This carries on until all input signals have been processed. The output
signalof a given node hecomes available if all calculations of the eoncerning node are
completed.
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Now that we briefly described the procedures involved with the design of systolic arrays from
a given algorithm, we are abIe to discuss some implementations of fuzzy logic controllers
which exploit systolic arrays. Before doing so, we conc1ude this subsection by listing some
properties of systolic arrays and relating them to VLSI system design.

• Simple and regular design. Nowadays, VLSI systems can become rather complex,
which effects in increasing design costs. These costs can be reduced by using reguIar,
simple designs. What's more, such designs are likely to be modular and reusable, which
will again decrease design costs.

• Concurrency. Performance of computing systems can be increased by the use of
concurrency, which in turn can be increased by the underlying architecture.

• Regular and local communication. The regular and local communication present
in systolic arrays is a far better solution than global communication (as used in many
other VLSI systems), for it decreases chip area and delay time.

3.1.2 Fuzzy systolic arrays according to Manzoul and Serrate

In [31], fuzzy systolic arrays are presented which implement the overall fuzzy relation and
the compositional rule of inference. This implementation makes use of only two universes of
discourse, viz. U and V, where U is quantized in n elements, while V is assumed to consist of
m elements. Each of these elements is represented by a binary number of s bits, with 0 and
28

-
1 indicating no and fuIl membership, respectively.

The overall fuzzy relation R is the relation that follows from the combination of all ruies Ri
in a fuzzy rule base by the or connective:

R= VRi i = 1,2, ... , N (3.2)

where N denotes the number offuzzy ruies in the system, and the or connective is represented
by the 'V' symbol. As defined in chapter two, a fuzzy relation Ri between two fuzzy subsets
of two universes of discourse, say Ai (a fuzzy subset of U) and Bi (a fuzzy subset of V), is a
fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product U x V:

PR. (u,v) = min (PA. (u) ,PD. (v)) uEU,vEV. (3.3)

If we rewrite 3.2 using 3.3 and use the max (.) operation as an or connective, we find the
following equation:

PR (u, v) = m~min (PA; (u), PD, (v))
I

uEU,vE V,i= 1,2, ... ,N. (3.4)

Note that the algorithm devised in 3.4 is a single-assignment algorithm, since over the course
of the algorithm a single value is computed for each occurence of each indexed variabIe.
Rewriting the algorithm in the following way c1earifies the fact that we are dealing with a
single-assignment algorithm1:

lAk (i) denotes the i-th element of the fuzzy set Alo.
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Algorithm 3.1 Overall fuzzy relation

do for k := 1 to N
do for i := 1 to n

do for j := 1 to m
D(k,i) -Adi);
E(k,j) +- Bk(j);
F(k,i,j) +- max(F(k-1,i,j),min(D(k,i),E(k,j»)j

od
od

od

The localized dependence graph of this algorithm is shown (for m = n = 4 and N = 3) in
Figure 3.52 •

I~J
k

Figure 3.5: Localized dependence graph for the overall fuzzy re1ation.

The second step in designing the systolic array for the overall fuzzy re1ation, the mapping
of the localized dependence graph to a signa1 flow graph (as described on page 31) is not
discussed, since it does not really fit within the framework of this graduation project. Once
the signa1 flow graph has been obtained, the cut-set retiming procedure is applied to come
to a systolic array as depicted in Figure 3.6.

The calculation of the overall fuzzy relation is executed on1y once, during initialization of
the inference processor. The result is then used in the compositional rule of inference (as
discussed in 2.2.2), which induces fuzzy inferences from a given input va1ue. In the paper
by Manzoul and Serrate, the inference method used is min-max inference, in which case the
compositional rule of inference is defined

Ui E U,Vj E V,i = 1,2, ... ,n,j = 1,2, ... ,m.
(3.5)

In 3.5, X denotes the fuzzified input variabie, R represents the overall fuzzy relation and Y
is the induced inference obtained by the compositional rule of inference. The dependenee

2In order to obtain a dear and surveyable picture, some nodes and arrows of the cubic are not drawn.
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A3(1) A2(l) AP) .

I-,--...::····F-···_···-J·-~·-I//~:~:~
BP)

Figure 3.6: Systolic array for the overall fuzzy relation.

graph of the compositional rule of iuference will he presented in the next subsection, which
discusses a similar fuzzy systolic array implementation. The systolic array of the above
mentioned inference rule is obtained in the same way as the overall fuzzy relation systolic
array, and is shown in Figure 3.73 •

x(4) x(3) x(2) x(l)

r(1.1)
r(1.2)
r(1.3)
r(1.4)

r(2.1)
r(2.2)
r(2,3)
r(2.4)

r(3,1)
r(3,2)
r(3,3)
r(3.4)

r(4,1)
r(4,2)
r(4,3)
r(4.4)

Figure 3.7: Systolic array for the compositional rule of inference.

3.1.3 Fuzzy systolic arrays according to Lucas, Turksen and Smith

The second systolic array implementation of a. general fuzzy inference processor we like to
discuss is the one presented in [28]. The functionality of the systolic architectures described

3In this picture, x(i) really stands for px (u;), while r(i,j) represents PR(U;,Vj).
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in this paper and the paper of ManzouI and Serrate is identicaI. The impIementation however
differs at some points.

A fuzzy systolic array shouId, according to Lucas, Turksen and Smith, impIement the com
positional ruIe of inferencej the overaII fuzzy reIation does not need to be impIemented as a
separate systolic array (we will come to that later). A systolic array for the compositionaI
ruIe of inference has the following properties:

• The processor's input is a vector representing the observed input fuzzy set X.

• The processor should indude a knowledge base, stored in long-term memory. The
knowIedge base is what ManzouI and Serrate call the "overall fuzzy reIation".

• The processor computes the fuzzy condusion Y using the compositional rule of inference.
The concIusion is obtained as in 3.5.

The dependence graph of the compositional ruIe of inference, as depicted in Figure 3.8, was
derived using the following single-assignment algorithm of 3.5

(3.6)

y(O) y(l) y(2) y(3)

x(O)

x(1)

x(2)

x(3)

Figure 3.8: Dependence graph for the compositional ruIe of inference.

The concept of storing the knowIedge base, or overall fuzzy reIation, in long-term memory
already appears from the dependence graph: the values for J!R(Uj,Vj) are precomputed and
stored at corresponding nodes.

The systolic array that is obtained using this dependence graph is similar to that of Manzoul
and Serrate (Figure 3.7). However, an improved systolic array has been devised, which
follows from a permutation of the order of computing 3.5 and a different schedule assignment
of the processor elements in the systolic array. The schedule is such that the activities of m
processors are one-to-one translated from m nodes of the dependence graph. Hence, each
dock cyde, m processors are performing computations as specified in m nodes of the DG.
Having an m--eIement output universe, and an n--element input universe of discourse, a ring
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systolic array as illustrated in Figure 3.9 needs only n dock beats to perform all calculations.
The circular buffer which is present in the processor elements of the ring systolic array is used
to store the values for JLR (Ui, Vj). The reader interested in the exact scheduling, assignment
and pipelining is reffered to [28].

y(m-l)

x(O) x(1)

y(O)

x(m) x(m+1) x(n-l)

Figure 3.9: Improved systolic array for the compositional rule of inference.

We promised to discuss the implementation of the overall fuzzy relation. As appeared from
the dependence graph and the systolic array, the values of the overall fuzzy relation can
be precomputed and stored at the corresponding nodes. It is advantageous to perform the
precomputations on-chip to update the rule-hase. Lucas, Turksen and Smith have devised a
way to make the processor learn new rules using recursion. The learning rule, derived from
3.2 and 3.4, can he written as

(3.7)

where R' is the updated rule-base or overall fuzzy relation and Ak and Bk respectively re
present the antecedent and consequent values of the new rule. By replacing the processor
elements of the systolic array depicted in 3.9 hy the processor elements of Figure 3.10, the
systolic array is able to update the rule-base in a special "learning" mode of operation. In
this mode of operation, the directions of data flow are reversed, the elements of the input and
output fuzzy sets X and Y are used as inputs, and the cyclical piping direction of JlR (u, v)
is also reversed.

~-+---"F'-------'r-----,-'ya) = B.O>

Figure 3.10: Processor element used in learning mode.
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3.1.4 Concluding- remarks

We end this section on the fuzzy systolic arrays presented in the paper by Manzoul and
Serrate with a short list of pros and cons concerning the systolic arrays and their possible use
in a fuzzy logic processor:

• Because of the use of systolic arrays, the advantages during design time are synchrony,
modularity, regularity, locality (spatial and temporal) and pipelinability. This means
that once the processing elements of the systolic arrays have been designed, the design
of a fuzzy logic processor is straightforward.

• The processing time of the systolic arrays in comparison to a uni-processor is conside
rably less, which is due to the high degree of pipelinability.

• The flexibility of a fuzzy logic processor built with systolic arrays is very bad. Once the
processor has been designed for a certain application (by setting the number of elements
of the universes of discourse, and the number of rules) it is uscless for any application
with different parameters.

• The use of systolic arrays in a fuzzy logic processor is only recommendable when a simple
inference method (such as min-max inference) can be used. If, for example, max
product inference is used, then every processing element of the systolic array should
include a multiplier, which will increase the chip's die size enormously.

• The fuzzy systolic array of Lucas, Turksen and Smith is preferrable in comparison with
the implementation of Manzoul and Serrate. The first uses only one systolic array in two
modes of operation: a learning mode, with which the overall fuzzy relation is stored at
the nodes, and an inference mode. The latter uses two systolic arrays, one for computing
the overall fuzzy relation and one to implement the compositional rule of inference.

3.2 Fuzzy RISC processor

The idea of using a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) architecture far the design
of fuzzy infarmation processors sterns from H. Watanabe, wha wrate a few papers on this
subject [67, 68, 69]. He proposed to use a basic architecture consisting of a RISC processor
core, with special hardware functional units far fuzzy logic related operations. In this section,
we discuss the essence of Watanabe's ideas, by considering

• Number representation

• Instructian set architecture

• Vector instructians

Befare discussing these three items, we start with a brief introduction on RISC processors
and vectar computers.
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3.2.1 Introduction
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An important reason for the popularity of today's computers is their speed with which they
handle all kinds of applications. However, there is always a need for even more processing
power. To satisfy these speed requirements processor architectures like RISC (Reduced In
struction Set Computer) or vector architectures come into mind.

The concept of a RISC architecture can be summarized by the following quote4 :

Sacrifice everything to reduce the data path cyc1e time.

In a RISC processor, the designed datapath is optimal for key operations. Typical machine
instructions are designed in such a way that the execution of these instructions is performed
in minimal time. Furthermore, only those instructions which do not decrease the datapath
cycle time are added. The secret for the speed of a RISC processor is the fact that compiler
generated instructions are directly executed by hardware, instead of being interpreted by
microcode. Since hardware resources are limited, the number of possible instructions is also
limited. That is why these kind of processors are named "reduced instruction set computer".

Another option for increasing processing power is using a vector architecture. Vector computer
are particularly used in number-chrunching applications, which typically consist of operations
on arrays of numbers, i.e. vectors. In any normal processor, all elements of input vedors are
processed sequentially, thus forming an output vector. However, with the architecture shown
in Figure 3.11 it is possible to take two n-element vectors as input and perform the requested
operation in parallel using a vector ALU. A vector ALU comprises n ordinary ALUs, which
operate simultaneously.

vector register file

iil

Figure 3.11: Vector ALU.

Vector computers often use a high degree of pipelining to increase processing speed. In cases
where pipelining cannot be applied (for example, when two operands of a certain instruction
are mutually dependent), the operations are chained, which is really an element-level (instead
of vector-level) pipelining technique.

4This quote is taken (rom "Structured Computer Organization". 3rd edition, by A.S. Tanenbaum, page
437.
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3.2.2 lnstruction set architecture

In [67, 68], the author discusses the advantages of software implementation of eertain fuzzy
instruetions versus extra hardware to implement sueh instructions. Repeating this treatise in
this graduation report would go to far; the interested reader is reffered to the above-mentioned
papers.

The result of this part of the articles is the specification of instructions whieh should be
implemented in extra hardware. Combinations of these "primitive" operations should then
be used to implement other operations.

Aeeording to Watanabe, min(·) and max(·) instructions are to be implemented in hardware.
Besides these, hardware implementation of both the bounded sum and bounded differenee is
justifiabIe, since these two operations are used frequently to form other fuzzy operations. To
explain the addition of min(.) and max(·) instruetions we included Figure 3.12.

register
file

ALU result
buffers

(a)

register
file

ALU result
buffers

(b)

Figure 3.12: RISC ALU datapath, original (a) and with min/max modifieation
(b).

We assume that the min(.) and max(·) instruetions will run in a single c10ek eyc1e, sinee single
eyc1e instructionslike set on less than, slt use similar calculations. The differenee in the
case of min(·) and max(·) instruetions is that the souree register eontents should be moved
to the destination register. In case of a comparison instruction like sIt, the destination
register needs only to be set or cleared. However, the min(·) and max(·) instruetions ean be
implemented by a minor modification of a datapath in the RISC ALU. In Figure 3.12(a) a
simplified RISC datapath is shown with which it is possible to bypass operands for efficient
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pipelining [15]. The modification of this datapath is depicted in Figure 3.12(h), where a
multiplexer is used to select the minimum or maximum.

3.2.3 Vector instructions

In Watanahe's papers, fuzzy sets are represented as vectors of fixed-point numhers. An
operation on two fuzzy sets produces a third fuzzy set. For most fuzzy theoretic operations,
there is no interdependency among elements of fuzzy sets. Therefore, the operations can he
pipelined over the vector elements.

A fuzzy logic processor based on vector instructions should have a set of vector registers to
store fuzzy sets. Futhermore, instructions should he designed associated with operations on
vector registers, i.e. fuzzy sets. The following groups of operations are necessary:

• Data movement operations. We need (single) instructions for the movement of data
hetween registers and memory. For handling the extensive memory 1/0, an efficient
vector load/store unit should he designed.

• Binary fuzzy operations. Operations which use the contents of two vector registers,
and produce another vector can he implemented in single instructions. Examples of
such operations are union, intersection, etc.

• Scalar-vector operations. Operations such as the complement of a fuzzy set can he
implemented using a scalar register and a vector register. The result of these operations
is a vector register.

• Vector reduction operations. Computing the smallest element over a vector is an
example of a vector reduction operation. It is implemented hy repeated application of
the min(·) operation. Vector reduction instructions cannot simply he vectorized since
a dependency hetween adjacent applications of an operation exists. However, [15, pp.
382-383] presents a standard technique for partially vectorizing reduction operations.

In the previous, we explained that only part of the fuzzy instructions have to he directly
implemented hy hardware. All other fuzzy instructions must in this case be implemented
by a sequence of primitive instructions (these primitives are the instruction implemented in
hardware). However, when executing a sequence of primitives, prohlems can arise when the
primitive instructions are pipelining. To explain this, we use an example from [67), where
algehraic sum, a +b - a· b, is implemented hy the following sequence of instructions:

ADDV V3. Vl, V2 V3 gets sum of el ements of Vi and V2
MULTV V4. Vi, V2 V4 gets produets of elements of Vl and V2
SUBV VS. V3. V4 V5 gets difference of elements of V3 and V4

The first two instructions, ADDV and MULTV are mutually independent, which implies that
maximum pipelining can he used. The third instruction, SUBV, must "wait" for ADDV and
MULTV to complete. A considerable speed-up can he achieved by implementing chaining of
vector operations, where the vector registers are not looked upon as single "registers", but as
groups of individual registers, with each register representing a single vector element. Thus,
in our example, subtraction can be started as soon as the first elements of both V3 and V4
hecome availahle.
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3....2.4 Concluding remarks

The fol1owing items can be deduced from the foregoing concerning the implementation of
fuzzy instructions in a RISC processor:

• The design approach of adapting an existing processor is justifiabie from a design costs
point of view. After all, changing a design will cost less than designing a new processor.

• The flexibility of a fuzzy RISC processor is good, since the processor can he programmed
by software.

• The speed of a fuzzy RISC processor does not even approach the speed of ful1-custom
fuzzy logic processors. To illustrate this, we included a table from [69]. In this tabie,
Table 3.1, the performance is given of a software-programmed RISC processor, a RISC
processor with min(·) and max(·) instructions in hardware and a full-custom fuzzy logic
processor, running at 10 MHz, as presented in [65].

Table 3.1: Performance evaluation: fuzzy RISe processor vs. full-custom ASJe.

Test
MJPS R3000A

ASJe
Regular With minjmax

6000 inferences 125 s 49 s 3.8 ms
1 inference 20.8 ms 8.2 ros 6.4 ps
FLIPS 48 122 156,250

The first row in the table displays the time, in seconds, it takes to do 6000 inferences
using a rule-base of 51 rules. The second row is the computation time of one single
inference, while the last row presents the number of fuzzy logic inferences per second
(FLIPS). According to this tabie, the modified RISC processor is 2.5 times faster than
the original RISC processor. The full-custom processor however achieves a speed-up
factor of almost 13 in comparison to the modified RISC processor. Rence, the full
custom processor processes its data. 32 times as fast as an ordinary RISe processor.

3.3 Fuzzy logic implementation using SIMD and logic-in
memory

The fuzzy logic implementation presented in the paper by Sasaki, Veno and Inoue [45] is
discussed in a separate section of this chapter for two reasons. First, it is designed using SIMD
(Single Instruction, Multiple Data) and logic-in-memory structure, which is interesting from
a computer architecture point of view. Second, the authors claim a maximum inference speed
of 7,500,000 fuzzy logic inferences per second. In this section, we take a closer look at the
system configuration, rule processing and memory organization exploited in this processor.
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3.3.1 System configuration

The fuzzy logic processor devised by Sasaki, Ueno and Inoue is constituted of two chips, an
ij-part chip and a then-part chip, which makes it possible to use the fuzzy logic controller is
several ways. A possible configuration is depicted in Figure 3.13.

I data ...
If-part oddress then-part
chip tri laer chip 1

-.j then-part
chip 2

'-----I~ then-part
chip 16

Figure 3.13: First possible system configuration ofSasaki's fuzzy logic processor.

The then-part chips, which operate as slaves, start, when triggered by the if-part chip (which
is configured as master), processing the consequent part of the fuzzy Tules. The then-part
chips are identified by an address outputted by the if-part chip.

Another possible configuration uses multiple if-part chips. Such a configuration (as presented
in Figure 3.14) makes use ofmax(·) units to form an input signal for the then-part chips out
of the outputs of the if-part chips. The performance increase, relative to the performance
of a configuration with a single if-part processor, is in proportion to the number of if-part
chips.
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Figure 3.14: Second possible system configuration of Sasaki's fuzzy logic proces
sor.
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3.3.2 Rule processing

Many fuzzy logic processors process the fuzzy inference rules in parallel. However, hardware
limitations cause the number of parallel processed rules to be small. This can be counteracted
by enlarging the granularity of parallel process (the granularity is normally one rule).

If rules that use the same fuzzy set in the consequent part are amassed and a new rule is
constructed which combines all these rules, we can use such a reconstructed rule as a unit for
parallel processing. Doing so, the number of processing elements does not need to be greater
than the maximum number of different fuzzy sets used in the then-part of fuzzy rules.

3.3.3 Memory organization

The membership functions, which are stored on-chip, are composed out of a 64-element
universe of discourse, each element being represented by 4 bits (hence, there are 16 levels
for the grade of membership). Since all elements of the universe of discourse are stored, one
membership function uses 256 bits of memory.

Due to the fact that same operations are applied with different data, SIMD (Single Instruction
Multiple Data) is implemented in the if-part processor. SIMD computer architectures are in
general simpier, cheaper and potentially much faster than ordinary SISD (Single Instruction,
Single Data) computers. Such processors comprise a number cf processing elements (PEs),
each with its own local memory. The basic structure of the if-part processor is presented in
Figure 3.15.
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~ ~ T
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Figure 3.15: Global organization of the if-part processor.

In the case of the if-part processor, the local data for each processing element consists of
labels, which refer to membership functions (the grades of membership ofthese functions are
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stored in the data memory). Once used by the PE, the label data serves as a selection signa!
for obtaining the needed grade of membership. The processing elements are controlled by the
output of the instruction memory, to perform either min(·) or max(·) operations.

The then-part processor is build up using logic-in-memory structures. For each rule, the
inference result is obtained by calculating the minimum ofthe rule's consequent, and the firing
grade of that rule. Hence, this process can be parallellized for each element of the membership
function. Since such paral1ellization potential1y requires a lot of hardware, the processing
elements, which perform min(·) and max(·) instructions, should be designed as simply as
possible. The smallest construction for the PEs can be accomplished by implementing the
operations as bit-serial operations. For a complete treatment of this implementation, the
reader is reffered to [45]. The final organization of the then-part processor is depicted in
Figure 3.16.

I, ---,...-----------,.-------------,

12 --t-----.----+-----+------r---j--------+-----,

PE
15

PE
15

PE
15

I15--t---,----f+------+------r-----i-j--------+-----,

0,

Figure 3.16: Overview of the logic-in-memory structure of the then-part pro
cessor.

Each processing element used in the then-part chip, is made up of a 4-bit data latch, which
stores the grade of membership of an element of the universe of discourse, a two-input min(.)
unit and pre-processing logic for a multi-input max(·) unit. The outputs of the processing
elements (see Figure 3.16) are connected to this multi-input max(·) unit, which is not draw
in the last picture.

3.3.4 Concluding remarks

The fuzzy logic processor devised by Sasaki, Ueno and Inoue cannot be overlooked. lts features
such as SIMD and logic-in-memory structures, together with the high inference speed make
this processor very interesting. The comments concerning this implementation are expressed
below.
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• Due to the weIl thought-out rule reconstruction and SIMD and logic-in-memory struc
ture, the processor can process all rules in parallel with minimal hardware resources.

• The speed and efficiency of this processor are extremely good, which follows from the
above-mentioned parallel processing capabilities.

• The flexiblity of the processor is bad. The low number of elements of the universe of
discourse and levels of grade of membership cause the processor to be applicable in only
few environments. Furthermore, the fixed min-max inference method is not always in
demand.

• The processor design is very complete. Features we did not discuss are for example the
defuzzification circuitry, which is implemented using multi-operand parallel adders with
Wallace-tree5 • Besides, the "Sasaki" processor has really been implemented in silicon,
whereas many other papers only present theoretic fuzzy logic implementations.

3.4 Dedicated fuzzy logic hardware

Many fuzzy logic processors have been designed using a special, dedicated architecture.
Examples are the ones presented in [11, 35, 65, 56, 27, 4, 53, 21, 60]. In this section, we
will only treat the following designs:

• The pioneering work of Togai and Watanabe, presented in [53]. Implementations pre
sented in [56, 65, 11] are in essence improvements of the "Togai" fuzzy logic processor
and are therefore not discussed.

• The design by Chiueh [4].

• The fuzzy logic processor devised by Nakamura, Sakashita, Nitta, Schimomura and
Tokuda [35].

3.4.1 Fuzzy logic processor by Togai and Watanabe

The processor designed by Togai and Watanabe [53], was the first fuzzy inference hardware
implementation ever. Therefore, simplicity of the VLSI design is emphasized. This shows
from the implementend inference method (min-max inference), the number of elements in
the universe of discourse (a fuzzy set is represented by 31 elements) and the number of grades
of fuzziness (membership functions are discretized in 16 levels). The membership functions
are stored in 128 bits, which constitute 31 groups of four bits (the membership function), a
flag denoting inactive TUles and 3 dummy bits. The processor can evaluate 16 rules at most.

The individual TUles are processed serially, which contributes to the simplicity of the fuzzy
logic processor. Furthermore, only one antecedent and one consequent is used per rule.

5 A Wallace-tree is a recursive procedure used to reduce the problem of adding n n-bit numbers to the
problem of summing two O(n)-bit numbers.
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The processor of Togai and Watanabe processes all rules in parallel, by using SIMD structures.
The basic organization of a single datapath is shown in Figure 3.17. In the processor, such a
datapath is repeated for each rule.

blt-serlol
MIN unit

If-part
rule I

blt-serlal
MAXunit

blt-serlal
MIN unit

then-part
rule I

Figure 3.11: Single datapath implemented in the processor by Togai and Wata
nabe.

The input to the datapath is the input observation, which is compared with the antecedents
of the fuzzy inference rules. The shift register inserted in the datapath records thc running
maximum when the antecedent is processed. The output of a single datapath is connected to
a binary tree of max(.) units, which results in the fuzzy inference decision.

The processor has a performance of 80,000 fuzzy logic inferences per second. This can he
doubled by introducing an extra shift register right after the current shift register. This new
shift register keeps the computed maximum for processing the consequent. In this way, a
pipelining processor is obtained. The very inconvenient rule format (one antecedent and one
consequent per rule) can be refined by introducing multiple datapaths for each rule. The
resolution of universe of discourse and membership functions can be enlarged by a slight
modification of the global control unit, and, in case of the membership functions, increasing
the length of the shift register.

3.4.2 Fuzzy logic processor devised by Chiueh

The fuzzy logic processor design presented in [4], features optimized fuzzy logic circuits and
enhanced defuzzification. The first optimization is situated in the memory organization. The
organization used in the Togai and Watanahe design and many others, is simply dedicating,
for example, 4 x 64 = 256bits6 for each linguistic value. Thus, for storing each membership
function we need 256 bits. In Chiueh's design however, the memory requirements are reduced
hy assuming that the maximum number of linguistic variables that have overlap never exceeds
2 (Figure 3.18).

In this picture of the membership function storage, the integers in the cells mark the supports
of the membership functions, whilst unused cells are represented by a cross mark. In order
to make efficient use of the assumption that the overlap factor of the membership functions
is at most two, adjacent membership functions are stored in different rows. Doing 50, the
membership functions for all linguistic variables can be stored using only 2 x 256 bits.

The inference engine designed by Chiueh is depicted in Figure 3.19.

The antecedent of the rules uses at most three input variables, while the inference result of

6In this case, the universe oC discourse consists of 64 elements, each represented by Cour bits which store
the grade oC membership (or that specific element.
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Figure 3.18: Membership function storage in Chiueh's fuzzy logic processor.

one rule only effeets one output variabie. Each variabie memory is addressed by its corre
sponding crisp input, which results in at most two (value, degree) pairs. The first parameter
of these pairs, the value parameter, really represents the antecedent in the fuzzy mIes. It
is this parameter that is used to address the rule memories which in turn output the rule's
consequent.

The outputs of the input variabie memories will result in at most 8 different values. In practice
however, only part of these outputs is really needed. When membership functions and fuzzy
rule set are known, it is possible to deduce the maximum number of simultaneously active
rules7 • In this case, at most 5 out of 8 mIes will be active at the same moment, which explains
the use of the 8 x 5 multiplexer. Using sueh a multiplexer will save hardware resources in
subsequent processing units.

The grades of membership of the input variabie memories are passed trough the multiplexer,
if the corresponding rules are aetive. Sinee the rule format allows three antecedent variables,
three degree values are fed into and passed through the multiplexer. The next processing unit
calculates the minimum value of each degree-tuple. These minimum values, together with
the mIe consequents, are processed by what Chiueh calls the "aggregate unit", which really
computes the maximum membership value for each linguistic value of the output variabIe.

The last item of the fuzzy logic processor design by Chiueh we like to discuss is the defuzzi
cation unit, since it is implemented using an algorithm that achieves a typical speed-up of 5
to 10 times over ordinary defuzziciaton algorithm implementations. The algorithm is called
Defuzzify Partial Sum and will he explained using Figure 3.20.

The Defuzzify Partial Sum algorithm is defined by Figure 3.20(a). Giving the firing grade T
and a membership function L of some output variabIe, say J(, the membership function L
can be split up in three parts: a-e-f-b, b-f-g-h-e and e-h-d. The area and mass of each of
these three parts are precomputed and stored in the defuzzifier memory.

Next, we explain the use of this algorithm on the basis of Figure 3.20(b). This picture refers
to the case in which only one output variabIe is used, which value is computed from two
membership functions, L 1 and L 2 • With each of these membership functions a firing grade is

7 Computation of the number of simultaneously active rules is discussed in section 5.2 of Chiueh '5 paper [4]
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Figure 3.19: Processor architecture of Chiueh's fuzzy inference engine.

associated (Tl and T2). The crisp output value is ca1culated using the following equation:

This equation iterates over the universe of discourse, represented by U. However, since area
and mass of some subregions have already been computed, we only need to iterate over the
overlapped region bounded by a and b. Hence, the following algorithm arises:

area

+
+

mass =

+
+

output

AREA { max (min (JLLJ(u), Tl), min (J.LL2( u), T2))} +
uE[a,b]

DPS-AreaJeft (0, L2,T2) + DPS-Area_middle (0, L2,T2) +
DPS-AreaJ'ight (0, L}, Tt} + DPS-AreaJlliddle (0, L}, Td

MASS { max (min (JLLJ (u), Tl), min (JLL2(U), T2))} +
uE[a,b]

DPS-MassJeft (0, L 2 , T2 ) + DPS-MassJlliddle (0, L 2 , T2 ) +
DPS_Mass..xight (0, Lh Tl) + DPS-MassJlliddle (0, L}, Tl)
area

mass

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

The precomputed area and mass are addressed, as appears from the foregoing equa.tion, by the
output variabIe (in the algorithm represented by 0), a linguistic value or membership function
(L l and L2 ) and a firing grade (Tl or T2 ). The drawback possesed by the Defuzzify Partial
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Figure 3.20: Defuzzy Partial Sum: definition (a) and usage (b).

Sum algorithm is the precomputation of the partial area and mass, for every possible firing
grade. This can result in huge memory requirements in cases where the grade of membership
is discretized in many levels.

3.4.3 The "Nakamura" fuzzy inference processor

The inference processor presented in [35] is in fact an ordinary fuzzy logic processor using
min-max inference. However, this design features some interesting topics, like a membership
function generator with which four different shapes of functions can be realized. Furthermore,
the processor is programmed using flexible ruIe instructions. The processor is able to handle
up to 16 inputs, while only one output port is available. The inference speed of a typical
application using 2 inputs, one output and a rule base of 20 rules equals 200,000 fuzzy logic
inferences per second. The lat ter is achieved when the processor operates at a 20 MHz dock
frequency.

First, we discuss the membership function generator. The "Nakamura" inference processor
uses a 16-bit function parameter, consisting of 6 fields to specify the exact function shape.
As a basis for the generation of a membership function, a trapezoid is used. In Figure 3.21,
five of these fields are visualized.

The first parameter, fq is used to convey the length of the top side of the function shape.
This parameter is build up of 2 bits. Six bits are used to specify the center of the membership
function, by means of the fn parameter. The forward slope is defined by fg (2 bits), while ft is
used to specify both the function shape and the change in gradient in the oblique sides if the
resulting function shape is either a trapezoid or triangular. The latter field is represented by
3 bits. The horizontal scale factor is described by fm (two bits). The sixth field is optional
and is used to instruct the program sequencer to refer to a lookup table when computing the
grades of membership of the oblique sides. In this way, it is possibie to generate for example
S-shaped functions.

Judging from the performance table in [35], this processor uses a 12-bit input. However, the
only parameters that are used to specify the support of fuzzy sets are fm and Jn. Together,
these variables constitute an 8-bit parameter, which makes us suspect that this processor
uses at most 8 bits to represent the universe of discourse. It is not dear to us in what way a
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Figure 3.21: Memhership function parameters used in the "Nakamura" fuzzy
inference processor.
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12-bit input can he exploited in this design.

The second feature of the "Nakamura" processor we like to discuss is the inference program.
\Vhereas other implementations have the processor hehaviour hardwired, the processor we
discuss here can he programmed the way general purpose processors are programmed. In the
inference program, the following instructions can he employed:

INICP Initializes pointer and counter registers
RULE Specifies a fuzzy interence rule
CRULE Like RULE, but triggers the accumulation

for centroid computation
CNTRD Calculates centroid. tor defuzzification
VRNS Calculates and checks variance
CMPGRD Checks maximum grade

The INICP and CNTRD need no further explanation. The rule instructions (RULE and CRULE)

consist of a numher of fields, as depicted in Figure 3.22.

opeode

register list

tunet. param. 0

tunet. param. 1

····
tunet. param. N-l

(a)

opeocfe I ee

register list

tunet. param. 0

tunet. param. 1

····
tunet. param. N-1

tunet. param. N

(b)

Figure 3.22: Instruction format for RULE (a) and CRULE instruction (b).

Both rule instructions are made up of an opcode, a register list and a list of functional
parameters. With the register list the input which is used for inference is specified. With
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. each data registerS located on the chip, a bit in the register list is associated; setting a bit in
the register list denotes the usage of the corresponding data register. The number of bits that
are set in the register list, equals the number of functional parameters. These parameters
are, as was explained in the foregoing, used to represent membership functions. Note that
in the RULE instruction format, only antecedent membership functions are specified. The
difference between RULE and CRULE instructions is the extra functional parameter used in
the CRULE instruction format. This extra parameter represents the consequent membership
function. We already mentioned that the CRULE instruction triggers the accumulation for
centroid calculation. For this purpose, an extra constant parameter is included in the opcode
field (cc) to specify the repeat count of accumulation.

Two instructions we did not yet discuss are VRNS and CMPGRD, which are used to, in some
sense, compute the inference reliability. The first is used to detect situations as visualized in
Figure 3.23(a) by computing the variance ofthe membership function. With the latter instruc
tion, the "closeness to truth" is estimated by determining the maximum grade of membership
of all elements under the membership function. In Figure 3.23(b) a membership function
is presented which has little closeness to truth, since the maximum grade of membership is
rather low.
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Figure 3.23: Non-reliable resultant membership functions: with zero grade of
membership at the centroid (a) and with little "closeness to truth" (b).

3.4.4 ConcIuding remarks

In the retrospection concerning this section we do not inc1ude the processor design of Togai
and Watanabe. We only included it because of its historical value, since it was the first
digital fuzzy logic processor ever. The simplistic rule format and the low precision make this
processor not applicable. Remarks about the remaining processors discussed in this section
are listed next.

• The processor design of Chiueh has several interesting features. First, the fact that in
practise only some rules will be active at a given moment is taken into account. Next, the
defuzzification method is efficiently implemented by making use of precomputed tables.

11 Each data register corresponds to an input port.
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However, this processor comes with the same disadvantages as ever: a low precision.
The defuzzification algorithm used by Chiueh can, for example, not be implemented in
higher-precision devices because of its memory usage.

• The first high-precision processor is the "Nakamura" processor, judging from the spe
cifications. We serioulsy doubt however that this design features a 12-bit resolution.
Anyhow, the way to specify membership functions is interesting, since it proves possible
to specify a huge range of membership functions using only 16 bits. The most important
factor of this design however is the programmability through software. By creating a
comprehensive instruction set, it is possible to come to a flexible, high speed fuzzy logic
processor.

3.5 Final remarks

In this section, a final review is given concerning existing fuzzy logic implementations. At
the end of this section, characteristics and features of both software and hardware fuzzy logic
implementations are summarized, to come to a surveyable classification. First, we explain
the absence of commercial fuzzy logic processors in the previous sections of this chapter.

3.5.1 Commercial fuzzy logic processor implementations

The most important factor for the absence of commercial fuzzy logic implementations in this
chapter is the fact that producing companies, distributors and resellers were not willing to
hand out technical data concerning their products. For example, we had contacts with employ
ees from Togai Infralogic, Inc., who promised to sent technical data of their "Togai FCllO",
a fuzzy logic processor and the "Togaic FCA", a scalabie fuzzy accelerator. The information
never showed up. Contacting an ûMRûN distributor resulted in a lot of low-quality infor
mation about fuzzy logic theory, but processor specifications were not included, despite our
request. A next step was contacting a member of the Dutch Centre for Micro Electronics9 ,

who brought fuzzy logic processors marketed by VLSI Technology, Inc. and Siemens AG
to attention. Contacts with the Dutch distributor of both VLSI and Siemens products only
eventuated in a summarily data sheet of the "VLSI VY86C570" fuzzy coprocessor.

There is however another reason why we did not discuss commercial fuzzy logic implementati
ons: all commercial products are derivates of either scientific research projects, or are sold on
a kind of ûEM basis. In the latter case, (prominent) companies sell processors developed by
(small) independent businesses under their very own name. In the list of commercial products
which follows next, such produets are included.

Commercial fuzzy logic processors include the following:

• Togai FCllO. This chip, developed by Togai Infralogic is a derivate of the designs
presented in [53, 56]. It features a presicion of 256 elements of the universe of discourse,

9The C.M.E., or (in Dutch) Centrum voor Microelectronica, is a. non-profit organization, supported by the
Dutch government for Economie Affairs. It is intended to stirnulate the usage of micro electronics in small and
rnedium-sized businesses. The C.M.E. has a special department dedicated to fuzzy logic.
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each element having 256 possible grades of membership. It is ableto process over 60,000
rules per second.

• Togai FCA and VLSI VY86C570. The scalabIe fuzzy processor core, which has
a maximum performance of 800,000 rules per second, is marketed by VLSI. The VLSI
processor is a l2-bit version of the core.

• OMROM FP3000jFP5000. Research by T. Yamakawa in analog implementations
of fuzzy logic lead to üMRüN's FP5000 chip. Since this concerns an analog processor,
we neither discussed it nor included references on this project in the bibliography of this
thesis. Another chip in the üMRüN product range is the FP3000 chip which processes
over 30,000 rules per second, in a system with 5 inputs and 2 outputs. This chip is a
l2-bit digital fuzzy controller.

• Oki Electronics markets the "Sasaki" processor [45], see section 3.3 (page 42).

• Siemens SAB 80C166 and INFORM Fuzzy MCU166. These fuzzy RISC proces
sors are based on a l6-bit RISC core in the way descrihed by H. Watanahe [67, 68, 69].
An 8-input, 4-output system using 500 rules is processed within 560 ps hy these chips.

• American Neuralogix NLX series. American Neuralogix, Inc. claims selling a
fuzzy pattern comparator (NLXII0), 8-hit fuzzy microcontrolIer (NLX230) and VLSI
core elements for fuzzy processing (NLX20xC). We used the word "claim", since the
NLXll0 is a Hamming-distance calculator, and the other products are bascd on a
"winner take all" inference method, which is not fuzzy at all. This inference method
outputs the consequent ofthe rule which has an antecedent with the highest firing grade.

• Fujitsu MB94PV140. This is an 8-hit MCU with fuzzy core. Memhership functions
consist of 64 elements, each represented hy 4 bits. The processing speed for a 2-input,
l-output system with 25 TUles is ahout 6 ms.

• Toshiba T jFC150. Additional information ahout this product is absent.

3.5.2 Review of fuzzy Iogic processors

In this chapter, we have discussed possihle architectures with which fuzzy logic processors
can he realized. As a final review, we now list these architectures, and summarize their pros
and cons.

• Systolic arrays. Implementation of fuzzy logic processors using systolic arrays can
result in devices with a very high inference speed, since systolic arrays bring ahout a
high degree of parallelism. However, as we see it, the kind of parallelism used in systolic
arrays inevitably leads to a non-flexihle processor design: the processor architecture
appoints {or example the number of elements in the universe of discourse. Furthermore,
systolic array processors do not efficiently deal with hardware resources. Each processor
element is looked upon as a unit which comprises all logic to process incoming data.
When enhancing a processor's capabilities, more hardware resources are needed, which
increases the die size for each of the processing elements. In consideration of these two
aspects, implementing a fuzzy logic processor by means of systolic arrays is not feasihle.
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• Fuzzy RISC processor. An interesting idea is to take an existing (RISC) processor,
and adapt it for handling fuzzy logic. Advantages in this case are the relatively small
design costs, and high flexiblity. The latter is obtained since the processor can be
programmed through software. However, high processing speed cannot be realized.
Hence, the fuzzy RISC processor is only suitable for low-speed applications.

• SIMD processor with logic-in-memory. The "Sasaki" processor attains an enor
mous inference speed, which is due to optimized rule processing, the Single Instruction,
Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture and the logic-in-memory structure. The SIMD or
ganization has potential, since only the data paths are parallelized whilst the actual
logic is implemented once, in contrast to the systolic array designs. The architecture
however can only be used for processors with low precision, in both the number of ele
ments of the universe of discourse, and the levels of memhership. Implementing this
architecture with higher precision would take too much hardware resources.

• Dedicated architectures. The interesting features of the dedicated architectures we
discussed are fourfold. The first feature is using the fact that not all rules are active
at the same time. By allocating consequent processing hardware only for active rules
instead of for all mIes, a lot can be saved on hardware resources. Second, implemen
tation of defuzzification algorithms by means of partial look-up tables seems advan
tageous. Third, representation of membership function by a function parameter as in
the "Nakamura" design enables the use of many different membership functions with
little memory usage. However, in such cases the shapes are restricted to, for example,
triangular or trapezoidal function shapes. The last feature which is perhaps the most
interesting feature of all, is the programmability of fuzzy logic processors through soft
ware. We already stated that the fuzzy RISC processor has high flexibility, since it can
be programmed by software. Incorporating a limited instruction set in a fuzzy logic
processor will, in our view, result in a flexible and efficient device, where only speed will
be of major concern.

Let 's summarize the previous. Parallel architectures or SIMD architectures (which is a spe
cial kind of parallel architecture) cannot he used because of their impact on the processor's
flexibility and resolution. Desiging a flexible, high-resolution parallel fuzzy logic processor
would simply cost too much hardware. To attain a high-speed device, we can also not use
the concept of a fuzzy RISC processor. Therefore a design like the "Nakamura" processor is
preferred, in particular because of its possibility to "program" it through software.

We conclude this subsection with Tahle 3.2, in which a survey of characteristics and features
of several fuzzy logic processors is presented.

This table clearly shows the low resolution of the fuzzy logic processors, as weIl as the small
1/0 capabilities (except for the "Sasaki" processor). Furthermore, the flexibility of the pro
cessors can be deduced looking at the inference methods and defuzzification strategies. All
in all, the design by Nakamura offers the highest possibilities. The latter processor is, by the
way, the most recent design of all designs which are included in this table and described in
this chapter.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of fuzzy logic processors

Processor Inputs Outputs Rules
Domain / Defuzzification PerformanceRange

Nakamura [35] 16 (12b) 1 (16b) 15,000 64/16 CoG 200 KFLIPS @ 20
MHz (2 in, 1 out,
20 rnles)

lkeda [19] 10 (8b) 1 (8b) CoG / Height
Watanabe (65) 2 (6b) 1 (6b) 102 64 / 16 CoG 580 KFLIPS @ 36

MHz (2 in, I out,
102 rules)

Chiueh (4) 3 (6b) 1 (6b) 512 64 / 16 CoA
Sasaki [45] 16 (6b) 16 (8b) 960 64/ 16 CoA 7.5 MFLIPS @ 30

MHz (2 in, 1 out,
20 rules)

Togai [56] 4 (4b) 2 (4b) 16 16 / 16 CoG 250 KFLIPS @ 16
MHz

Togai [53] 1 ( 5b) 1 (Sb) 16 31 / 16 80 KFLIPS @ 20
MHz



Chapter 4

Modeling of a fuzzy logic processor

This chapter gives an overview of the first part of the design path that was followed to build
the fuzzy logic processor. We start with a description of the analysis phase: what is the main
purpose of the fuzzy logic processor and why are our desires not sufficed by currently available
devices ? The next section treats the fuzzy logic processor's informal specification, in terms of
speed, complexity, interface with the "real world", etcetera. The subsequent sections are used
to describe the functionality of the building blocks that constitute the fuzzy logic processor.

The architectural model of the fuzzy logic processor designed within the framework of this
graduation project is accomplished by using the fol1owing design traject:

• Analysis. During the first phase, the need for a fuzzy logic processor is analized, and
we try to find out why existing devices do not satisfy these needs. Doing so, we gradually
come to a list of items which must be incorporated in our design.

• Specification. The need for a new fuzzy logic processor is worked out, resulting in a
list of characteristics and features. During this phase, we look upon the processor as a
whoIe.

• Functional decomposition. The processor is split up in functional units, each ofthem
being discussed separately. In this way, the theoretical basis for the implementation of
the processor is established.

• Design. This phase is placed in between the functional decomposition and implemen
tation, in order to achieve a smooth transition between those two phases. The design
phase is in particular used to define parameters as the number of input and output
ports, the amount of on-chip memory etcetera.

• lmplementation. Within the framework of this graduation project, the implemen
tation phase is considered that point of time where algorithms are devised, interface
between building blocks are described etcetera.

• Simulation. Simulation is, as a result of the nature of the software tooI that is used for
developing complex intergrated circuits, the implementation of the fuzzy logic processor
in IDaSS (the software tooI) and its (real-time) simulation.

• Performance analysis. The last phase serves as a retrospective, to aquire information
concerning the performance of the designed processor.

We emphasize that the former design traject is the one used during this graduation periodj
a lot of other trajects can be thought of which are also suitable. The first four phases of the
design path are subject of this chapter, the other three phases are discussed in chapter five.

57
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4.1 Allalysis

As outlined in the introductory chapter (chapter 1), fuzzy logic tends to be very usefull in all
kinds of applications. For low speed applications, fuzzy logic algorithms can he programmed
on a general-purpose computer. The main advantage of this approach is the achievement
of high flexihility through software. However, the price that must be paid to acquire this
flexibility is the speed of processing: the performance of most software implementations is
less than 10,000 FLIPS (Fuzzy Logic Inferences Per Second) with 8 to 16 bits of resolution.
High speed applications, which inc1ude for example automohile engine control and image
analysis demand dedicated fuzzy logic hardware to meet the speed constraints.

Most existing hardware implementations of fuzzy inference systems lack a very valuable pro
perty, namely flexibility. This lack is often twofold: first, the implementations have a very low
resolution and/or inc1ude a very simple 1/0 interface and second, the inference process and
other algorithmic functions (defuzzification, for example) are made up of only one algorithm.
The lat ter can decrease a fuzzy logic processor's applicahility a lot, since different applications
often require different inference or defuzzification methods.

The fuzzy logic processor that is developed within the framework of this graduation project,
is to eliminate the disadvantages of previous hardware implementations of fuzzy logic. Hence,
we are to develop a fast, flexible and efficient fuzzy logic processor, that has a very wide
applicability. We will now describe drawbacks of existing fuzzy logic hardware and explain
the need for a better design in more detail, exploiting the contents of the previous chapter.

• 1/0 interface. The disadvantages concerning the 1/0 capabilities of existing fuzzy
logic devices can be divided into three categories:

1. Most existing fuzzy logic hardware, eg. [54, 57, 35, 64, 65, 21, 60, 11), constitute
either a 2-input, I-output or 4-input, 2-output 1/0 interface. Thus in the first
case, the fuzzy logic inference unit makes a single decision based on only two input
variables whilst in the lat ter case two decisions are made on the basis of the values
of four input variahles. For contemporary applications however, the possibility to
use far more input and output variables is in demand.

2. The previous item, in some way, effects the rule format. In the case of 2-input, 1
output devices, the rule's antecedent is the conjunction of the two input variables.
The output variabIe is appointed by the consequents of the rules. Thus, we have
the following rule format:

if a =A and b=B then y =y, (4.1)

where a, band y respectively represent the input and output ports, while A, Band
Y denote fuzzy sets. The format for a4-input, 2-output configuration is defined
as

if a =A and b = B and c =C and d = 'D then y =Y and z = Z. (4.2)

In this equation, c, d and z represent the additional input and output ports, while
C, V and Z represent the corresponding fuzzy sets. It is obvious that such fixed
rule formats are not sufficient for a lot of applications.
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3. The last disadvantage we like to mention results from the rule format for 4-input,
2-output systems. It is imaginable that two or more applications must be control
led independently, at the same time and location. In this case, it is advantageous
to have a multi-output fuzzy logic processor, where all outputs can be driven in
dependently. Existing devices do not offer this kind of flexibility, except for the
design presented in [35] .

• Fuzzy set storage. Fuzzy sets are represented by a grade of membership for each
element of the universe of discourse. Thus, we need storage for the elements of the
universe of discourse and their corresponding grades of membership. Next, the fuzzy set
storage implementation encountered in existing fuzzy inference hardware is discussed.

1. Devices like presented in, for example, [57, 45, 11, 7, 65], use 32 to 64 fuzzy set
elements, with a 16-level grade of membershipl. In these processors, the mem
bership values of all elements of the universes of discourse are stored. We do not
need to emphasize that such specifications do not suffice for present and future
applications.

2. In [35,2] processors are presented which, in comparison with the above-mentioned
designs, comprise sophisticated, high-resolution storage units. Only those elements
of the universes of discourse that belong to the support of the fuzzy sets are stored.
However, the shape of the membership functions is restricted to be either trian
gular or trapezoidal. Our comment concerns this restriction: in contrast to the
opinions of some researches, who feel that the shape of the membership functions
are not that important, we think that processors which only allow for triangular
or trapezoidal function shapes are too limited.

3. Representing fuzzy membership functions by means of some sort of function ap
proximation technique, proves to be possible. An example is the design introduced
in [43}, in which membership functions are approximated by B-splines. It would
go too far to give a mathematical treatise on B-splinesj in essence, several B-spline
functions, each of a different order, are summed to form the desired function 2 • The
disadvantage of using B-splines is the processing power needed to implement B
spline approximation (the definition of B-splines exists in the recursive application
of summation and division).

• Algorithmic issues. Another disadvantage of existing fuzzy logic hardware is the lack
of possibility to choose different fuzzy algorithms for different applications. The fact
that fuzzy algorithms are "fuzzy" (for example, there are over a dozen defuzzification
methods that all have the same objective, namely defuzzification, but produce different
results) is a reason to implement only one variant of a certain algorithm. After all, if
more variants are implemented, there's always another one that could also be usefull.
AIso, the fact that algorithms are implemented in hardware implies that a certain deci
sion must he made during design-time concerning the implementation, which can not
be changed once the chip has been made. Thus, if a fuzzy inference algorithm must be

I In [11]. a fuzzy logie processor is diseussed which only distinguishes 7 (!) grades of membership for 32
fuzzy set elements.

2The approximation by B-splines resembles in some way the Fourier series, with which it is possible to
represent a given periodic funetion by a trigonometrie series (addition of sine and eosine functions, each of
different order).
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- implemented, the designer has to make adecision whether he uses min-max inference,
or min-product inference, etcetera.

Since for instance inference methods and defuzzification algorithms can have rather big
impact on fuzzy algorithm results, we feel that implementation of only one algorithm
solution is not justifiabIe.

• Processor behaviour. To explain the last drawback of existing fuzzy logic processors,
we must look upon the processor as a black box, which samples input data and outputs
the result of some algorithm. Ir we bear in mind that in most control systems only a
change in the input values of a controller will result in a change of the output value,
we jump to the condusion that all existing fuzzy logic devices handle the input data in
a non-efficient way. After all, existing processors sample the input ports every n doek
cycles, after which the sampled values are processed to form a new output value. It
would however be far more efficient to only process input data in those cases where the
input data has changed. Only in this case, the output value will change.

In conclusion, we state that the "command driven" behaviour of all existing fuzzy logic
processors results in non-effective control operations, whereas a "data driven" solution
will lead to a control device which is better fit for the above-mentioned environments.

As a result of the analysis of the need for dedicated fuzzy logic hardware and existing imple
mentations we are now able to build a list of items and properties that helps to specify the
characteristics of our fuzzy logic processor.

4.2 Specification

Designing complex systems for information processing eaUs for a structured design methodo
logy. The first phase of such methods is the analysis phase, as treated in the previous section.
The second phase is the specification of the system. In this section 's first paragraph we discuss
the advantages and disadvantages of formal versus informal specification methods3 •

In the same paragraph, we will make dear why only informal specification is used within
our design traject. This informal specification is worked out in the second paragraph of this
section.

4.2.1 Formal versus informal specification

In this paragraph, we discuss the pros and cons of formal and informal specification of a system
design. The specification process in our context is restricted to definitions and characterizati
ons of the fuzzy logic processor's features and behaviour and does not depend on architecture
or implementation constraints.

The main disadvantage, as we see it, of "formaI" specification methods such as Ward & Mellor
or Hatley & Pirbhai is that one must attain knowledge of the specification methods themsel
yes before they can he used. Since the time required to come to this knowledge almost equals

3Considering the work being done at EUT's Digital Systems group. we'll probably be walking on thin iee
here...
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the time used for a practical working period or a substantial part of a graduation period, the
use of formal specification methods is not very practical in the case of this graduation pro
ject. This disadvantage is only appropriate in situations where college lectures in structured
system design are not part of every student's education. In the case of EUT, we recommend
introducing such lectures. Another disadvantage is c10sely related to the previous one: anyone
who wants to use the formal specifications that someone else used in a design, should have
knowledge of the specification method that was used. If in this case an informal specification
method was utilized, no supplementary knowledge is necessary.

The advantage of the usage of formal specification methods corresponds to the "time to mar
ket" problem, which in turn is caused by the time spent in the development traject. Formal
analysis and specification methods heavily contribute to reduce development time, since a
precise and complete design description gives the opportunity to team-wise development and
results in modular, flexihle and reuseable designs.

In conc1usion we speak out for the use of formal specification methods. However since such
methods are not yet lectured at EUT (at least not as a compulsory subject), we are forced to
specify our design behaviour and characteristics informally for now.

4.2.2 Informal specification

In section 4.1 we analyzed the need of dedicated fuzzy logic hardware and ran across the
limited possibilities of existing fuzzy logic hardware implementations. This lead to a number
of items that we wish to incorporate in our design. All items have three keywords in common:
speed, flexibility and efficiency. We discuss these items one by one in this paragraph.

• Speed. Since the need for fuzzy logic hardware ensues from a need of processing power,
speed is one of the key issues in our design. Considering the processor's environment
(it will most probably be connected to some A/D and D/ A convertors), the speed of
the fuzzy logic hardware must resembie the speed of the devices it is connected t~.

However, the speed of our processor should not be affected by the need for a (more)
flexible design. Therefore, we emphasize efficiency, to come to a both fast and flexible
fuzzy logic processor.

Considering the speed of state-of-the-art A/D devices, which offer sampling rates that
exceed 100,000 samples per seconds, the performance of our processor should be at least
100,000 FLIPS (Fuzzy Logic Instructions Per Second).

• 1/0 interface. The 1/0 interface specifications constitute an important factor to
achieve a flexible fuzzy logic processor design. First of all, the input and output reso
lution should be big enough to cope with high resolution environments. Secondly, the
1/0 interface should be able to use a large amount of input and output variables. In
contrast to most existing fuzzy logic implementations, it should be possible to use some
input and output ports for one application, while other ports are used to control another
(independent) application. Lastly, the 1/0 interface should have no negative influence
on the performance of other parts of the fuzzy logic processor. This eventuates in the
implementation of an autonomous 1/0 unit.
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Since chip packages have alimited amount of pins, we require a multiplexed input and
multiplexed output data bus. These multiplexed busses should be controlled by what
is called in normal computer terms programmabIe priori ties or external and internal
interrupts. Doing so, a flexible 1/0 interface is obtained, which can be adapted for each
application to enhance speed and efficiency.

• Fuzzy set storage. Our desires of speed, flexibility and efficiency heaviliy act upon the
internal storage of fuzzy sets. The processor should he able to make use of arbitrarily
shaped fuzzy membership functions, while maintaining the highest possible processor
performance and resolution. Furthermore, the amount of memory required to store the
fuzzy set data should be minimized, since memory units are very costly, speaking in
hardware resource terms.

Taking this into account, we feel that fuzzy membership functions should he stored
using some sort of approximation technique. However, an approximation method must
be devised which can be implemented using a small amount of processing power to
maintain the speed constraints. Only in this way the fuzzy set storage unit can be
considered flexible and efficient .

• Fuzzy algorithms and instructions. The possibility of using more than one algo
rithm solution for, for example, fuzzy inference will contribute to a greater flexihility of
the fuzzy logic processor. Therefore, popular fuzzy opcrations must be implemented and
the fuzzy logic processor must be abIe to distinguish and execute several instructions
which each make use of different algorithm solutions.

As appeared from section 4.1, the rule format employed in most existing processors
is not flexible: it can only process a fixed number of input variahles in one way, to
control a fixed number of output variables. To overcome this, we introduce the concept
of a fuzzy algorithm. A fuzzy algorithm consists of a number of instructions, each of
them producing either an intermediate result or a flnal result. A sequence of these
instructions can be programmed in such a way that they resembIe a fuzzy rule. For
example, suppose we want to implement the following rule:

if (a = A and b = B) or c =C then y = y. (4.3)

In this equation, a, band crepresent input variables, and y denotes the output value.
All the calligraphic letters represent fuzzy sets. This rule could be implemented by a
fuzzy algorithm as

TR +- Af and Bf

TR +- TRor Cf

y +- YoTR

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

In the instructions listed above, "TRil represents a temporary storage register; A',
B' and Cf represent the fuzzified input variables a, band c, respectively. The first
two instructions mimic the antecedent of 4.3, the third instruction induces the output
variabIe y from Y and "TR". It is obvious that, depending on the instruction set, a
very flexible programming mechanism can be implemented, using the fuzzy algorithm
concept.
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Since fuzzy operations only consist of unary and binairy operations (i.e., they operate
on either one or two operands) the instruction format should be made up of two fields to
specify the source operands, a field representing the destination operand and an opcode
field to indicate the instruction itself. This results in the instruction format visualized
in Figure 4.1.

opcode Input 1 Input 2 output
field specIfIer specIfIer specifIer

Figure 4.1: Specification of the instruction format used in fuzzy algorithms.

A list of desirabie instructions is given in Table 4.1; for mathematical definitions of the
operations, the reader is referred to chapter two. In this tabie, the two input fuzzy sets
are denoted by 1 1 and 1 2, respectively and 0 represents the output fuzzy set.

Table 4.1: Instruction set for fuzzy algorithms.

I Instruction ITextual description I Behaviour

NEG Complement of 1 1 0+--.11

INTRSECT Intersection of 1 1 and 1 1 0+-11 1\12

APROD Aigebraic product of 1 1 and 1 1 0+-11 .12

BPROD Bounded product of 1 1 and 1 1 0+-11 0 12

DPROD Drastic product of 1 1 and 1 1 o +-11r:lI2
UNION Union of 1 1 and 1 1 0+-11 V1 2
ASUM Algebraic sum of 1 1 and 1 1 0+-11+12

BSUM Bounded sum of 1 1 and 1 1 0+-11 ED 1 2

DRSUM Drastic sum of 1 1 and 1 1 o +-11 l:J12

DISUM Disjoint sum of 1 1 and 1 1 o +-ld:!J..12

NORM Normalization of 1 1 o +- NORM (I1)

CON Concentration of 1 1 o +- CON(Id
DIL Dilation of I 1 O+-DIL(11 )

INT Intensification of 1 1 o +- INT (I1 )

INFER Induce 1 2 with 11 if 1 1 then 0 = 12

Finally, two observations are in place. First, due to the combination of fuzzy algorithms
and the above-mentioned list of instructions, it is very easy to implement fuzzy rule re
construction as advanced in [45]. After all, an extra triangular co-norm instruction (such
as UNION) to combine two rules will do the trick. Secondly, it should be noted that the
fuzzy algorithm concept affects the design constraint of flexibility positively, while the
processor speed will he reduced. In our opinion however, fuzzy algorithms have such
advantages over fixed rule formats, that implementation of the fuzzy algorithm concept
countervails against speed decrease. Moreover, the overall processor architecture will
prove to cancel out the reduction in speed. Efficieny is achieved by the implementation
of a simple but effective instruction format, which is for each instruction processed in
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the same way4.

• Defuzzification methods. Defuzzification is a rather important element in the pro
cessor specification, since the result of the defuzzification process forms the actual pro
cessor output. In section 2.3 several defuzzification methods were discussed. To meet
the desire of flexibility, we need to implement several defuzzification algorithms. Wi
dely used methods such as Center of Gravity and Center of Area should, despite of their
computational complexity, be incorporated in our design. In view of the complexity of
the former methods, faster methods are also in demand. Therefore, we speak out for
the implementation of the four "Maxima" methods (First, Last, Mean and Middle of
Maxima) in the processor design.

Considering the statement that our processor should be able to handle multiple, inde
pendent applications, we jump to the condusion that a defuzzification method must
be associated with each defuzzification output port. For example, suppose two output
ports are configured to output the values of two different defuzzification methods. By
using some sort of associative table containing for each output port the defuzzification
method that must be applied, we are able to use different defuzzification strategies for
each output port.

The speed of defuzzification methods such as CoA and CoG can be increased enor
mously by exploiting the fuzzy set storage method. As advanced in paragraph 2.4,
defuzzification strategies are in most cases implemented by processing each element of
the universe of discource. When taking in consideration that our design employs an
approximation of fuzzy sets, i.e. only few points of the membership function are stored,
it is dear that only the data that is stored needs to be processed for defuzzification. All
other data needed for defuzzification can be obtained by interpolation.

In condusion, we achieve a flexible defuzzification unit by implementing several defuz
zification strategies, which can be used independently for each output port. Efficiency
and speed constraints are met by using the notion of approximate fuzzy set storage.

• Processor behaviour. In section 4.1, we dropped the word "data driven" when dis
cussing the overall processor behaviour. The assumption was that output data only
depends on a change in input data. Hence, a fuzzy logic processor should be triggered
by a change in input data, instead of being triggered each n dock beats. The concept
of "data driven" or "data flow,,5 computation is best explained using Figure 4.2.

Data flow computer architectures do not posess addressable memory words, in contrast
to ordinary "von Neumann" computer architectures (Figure 4.2(a)). Instead, "packets"
are used to transmit values between processing units. Such processing units are used
to implement functions, in the true mathematical sense of the word. However, such a
function can only be executed if all input parameters are available. Therefore, a program
memory is used to synchronize arrival of data and function execution (Figure 4.2(b)).

4 In generaI, we Ceel that fixed instruction formats, Cor any kind of processor, will result in more eflicient
processor designs in comparison with devices that employ variabIe instruction formats. An ilIustrative example
is Cormed by the instruction formats of the lateI 80x86 processor family, which, in our opinion, take very much
after chaos.

5The terms "data driven" and "data flow" are sometimes mixed up. We address execution of instructions
or algorithms upon the presence of data as "data driven". The architectural, programming and computation
style which employs "data driven" execution of instruetions is in the sequel referred to as "data flow" style.
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Figure 4.2: The conventional, "control driven" computer model (a) in compari
son with the "data driven" computer model (b).

In our view, a derivate of data flow computing systems can be exploited for the im
plementation of a fuzzy logic processor, in the sense that our processor should start
executing fuzzy algorithms on the arrival of input data, with which those algorithms
are associated. We will utilize the term "data driven" instead of "data flow" when we
address our fuzzy logic device.

The fuzzy logic processor should record every change in input data, and upon detection
of such a change it should start executing one or more fuzzy algorithms which each make
use of that specific input port. Note the possibility for input data to change during
execution of a fuzzy algorithm. In this case, the input data must still be recorded,
and one or more fuzzy algorithms which employ this input port must be executed once
the execution of all other algorithms has finished. So, if the value of an input port
changes while the processor is executing some other fuzzy algorithm, the algorithm(s)
associated with that input will he added to some sort of list which contains pending
fuzzy algorithms (aJgorithms that are waiting to be executed)

The behaviour we sketched above satifies all three design constraints. First of all,
high processing speed is obtained since only those algorithms are executed which really
affect the output values. The Jatter fact also eventuates in an increase of the processor's
efficiency. In the second place, flexibility is maintained since the execution of algorithms
depends on how the input ports are processed. In the part about the 1/0 interface, a
ftexible 1/0 interface was in demand which directly results in aftexibIe execution of
algorithms.

4.3 Functional decomposition

In order to come to a detailed but surveyable functional description of the fuzzy logic processor
we need to decompose the processor in a number of functional blocks. In Figure 4.3 the top
level block diagram is depicted.

The basic block diagram contains four storage units, of which two (the Data Storage and the
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the fuzzy logic processor.

Output Fuzzy Set Storage units) contain volatiIe information, while the other two storage
units contain data which is initialized after power-on or reset, and is only discarded upon
reset or power-off. The storage units are controlled by the Memory Management unit.

By looking at the thick arrows in the bottom part of the basic block diagram (these arrows
represent the fuzzy logic data path) it is rather easy to recognize the data driven architecture.
Input data stored in the Data Storage, is checked for changes. Upon such a change, the data
is outputted to the Fuzzy Logic Arithmetic block. After some while, an output fuzzy set
will result, which is stored in the storage unit with the same name. Upon a change in this
outputted fuzzy set, the defuzzification unit is activated, which in turn passes its output data
to the Data Storage functional block.

In the sequel of this section, all functional blocks of the processor's top-level diagram are
discussed in more detail.

4.3.1 Timing & control

The Timing And Control block is a functional block that speaks for itself. It contains all
logic needed to synchronize the activities of all other functional blocks of the processor. In
the processor design, this block, which in the basic block diagram is represented as agiobal
control block, will probably be replaced by local controllogic. The latter option will increase
speed and decrease the chip's die size.
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The fact that flexibility is one of the keywords of the fuzzy logic processor design triggers the
need for a configurable device. Rence, properties like the number of inputs and outputs, the
number of predefined fuzzy sets, the number of fuzzy algorithms, the defuzzification methods
etcetera should be user-configurable. The Processor Test, Configuration & Initialization block
comprises this functionality and is therefore refiected as agIobal control block.

Another feature inc1uded in this block is the processor test. For most applications it is desired
to have knowledge of the processor's reliability. To make sure the processor does not produce
wrong output values, a smaU test is carried out upon power-on or reset. Ir the processor
passes this test, it can be configured by placing configuration data on the input ports. After
configuration the processor's storage units are initialized, and predefined fuzzy sets and fuzzy
algorithms are downloaded via the input ports.

The test, configuration and initialization takes place as soon as the "processor reset" signal,
connected to the functional block that incorporates timing and control, is activated. The
detailed flow of actions that take place after resetting the processor is depicted in Figure 4.4,
which clearly shows the interaction between the Processor Test, Configuration and Initializa
tion unit, the Memory Management functional block and the 1/0 units.
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Figure 4.4: Flow of actions taken on processor reset.
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Items which are rather important, but are missing in the flow graph, are the initialization of
the associative tables. Associative tables have nothing in common with associative memories,
but are used to implement a sort of translation from one entity to another. Consider the
actions taken upon a change in input data for example. When such a change is detected,
we want the processor to execute one or more fuzzy algorithms. To get a list of algorithms
which are to be executed upon change of a certain input, a table is used, indexed by the input
port's identification. Obviously, the table entries contain a list of algorithms associated with
the corresponding input port. In this way, the tables are called associative. In the sequel, we
will encounter more of such tables. For now, we assume the initialization of these tables to
be part of the global initialization actions.

4.3.3 Input / output with handshake

The processor's interface with the real world is constituted by the input and output functional
blocks. Each of these blocks contains aselector mechanism to implement multiplexed data
busses. After all, the fuzzy logic processor should be able to handle a large amount of input
and output variables using as few pins as possible. Therefore, only one input port and one
output port is provided for as an interface to the real world. The se1ector mechanism outputs
an 1/0 address which can also be used by external circuitry connected to the 1/0 ports.
The selector mechanism should be user programmabIe, which positively contributes to the
processor's flexibility. In this way, the 1/0 ports can be controlled by any priority scheme.
Figure 4.5 reflects two possible priority mechanisms.
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Figure 4.5: Port selection programmed to use a rotating priority mechanism (a)
and an arbitrary assigned priority schedule (b).

When designing an 1/0 unit, the possibility for external interrupts to occur must also be
taken into consideration. After all, it is not unlikely that a certain process parameter has
such great impact on the behaviour of the controlled process, that changes in this parameter
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must immediately be applied to fuzzy algorithms. Due to the "data driven" nature of our
fuzzy logic device, we can implement external interrupts in a most elegant way.

In any normal processor design, external interrupts cause the processor to hold all activities,
push some data on the stack and execute some interrupt handier. As soon as the interrupt
has been processed, data is popped from the stack and the processor continues its pursuits.
This convention can easily lead to problems. For example, what happens when an interrupt
comes about during execution of the interrupt handier ?

In our "data driven" solution such problems do not exist. Recall that we have a list of fuzzy
algorithms, which are to be executed. This list of algorithms was accomplished by changes
in input variables with which these algorithms are associated. Now, what is more easy than,
upon occurence of an external interrupt, adding the fuzzy algorithm associated with that
interrupt to the head of the list6 of pending algorithms? In this way, we do not need to
save registers, worry about nested interrupts etcetera etcetera. In Figure 4.6 our approach is
visualized.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of external interrupt handling: before occurence (a),
interrupt handling (b) and after occurence (c).

The first of these three pictures represents the status of the processor hefore occurence of
an interrupt. The processor is busy executing some algorithm, while other algorithms are
waiting to be executed. As soon as an interrupt request is received, the value at the input
port is read, which is used to find the algorithm that is associated with this input value. Note
that more than one algorithm may be associated with this input. These algorithms are then
added to the head of the list of pending algorithms, as refiected in the rightmost picture. Ir
the processor requests a new algorithm to be executed, the one associated with the interrupt
will he processed first.

61t is arguable wether the fuzzy algorithm should be added to the head or to the tail of the list. On account
of the fact that interrupts have high priorities by default, we choose 10 add the algorithm to the head of the
list.
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Please take-cognizance of the fact that the list of algorithms to execute is really a set of
algorithms. In other words, each algorithm referred to in the list is only found once. After
all, it does not make much sense to execute a given algorithm twice. In the previous this affects
the interrupt handling in such a way, that algorithms, associated with a certain interrrupt
are only added to the list if they are not already referred t~.

In order to achieve complete interaction between the fuzzy logic processor and the external
logic, a two-line handshake mechanism is provided. The input port notifies the outside world
that it is ready to receive an input value by means of the "ireq" signal. As soon as an
input value is available, the external circuitry should drive "iack" to indicate the validity of
the inputted data. The output port signales the external logic in the same way, if data is
available. In this case, the output port drives "ordy" . The data is outputted the moment the
external logic requests data, by driving "oreq". A timing-diagram explaining the handshake
mechanism is shown in Figure 4.7.

Input data

IJack

Ilreq
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loreq
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Figure 4.7: Handshake mechanism for input (a) and output (b).

4.3.4 Fuzzifier and data storage with change notifier

All incoming and outgoing crisp data is stored internally in the block called "Fuzzifier and
Data Storage with Change Notifier" . This block contains a register file as large as the maxi
mum number of input and output ports. The data storage block is triggered to store input
data by the input block, while the defuzzifier signals the data storage block if outgoing data
is to be stored. A schematical representation of the Data Storage unit is shown in Figure 4.8.

In order to implement our "data driven" design approach for the fuzzy logic processor, the
Data Storage unit is equipped with a change notifier. Ir incoming data at a certain input
port, or data that originated from the defuzzification block, does not match the currently
stored data, then new computations using this incoming data are likey to result in a change
of the output value. In this case, the output of the change notifier will indicate this change,
so that the circuitry connected to the Data Storage unit can associate th is input value with
fuzzy algorithms, which are in turn placed in the list of algorithms which are to be executed
by the fuzzy logic arithmetic unit.

Fuzzification, the process that converts a crisp input value into an appropriate fuzzy set, is
performed upon activation of the change notifier. In chapter 2, page 17 we already discussed
the two types of fuzzification, but here we will explain them using Figure 4.9. The first of
the two pictures refiects real-time fuzzification using the "clipping" method. In this case, the
membership function of the fuzzy set that is associated with the input variabIe, is clipped
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to the grade of membership of the domain element that resembles the input variabIe. In the
case of scaled fuzzy sets, illustrated in the rightmost picture, the membership value of the
domain element that corresponds with the input variabIe is used as a scale factor: the height
of the membership function is scaled to the grade of membership of that particular element
of the universe of discourse, and the rest of the function is scaled accordingly.
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Figure 4.9: On-the-fly fuzzification of an input variabIe, by means of clipping
(a) and sealing (b).

Now, let's see where the fuzzification process comes in. Suppose an input variabIe is received,
which does not match the previous value of that input port. In the foregoing, we made clear
that this will cause the change notifier to become active. In turn, this causes the fuzzification
unit to start "fuzzifying". Therefore, it requests fuzzy sets from the Fuzzy Set Storage bloek,
which are associated with that input port value. These fuzzy sets are manipulated according
to the fuzzification method that was configured. The resulting fuzzy set, the fuzzified input
value, is stored.
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4.3.5 Fuzzy set / Output fuzzy set storage

The two storage units that are used to store fuzzy sets are discussed together in this paragraph,
since these units have a lot in common.

The internal storage of fuzzy sets ean have enourmous effects on speed, flexibility as weIl as
efficiency of the processor as a whoie, as we have seen from section 4.1. What's more, in the
case of fuzzy set storage each of these three items affects the other two items negatively. For
example, the fastest method7 to store fuzzy sets, dedicating memory for each of the elements
of the universe of discourse, is cleary not very efficient.

The statement that we already encountered few times in the foregoing, namely that the actual
shape of the membership function is not really germane is not completely untrue. Suppose
we implement an existing fuzzy logic problem using slightly different membership functions.
This will result in a small difference in the output fuzzy sets (in comparison with the outputs
of the problem when tackled with the original fuzzy sets). However, this small difference will
most likely be counteracted by the defuzzification method. Therefore we spoke out for the
use of some approximation technique for storing fuzzy sets. This assertion was based on the
fact that storing the grades of membership for each element of the universe discourse would
cost to much memory, particularly in the case of a high-resolution fuzzy logic processor.
The alternative to use fixed function shapes such as triangular or trapezoidal shapes was not
choosen for, considering the flexibility of our processor.

This leaves us to choose a certain approximation technique to store the membership functions.
In two words, our approximation method must be simple and effective. In [43] a fuzzy logic
controller is described in which the membership functions are approximated by B-spline func
tions. We mentioned this implementation at page 59. The B-spline method achieves a very
good approximation of membership functions, but suffers from a rather large computational
complexity (B-spline functions are defined by recursive application of addition). Because of
this last remark, we do not opt for this kind of approximation.

In our view, approximation of membership functions by means of piecewise lineair functions
suffices our needs, especially when we do not appoint the maximum number of line segments.
We explain this approximation method using Figure 4.10.

After the original membership function has been approximated by a piecewise lineair function,
the parameters with which this piecewise lineair approximation can be represented must be
found. This problem itself has many solutions, but it is obvious that taking the points of
the piecewise lineair function at which the gradient changes into consideration, is the key to
a storage method which has the least memory requirements. In the sequeI, we refer to the
elements at which the gradient changes as dominant elements.

The problem which turns up next, is the choice of parameters to represent a complete mem
bership function using dominant elements. We will discuss three solutions of this problem, by
examining their behaviour in case of two problems. The first test is computing the maximum
of two fuzzy sets; the second is to determine the grade of membership of a non-dominant
element of the universe of discourse.

• The most obvious solution is just storing the dominant elements of the universe of
discourse and their corresponding grades of membership. Computing the maximum of

7Note that we consider the storage method here, and not the processor performance as a whoIe.
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Figure 4.10: An example membership function (a) and its piecewise lineair ap
proximation (b).

two fuzzy sets is in this case rather easy, since we only need to compare the positions
of the dominant elements of the universes of discourse, and their grades of membership
as long as the membership functions do not cross. In the latter case, we must find the
crossing point, which is a problem similar to that of the second test. Please note that
as long as the functions do not cross, we only need comparison operations to compute
the output fuzzy set. The second problem is more complicated: to determine the grade
of membership of a non-dominant element, we need the parameters of the two adjacent
dominant elements with which the gradient of that part of the membership function
can be calculated. Next, this gradient is multiplied with the distance between the non
dominant element and one of the two neighboring dominant elements. As a last step,
the multiplication result is added to the grade of membership of the dominant element
used in the previous step.

• Instead of storing the grade of membership, we could also opt for storing the gradient.
This results in a less complicated solution for the second problem, since the gradient
need not to be computed any longer. The first problem however becomes more complex:
before comparing the grades of membership of the dominant elements, we must compute
these grades using a similar multiplication as described above. The resolution with
which the gradient is stored in this case, should match the resolution of the storage of
the values for the grade of membership. So, we need more memory for this solution.

• The third solution is rather obvious: unite the first solution with the second. In first
sight, this alternative is most attractive, but there are few side effects associated with it.
First, since three parameter fields are in use instead of two, the memory requirements
increase drastically8. Second, in cases where the parameter values must be updated,
this method must update two parameters instead of just one. It is obvious that more
processing power is needed in this case.

Reftecting upon the effiency and memory-usage of these three methods, the first one is se
lected. Thus, the parameters needed to store a membership function are made up of(x, /lex))
pairs, as appears from Figure 4.1O(b). These (x, /lex)) pairs are stored in a linked list, so

8 TypicaIly, the memory requirements will increase by approximate1y 120 % to 140 %.
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that we do not appoint a maximum number of these pairs to represent a single membership
function.

A visualization of the internaI storage of fuzzy sets is represented in Figure 4.11. A fuzzy
set eonsisting of 9 dominant elements is used as an example in this ilIustration. For -eaeh
element, three fields are used: the position of that element in the universe of discourse, the
corresponding grade of membership and an address field, which points to the data of the next
dominant element. The last dominant element of a fuzzy set, thus the last item in the linked
list, is indieated by the pointer address being zero.

Internor memory

X(O) i \J(X(O»

X(l) ! \J(X(l»

X(2) : \J(X(2»,

Figure 4.11: Internal membership function storage.

In the top level bloek diagram, we discerned fuzzy set storage from output fuzzy set storage.
This is due to the fact that the internal representation of predefined fuzzy sets (stored in
the Fuzzy Set Storage bloek) does not change onee the fuzzy sets are downloaded in the
initiaIization phase. This is not the case with the output fuzzy sets: on each fuzzy instruction
exeeution, the output fuzzy sets are subject to change.

Clearly, it is not unthinkable that fuzzy algorithms, and thus fuzzy instructions, make use
of what we call output fuzzy sets9 • This calls for the implementation of a change notifier
to detect changes in output fuzzy sets. For more information of the functionality of change
notifiers, the reader is referred to section 4.3.4.

The Output Fuzzy Set storage block contains an extra associative tabIe, indexed by the output
fuzzy set identification. The table contains the output ports and defuzzification methods with
which the output fuzzy sets are associated.

FinaIly, a few words on the identification of fuzzy sets. After all, a fuzzy instruction should be
abIe to address a fuzzy set by some sort of identification. Since two of our three design goals
are speed and efficiency, the fuzzy sets are simply addressed by number instead of by name.
In this way, speed is achieved by not having to compare names of fuzzy sets and efficiency is
obtained by reducing the memory requirements. Thus, when programming fuzzy algorithms,

9 By output fuzzy set we mean any fuzzy set that results from the execution of any fuzzy instruction. Hence,
this term also encompasses tempora.! output fuzzy sets.
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the linguistic variables (the names of the fuzzy sets) must be translated into numbers.

4.3.6 Fuzzy algorithm storage

75

The Fuzzy Algorithm Storage block speaks for itself. The algorithms themselves are during
initialization stored as a fixed sequence of instructions. Since fuzzy algorithms do not change
during normal processor operation, this storage block can be kept as simple as possible.

The identification of fuzzy algorithms is organized on the same lines as the fuzzy set identifi
cation: algorithms are addressed by number instead of by names.

The reader is referred to section 4.2.2, page 62 for a discussion on the concept of fuzzy
algorithms.

4.3.7 Memory management

The Memory Management block performs global control of all storage blocks that are inc1uded
in the fuzzy logic processor. The Memory Management unit is used during initialization
of the processor to efficiently store downloaded data concerning pre-defined fuzzy sets and
fuzzy algorithms. During normal processor operation, the memory management unit complies
with requests issued by the Fuzzy Logic Arithmetic unit for fetching fuzzy set data or fuzzy
algorithm instructions.

Another important task of the Memory Management functional block is to deal with the
linked lists used by the fuzzy set storage block. Recall that fuzzy instructions will result in
output fuzzy sets. It is possible, at the time that such a fuzzy set is computed, that a fuzzy
set with the same identification does not yet exist. In this case, the Fuzzy Logic Arithmetic
unit should request memory from the Memory Management functional block. for storing the
output fuzzy set. On the other hand, if the output fuzzy set does exist (i.e. a fuzzy set
with the same identification does exist), then the number of dominant elements of the newly
generated fuzzy set may vary in comparison with the output fuzzy set which already exists.
Two cases can be discerned: firstly, the "new" fuzzy set consists of more elements than the
"old" fuzzy set and secondly, the "new" fuzzy set has less elements than the "old" fuzzy set.
In the former case, the Memory Management unit handles the allocation of the extra memory
elements. In the latter case, the memoryelements that are no longer in use are freed by
intervention of the Memory Management unit.

4.3.8 Fuzzy logic arithmetic

All internal fuzzy arithmetic resides in the function block called "fuzzy logic arithmetic".
Hence, all algorithms (except for the defuzzification algorithms) are included in this part of
the processor. The detailed description of the Fuzzy Logic Arithmetic functional bloek, which
follows next, is based on Figure 4.12.

In the previous, the change notifier was mentioned few times. Upon change of an input
variabie, or upon a change in an output fuzzy set, the fuzzy algorithms associated with that
input or that output fuzzy set are collected by means of an associative tabIe. At that point
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Figure 4.12: Fuzzy logic arithmetic unit.

of time, the algorithms enter the Fuzzy Logic Arithmetic block, where they are executed as
soon as the fuzzy execution units are ready.

When a fuzzy algorithm is taken in execution, the instruction pointer is used to address
instructions of that fuzzy algorithm. The rest of the actions resembles any ordinary processor:
the instructions are fetched and decoded, after which commands are passed to the fuzzy
execution units. The fuzzy execution units, each of them dedicated to perform a certain
assignment, then start operating to produce aresuIting fuzzy set.

All fuzzy logic arithmetic is performed by the fuzzy execution units. Each of them has its
own dedicated task. Hence, an execution unit exists to perform the max(·) operation, one
to perform the min(·) operation, another to compute drastic sum, etcetera, etcetera. These
units are in Figure 4.12 deliberatly represented as a set of parallel operating units.

The first reason for this parallelization is the fact that some fuzzy operations can be im
plemented by a combination of two other operations. For example, bounded sum can be
implemented by using addition and min(.) operations. By parallelizing the fuzzy execution
units, we are able to combine fuzzy operations without major performance decreases. The
only performance decrease encountered when "chaining" fuzzy operations is the time we lose
to start up the chaining10 • In Figure 4.13, this chaining of operations is visualized.

tuzzy Instr.
executlon unit

ADD

fuzzy Instr.
executlon unit

MIN

boundedsum

Figure 4.13: Chaining of fuzzy operations.

In this picture, an implementation of bounded sum is presented, on the basis of two other
fuzzy execution units, viz. min(.) calculation and addition. At the n-th dock beat, the n-th

lOThe reader is referred to section 3.2.3, page 41, where the same problem is applied to vector instructions.
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dominant element of both input fuzzy sets are passed through to the addition unit. At the
same time, the execution unit that computes minimum, operates on the result of the previous
addition operation. In this way, we achieve a parallel implementation for the bounded sum
instruction11 •

The implementation of parallel fuzzy execution units can also he explained by taking paralle
lization of fuzzy instructions into consideration. Whereas we first parallelized the implemena
tion of a fuzzy instruction, the fuzzy operations, we now try to speed up the execution of the
set ofinstructions as a whoie. Rowever, this kind ofparallelization is quite complex, especially
when the first level of parallelism is already implemented. We will discuss implementation
possibilities and restrictions in the next chapter.

4.3.9 Defuzzifier

The main purpose of thc defuzzification engine is described in section 2.3: it transforms a
fuzzy set into a non-fuzzy or crisp value that can be used for example as a set-point value
for a process controller.

In the above-mentioned section, it appeared that a lot of defuzzification strategies exist. The
choice of methods that we incorporate in our processor was part of section 4.2.2 (page 64).

The defuzzification unit is triggered upon a change in some output fuzzy set: if such an
output fuzzy set has been altered due to the execution of a fuzzy algorithm, the change notifier
included in the output fuzzy set storage block signals the defuzzifier that a new defuzzification
process must he started. At that point of time, the identification of the concerning output
fuzzy set is used to address an associative tahle, that holds the defuzzification method which
must he applied, together with the output port to sent the defuzzification result to.

The notion of the change notifier again implies queueing of fuzzy sets, which must be trans
formed into a crisp value, whenever the defuzzification unit is husy. Rence, all changes in
output fuzzy sets are processed as fast as possihle, in the correct order.

4.4 Design

The last phase in modeling our fuzzy logic processor is the determination of the true design.
Making use of the analysis, specification and functional decomposition, we are now ahle to
appoint our design parameters such as resolution, amount of on-chip memory, maximum
numher of fuzzy sets and algorithms etcetera etcetera.

In the sequel of this section, and also in the next chapter, chapter 5, it will prove that the
functional model of the fuzzy logic processor, can or will not he implemented in the way
descrihed in the foregoing. At the time where we deviate from the functional model, the
reason for this will he extensively treated·.

UWe assumed that both addition and minimum computation are implemented as synchrohotis operations.
It is .uso possible to use asychronous re.uizations, placed in tandem. Doing so, the addition and minimum
operations at element-level can be implemented in a single elock cyele. In chapter 5 we will discuss the pros
and cons of synchronous versus asychronous unit in more detail.
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4.4.1 Processor specifications

4.4.1.1 Speed

A good specification of the speed of the fuzzy logic processor can only be given at the end
of our design traject, after we have implemented the processor. However, considering the
environments in which the processor is probably applied, we are able to say something about
the processor's speed. Before doing so, we must take into account the typical dock frequency
at which the processor operates. Again, it is not possible to give an estimation of the maximum
dock frequency at this point of time. However, from experience with other designs we may
assume a 30 MHz dock frequency to be feasible.

In most cases, the devices that drive the fuzzy logic processor will be Analog to Digital
Converters. Today, such devices feature sampling speeds of over 100,000 samples per second.
Therefore, we wish the processor to execute over 100,000 fuzzy algorithms per second. Sueh
figures are feasible, since fuzzy algorithms will consist of 10 to 20 fuzzy instructions. So, we
would then require the fuzzy logie device to perform 2,000,000 fuzzy logic instructions per
second. This leads to the execution of a single instruetion within 15 dock cydes.

The foregoing deduction will not apply in all cases. Clearly, it is not possible to execute a fuzzy
instruction with 15 doek eycles using a fuzzy set representation of more than 15 dominant
elcments. We assume however the figures mentioned above to have a great doseness to truth.

4.4.1.2 1/0 specifications

For discussing the 1/0 specifications, we can confine ourselves to the resolution of the input
and output port, together with the maximum number of input and output ports.

In the foregoing the low resolution of existing fuzzy logic devices was emphasized, and we
spoke out for the implementation of a high-resolution processor. To facilitate the design of
our fuzzy logic processor, we want the resolutions of the input and output ports to equal the
maximum number of elements of the universes of discourse. Furthermore, the desire to be
able to directly connect state-of-the-art analog to digital converters (ADCs) to this fuzzy
logic processor was expressed. Since we set great emphasis on this last wish, the input and
output resolution of our fuzzy logic processor is set to 16 bits. This resolution is sufficient
for all applications, sinee 8- and 12-bit ADCs still predominate in present-day industrial
environments.

The maximum number of input and output ports is set to 32. The processor can be configured
to have any number ofinputs and outputs, as long as the sum ofboth numbers does not exceed
32. The number 32 seems rational since it is hard to image a process with over 32 process
parameters.

4.4.1.3 Fuzzy set specifications

The resolution of fuzzy sets can be subdivided in the resolution of the universe of discourse,
and the number of levels for the grade of membership.
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• Concerning the resolution of the universe of discourse we first explain the statement
mentioned above that the number of elements of the universe of discourse must corre
spond to the 1/0 resolution.

A one-to-one relation of the domain elements and the value at the input port (such a
relation is achieved when the resolutions of both the universe of discourse and the input
port are equal) is very convenient. After all, in this way an input value can directly be
rendered into an element of the universe of discourse.

In the same way a correspondence of the domain resolution and the output port reso
lution comes in handy. Outputs are generated by the defuzzification units, which really
converts a fuzzy membership function into an element of the universe of discourse.
Hence, if the output port resolution matches the resolution of the universe of discourse,
the best result is achieved (considering both speed and accuracy).

Taking these two rationales into account, we set the resolution of the universe of dis
course to 16 bits, which boils down to a universe of discourse consisting of 65536 ele
ments.

• Determining the number of levels for the grade of membership is not as obvious as
determining the domain resolution. Here, we can only use an intuitive conception of
the resolution. Anyway, it is dear that a4-bit resolution or something like that will
not suffice, since this resolution is not in proportion to the resolution of the universe of
discourse. On the other hand, using a very high resolution is also not in demand because
of two reasons. Firstly, we must bear in mind that membership functions are represented
by an approximated function. Thus, a high accuracy (resuIting from a high resolution)
is superfluous. Secondly, the processor deals with fuzzy sets (with emphasis on the word
fuzzy). In other words, our processor is involved with a certain impreciseness by nature.

All in all, the number of levels of grade of membership must be high enough to cope
with sophisticated applications, but the resolution specifications must not be overdone.

A resolution for the membership values of 12 bits seems sufficient. In this way, the
membership function of fuzzy sets is discretized into 4096 levels.

The total number of different fuzzy sets that must be distinguished by the fuzzy logic processor
is derived in section 4.4.3.

4.4.1.4 Fuzzy algorithm specifications

The fuzzy instructions used by the processor were already presented in Table 4.1. At this
moment we can only specify the number of bits used to represent the instruction's opcode.
Since the number of instructions does not exceed 16,4 bits are sufficient. We cannot appoint
the size of the other instruction fields, because of the fact that the number of bits used to
address fuzzy sets has not been determined yet.

The specifications for the fuzzy algorithms indude the maximum number of those algorithms,
and the maximum number of fuzzy instructions. Both these figures are discussed in section
4.4.3.
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4.4.2 Memory organization .

Before discussing the memory organization we must make mention of the fact the Fuzzy
Set Storage and the Output Fuzzy Set Storage as described in the functional model of the
fuzzy logic processor are now treated as a single functional block, because of the following.
Obviously, we need some on-chip or off-chip memory for each storage unit; to enhance our
processor specifications we want to use as much memory for each storage unit as possible. The
problem is now situated in the fact that we implement separate memories for each storage
unit. Because of scarcity of hardware recources (and thus of memory), the memory usage
for each storage unit is limited. So, it is not unlikely that one storage unit has a lack of
memory, while another unit has an abundancy of memory. To solve this problem, we have
choosen to combine the two above-mentioned storage unit. These units use the same memory
organization, and the combination of the two storage units can only yield profil. In the sequel
we refer to this new storage unit as the Fuzzy Set Storage unit.

In this paragraph, we look at the general memory organization in the fuzzy logic processor,
since the fuzzy set and fuzzy algorithm storage units are analogous for most features.

The global memory organization for the storage of both fuzzy sets and fuzzy algorithms is
based on linked lists. However, the first distinction between the fuzzy set memory organization
and that of the fuzzy algorithms presents itself, for the fuzzy sets are stored using absolute
pointers in the linked lists, while the linked lists with which the algorithms are stored make
use of relative pointers.

Since the Fuzzy Set Storage is dynamical by nature, we must keep track of both the allocated
memory addresses and the ones that are not in use. In essence, it is sufficient that the unused
addresses are known. This problem can he tackled in various ways, for example by dedicating
one bit of each memory entry, which marks that memory address as either allocated or free.
A far more beautiful and effective solution, based on the pointer fields used for the linked list
implementation, is depicted in Figure 4.14.

memory

I1

I1

lIJ allocated memory entry

o unused memory entry

Figure 4.14: Administration of unused memory addresses.

After all, the pointer fields of the memoryentries are not in use as far as the free memory
entries are concerned. So, nothing keeps us from administrating unused memory by means of
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a linked list. Hence, we need some register which holds the address of the first free memory
entry. The pointer field of this particular memory entry contains the address of the second
unused memory address, of which the pointer field points to the third unallocated memory
address, etcetera, etcetera. The end of the linked list is indicated by the pointer field being
zero. Please note that this solution complicates the processor's initialization procedure, since
all memory is unused at that time. What's more, all memory entries contain unknown values,
so that a write action must be performed to each of the memory addresses, to initialize the
"free memory linked list", i.e. write the correct pointer values into each memory entry. So,
after initialization has finished, all memory addresses are inc1uded in the free memory linked
list.

We already mentioned that the fuzzy set linked lists make use of absolute pointers, while
the fuzzy algorithm linked lists are implemented by using relative pointers. This difference
is obvious because of the nature of the two storage entities: fuzzy algorithms, once they are
stored, do not change until the processor is reset, while the fuzzy sets will change frequently.
Changes in fuzzy sets not only concern the fuzzy set parameters, but it is likely that the
number of dominant elements of which a fuzzy set is made up, varies. In the latter case,
extra memoryentries must be allocated or memory addresses must be freed. In view of the
completely random memory allocation, using absolute pointers costs less memory than using
relative pointers. After all, it is possible that the pointer of the first memory entry points to
the last address, which implies that in case of relative pointers the complete address space
must still be covered. What's more, when using relative pointers an extra bit is needed to teIl
wether the relative pointer value should be added to, or subtracted from the current memory
address. Absolute pointer values will therefore use one bit less than relative pointer values.

Fuzzy algorithms on the contrary can be stored by using a single bit as a pointer value. These
algorithms are downloaded during initalization of the processor and will not change until the
processor is reset. Considering this statie nature of the fuzzy algorithm storage, we only
need one bit in each memory entry to tell wether the fuzzy algorithm has ended or not. The
difference in linked list implementation is the key to the question why only the two original
fuzzy set storage units are combined, and not all three storage units.

One problem that has not been solved yet, is how to distinguish between different fuzzy sets
of algorithms. In order words, how can we know which memoryentries must he addressed
to get the correct dominant elements for a given fuzzy set? The same question holds for the
fuzzy algorithm storage unit: in what way must the memory be addressed to fetch the correct
fuzzy instructions of a given fuzzy algorithm ? The answer to this problem is described next.
The reader should however keep in mind that the exact implementation does not need to
match with the following for 100 %.

We dedicate a memory block, consisting of m entries for the first elements of either the
fuzzy set or fuzzy algorithm storage. Each address of this memory block contains normal
information that belongs to the corresponding storage block (this information consists of a
reference to a dominant element and its membership value for the fuzzy set storage, while
for the fuzzy algorithm storage it consists of a fuzzy instruction). Furthermore, some bits
are reserved to constitute a pointer value, which points to some address in another memory
block. The entries of this last memory block contain the same items as in the first memory
block. The pointer fields all point to addresses inside the second memory. We will c1earify
this using Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Memory organization of fuzzy set storage.

In this picture, we see the memory organization of the fuzzy set storage visualized. At the
left-hand side, the memory block is drawn which is used to address fuzzy sets initially. In
this case, m fuzzy sets are stored. Note that for convenience, the fuzzy set parameters are
represented by two indices; when using X(n - 1,0) we have the first dominant element of
the (n - 1)-th fuzzy set in mind. Suppose this fuzzy set, the (n - 1)-th fuzzy set, should be
addressed. First, the (n - 1)-th entry of the leftmost memory block is read. Next, we use the
pointer value of this entry to address the rightmost memory block with. Doing so, the second
dominant element of the fuzzy set is obtained, together with an address pointer to the third
dominant element. This continues until we have read a memory entry of which the pointer
value equals zero, denoting the end of the fuzzy set.

The fuzzy algorithm storage is designed in the same way, except for the pointer values. The
address to read new data is computed by incrementing the current address, in those cases
where the fuzzy algorithm has not yet ended.

4.4.3 Memory requirements

The only thing left to say about the memory of the fuzzy logic processor is the specification
for the amount of on-chip and off-chip memory. For reasons of speed and simplicity we
restrict the design to handle on-chip memory only. Besides the negative effects on the above
mentioned two quantities, implementation of off-chip memory requires an awful lot of chip
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pins, which is not attractive from a design costs point of view.

To huild a highly-sophisticated fuzzy logic processor we need as much on-chip as we can get.
The maximum amount of memory that we can place on a single chip using the circuit layout
tools of EUT's Digital Systems group is about 80,000 bits.

For storage of fuzzy sets, the numher of bits we need to store a single memory entry is the
sum of the number of bits used for representation of dominant elements, and the number of
bits to specify the pointer values. Rence, we have the fol1owing equation

Fuzzy Set memory = (x + y +n)· 2f\, (4.7)

in which x and y denote the number of bits to represent an element of the universe of discourse
and its grade of membership, respectively. The number of memoryentries equals 2f\. Note
that we also need a memory block of k words, each made up of x + y + n bits (k represents
the maximum numher offuzzy sets that can be distinguished). The latter memory block will
be used to store the first elements of the fuzzy sets.

Fuzzy algorithms are stored in the same way as fuzzy sets. Each memory entry (which really
represents a fuzzy instruction) is made up of the instruction fields (as depicted in Figure 4.1)
and a single bit which is used as a relative pointer value. The number of bits used by
the instruction fields depends on the maximum number of fuzzy sets. In the case of fuzzy
algorithms, the following equation arises:

Fuzzy Algorithm memory = (p +3 . log2(k) + 1) . 2m
• (4.8)

In this equation, the number of bits needed to specify an instruction 's opcode is represented
by p. The number of bits with which fuzzy sets are addressed equals log2(k). The latter
quantity is multiplied by three, since the format of the fuzzy instruction contains three fields
which each address fuzzy sets. The relative pointer only needs a single hit. The maximum
number of fuzzy instructions (memoryentries) equals 2m • Analogous to the fuzzy set storage,
we need an extra memory block to store the first instruction of each fuzzy algorithm. The
size of this memory block equals I . (p +3 ·log2(k) +m) hits, where I denotes the maximum
number of fuzzy algorithms the processor can distinguish,

At this point of time the maximum amount of memory which can he placed on a single chip
makes us face the following problem:

where

Fuzzy Set memory +Fuzzy Algorithm memory < 80,000, (4.9)

Fuzzy Set memory

Fuzzy Algorithm memory

= (x+y+n)·{2f\+k)

(p +3 ·log2(k) + 1)· 2m +
+(p +3 ·log2{k) +m) ·1.

(4.10)

(4.11)

Three variahles of this equation are already known: x =16, y = 12 and p = 4. After solving
the equation by exhaustive seach, we have opted for the fol1owing. The maximum numher of
fuzzy sets and the maximum numher of fuzzy algorithms both equal 128. The extra memory
to store the fuzzy set elements and the fuzzy instructions is made up of 1024 words, for the
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fuzzy sets stor-age as weU as for the fuzzyalgorithm storage. These figures result in an on=chip
memory of 74,880 bits12 •

In conclusion, the most important on-chip storage units consist of the fuzzy set storage block
(128+1024 words of 38 bits) and the storage unit for the storage of the fuzzy algorithms,
which comprises 128 words of 35 bits, and 1024 words of 26 bits.

4.5 Final remarks

Before continueing with the exact implementation of thc fuzzy logic processor, we encapsulate
the first four phases of the design traject.

The analysis of typical applications for fuzzy logic processors, and the study of the features
and characteristics of existing fuzzy logic devices lead to the specification of a processor which
carries much more potential than the ones currently available. The potential is measured on
the basis of our three design goals: speed, flexibility and efficiency.

The speed of the processor devised in this chapter is likely to be high, since the principle of
dataflow computing incorporated in this design takes care of only processing input data which
reaUy needs to be processed. Hence, speed is achieved because of the fact that trivial input
port will never be processed. The presence of on-chip memory also results in a fast processor,
together with the approximation of fuzzy sets. Finally, the concept of fuzzy algorithms can
eventuate in speed enhanccmcnts sincc this concept allows fuzzy rules to he tailored for specific
applîcations.

Several items which contribute to the speed of the fuzzy logic processor also have effect on
the flexibility. In reverse order, the optimal "tuneabIe" fuzzy rules lead to great flexibility.
The fuzzy set representation method enables the use of aU kinds of high-resolution mem
bership functions which together with the functionality of the 1/0 ports (controlling several
applications at a time, for example) eventuates in a highly-sophisticated fuzzy logic device.

The third design target, efficiency, is also reached by most of the above-mentioned factors.
The fuzzy set storage method for example is founded on efficiency. Last but not least, the
complete processor design and behaviour (remember the "data driven" concept) brims over
with efficiency.

The one problem which can arise when using a fuzzy logic processor as devised in the foregoing
in some industrial environment concerns the fuzzy set storage. In the way we designed the
storage unit, it is not possible to guarantee that the amount of on-chip memory for the storage
of fuzzy sets is sufficient. In other words, it is possible that the fuzzy set storage unit runs
out of memory in the course of action. A solution for this problem is to appoint a maximum
number of dominant elements with which fuzzy sets are represented. This need not be part
of the actual hardware implementation, but can be realized as a part of the initialization and
configuration procedure of the fuzzy logic processor. This solution comes with the advantage
that in the global memory area, where the dominant elements are stored, we no longer need
to implement pointers the the next dominant element of some fuzzy set. In the case of fuzzy
set representation by a fixed number of dominant elements, it is suffident to use a single .bit

12This number does not include all on-chip memory. Recall that several queues and associative tables must
be implemented, which each require memory.
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which denotes the end of the list of dominant elements (the fuzzy algorithm storage hlock is
designed this way).

The fuzzy set storage unit can he optimized in the following ways. First, we can assume that
the position at the universe of discourse of the first dominant element of a fuzzy set always
equals zero. Doing so, only the memhership value of the first dominant element of a fuzzy set
needs to he stored, together with a pointer value to the next dominant element. The second
optimization regards the last dominant element of the fuzzy sets. The last line segment of a
fuzzy set always has a constant value; in most cases, this value equals zero. Ir this constant
value does not equal zero, tbis would in tbe design descrihed previously result in the storage
of the last element of tbe line segment. It is however sufficient to only store tbe first element of
tbat particular line segment. In Figure 4.16 tbe 1atter optimization is represented grapbically.

t1.00
IJ

0.75

0.50

0.25

universe of discourse --.

Figure 4.16: Optimization of fuzzy set storage: the last dominant element need
not he stored.

For tbe example of tbis picture all dominant elements (indicated hy tbe capital letters"A"
up to "E") would he stored in tbe case of the current fuzzy set storage implementation. It is
ohvious however tbat tbe last dominant element, represented hy "E", need not he stored.

All in all, the design presented in tbis section constitutes tbanks to tbe data flow computer
architecture style and the concept of the fuzzy algorithms a unique fuzzy logic processor,
wbicb has great applicahility.
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Chapter 5

Simulation of the fuzzy logic
processor

The second part of the design path followed to develop the fuzzy logic processor is subject of
this chapter; it consists of implementation, simulation and performance analysis. The first
two phases can, in the case where the integrated circuit design tooI "IDaSS"l is used, be looked
upon as just a single phase since IDaSS offers interactive design and simulation. However,
in this chapter we think of the implementation phase as that point in time where algorithms
are devised, interfaces between building blocks are described etcetera etcetera.

Due to a lack of time we were not able to completely implement the fuzzy logic processor.
The implementation of the building blocks we realized is discussed in the first section, and the
IDaSS implementation and simultation of these blocks is treated in the second section of this
chapter.

The performance analysis which according to the list of design phases should also be part of
this chapter is left behind. The reaSOlI for this is the fact that the implementation is in a too
early stage to come to a correct and usefull performance analysis.

5.1 Implementation

The implementation is in the context of this report looked upon as the design phase where
the a.ctuallogic of the processor is described and developed, without having to worry about
bits or any other low-Ievel entity or problem. So, when describing for example a memory
management unit for allocating and freeing memory blocks, we develop the algorithms only;
we will not design a circuit consisting of AND- or OR-gates.

The objective of this graduation project, to come to a fuzzy logic processor which can be
implemented as an operational ASIe, can however not be reached if we do not take the
limitations and restrictions that the ASA silicon compiler (which is used by EUT's Digital
Systems group) brings along. At times where a certain design decision is made which is
not based on human logic but on the (lack of) possibilities of the above-mentioned silicon
compiler we will emphasize this.

J IDaSS, Interactive Design and Simulation System, is a tooI for development of complex integrated circuits
that runs on IBM AT compatible personal computers. One of the design targets of IDaSS was to create a
tooI for designing integrated circuits which does not suffer from limitations engendered by silicon technology.
Albeit that this target has been attained, ultimately designs are still to be translated into some silicon layout.
The problems that arise during this translation, are mentioned in the section on simulation.
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5.1.1- Fuzzy.set storage

Chapter 5: Simulation of the fuzzy logic processor

Since the processing of fuzzy sets cannot be separated from the internal workings of the
fuzzy sets storage, we have choosen to discuss this in different subsections. First however we
describe the basic idea for processing fuzzy sets. The reader should recall that the fuzzy set
storage unit really consists of the storage unit for predefined fuzzy sets and output fuzzy sets.

5.1.1.1 Basic idea

The interface of the fuzzy set storage unit with the external logic is depicted in Figure 5.1.

conlrol

adaess (0)
r

fuzzy loglefuzzy
set odaess (1) arlthmetle

~

storage read dola (0) ~ -----------------
read dato (1) r defuzzlfieatlon
IoII'lte dato

r

~

Figure 5.1: The interface between fuzzy set storage unit and externallogic.

The functional blocks that process fuzzy sets, in casu the fuzzy logic arithmetic and defuzzi
fication units, indicate a request for data or a write action by driving the control bus. At the
same time, another part of the control bus is driven by the fuzzy set storage block to report
the status of the storage block. The address bus is used to identify the fuzzy set which is to
be processed. The data ports speak for themselves.

The picture of the basic idea of processing fuzzy sets shows us the fuzzy set storage unit with
two read ports and a single write port. The presence of two read ports will make the other
functional blocks process the fuzzy set data faster and more efficient, since most operations
are concerned with two fuzzy sets. For example, suppose the union of two fuzzy sets must
be computed. Hence, we must compute a new fuzzy set by determining the maximum of the
parameters of two fuzzy sets stored in the fuzzy set storage block. Now, what is more efficient
than having access to the parameters of the two input fuzzy sets at the same time?

Before explaining the interna!s of the fuzzy set storage bloek, and the way to process fuzzy
sets in more detail, we now give a list of contro! commands that can be passed to the fuzzy
set storage block.

5.1.1.2 Fuzzy set storage internals

In consideration of the nature of the fuzzy set storage we abdicate from the memory man
agement functiona! block which was depicted in Figure 4.3. After all, the fuzzy set storage
block is the only block which really needs memory management (i.e., allocating and freeing
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Table 5.1: Control commands for the fuzzy set storage bloek.

I Instruction ITextual description

SRD Start reading parameters of a single fuzzy set
SRD2 Start reading parameters of two fuzzy sets at the same time
CRD Continue reading parameters of a single fuzzy set
CRD2 Continue reading parameters of two fuzzy sets at the same time
SWR Start writing parameters of a fuzzy set
CWR Continue writing parameters of a fuzzy set
EWR End writing parameters of a fuzzy set
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memory entries). The memory management functional block will therefore be implemented
as a part of the fuzzy set storage block.

The main theme of this subsection is autonomy. The external circuitry connected to the fuzzy
set storage block must only be concerned with the control commands listed in Table 5.1. So,
handling of linked lists, allocating and freeing memory must be performed autonomously by
the fuzzy set storage block. We also need to be able to issue each command at all times. So,
when the last control command was to start reading two fuzzy sets, we must not only be able
to continue reading the parameters of these sets, but we must have the possibility to start or
continue writing a fuzzy set. The global architecture of the fuzzy set storage block is depicted
in Figure 5.2.

tree memory
register

!
+-----+j read port 0

status
Internol tuzzy set
memory .. .. storage

+-----+j read port 1
logle status

+-----+j wrlte port
status

1
external logIe

Figure 5.2: Global architecture of the fuzzy set storage block.

The status registers as visualized in Figure 5.2 make it possible to mix control commands.
When starting a new read or write action, the concerning registers are loaded with new values.
When issueing a "continue action" command, the contents of the registers are read and used
by the fuzzy set storage logic to perform the correct action. After that, thc register contents
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are updated.

The most important task of the fuzzy set storage logic is of course handling the lin~ed lists
with which the fuzzy sets are represented. Reading a linked list is rather obvious: a register
can be used to hold the memory address which must be read. After reading the contents
of this memory address, the pointer value included in the data just read is stored in that
register. This pointer value, the subsequent address, is read, after which the register should
again he updated with a new memory address. This continues until a pointer value of zero is
encountered.

Writing or updating a linked list is somewhat more difficult, When writing a new fuzzy set we
must allocate memory addresses for this fuzzy set. If an updated fuzzy set consists of more
parameters than the original fuzzy set, memory must also he allocated. In the case that an
updated fuzzy set is made up of less parameters than the original fuzzy set, we should take
care of freeing the unused memory addresses. Next, the solution for this problem is descrihed.

/ ---_ _ _ - _-_ " ~ _._--_ "._ _ :~~~~-_ -•.\

old sJtuatlon
action taken
new sltuatlon

III memory entry to ollocate

11 allocoted memory entry

D unused memory entry

Figure 5.3: Allocation of a memory address.

Allocation of an unused memory address is, thanks to the use of the free memory register I

rather easy. Recall that the free memory register points to the head of a list of unused memory
addresses. Allocation of an address is now implemented in the way Figure 5.3 portrays. The
continuous lines represent the situation before the allocation of a memory address: the free
memory register points to the head of a list of free memory addresses. Then, the address of
the first free memory address is output to the external logic, and the pointer value of the
contents of that first address is fed into the free memory register (this situation is represented
hy the dotted line). In the end, the free memory register will point the the next free memory
address, as indicated hy the dashed line.

The reverse process, freeing an allocated memory address is depicted in Figure 5.4. The
starting situation is as follows (refer to the continuous lines). The free memory register
points to some address, which is the first in a list of unused memory addresses, and a given
address must he freed (hence, it must he added to the list of unused memory addresses).
First, the contents of the latter memory address is updated in sueh a way, that the pointer
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Figure 5.4: Freeing an al10cated memory address.

field contains the current contents of the free memory register. In this way we make the
pointer field of that address point to the current list of unused memory addresses. After that,
the only thing Ieft to do is to store the address of the memory entry that must be freed in
the free memory register. These two actions are represented in Figure 5.4 by the dotted line.
The result of these actions is indicated by the dashed line: the free memory register points
to the just freed memory address. In turn, the pointer field of the contents of that address
points to the "original" list of free memory addresses.

Now, when reading or writing fuzzy sets all the actions which must be taken to read the next
item in a linked list, add entries to some list or delete entries from a linked list are performed
autonomously by the fuzzy set storage logic. The advantages are clearly simplicity (once the
storage block is implemented, all that has to be done is to give control commands to the
storage unit) and speed. Because of the local control logic, the wiring is minimized which
results in higher processing speeds.

5.1.1.3 Processing fuzzy sets

To explain the processing of fuzzy sets we confine ourselves to describing the computation of
the complement of a fuzzy set. The complement of a fuzzy set is obtained by inverting the
grade of membership of each element of the fuzzy set (i.e., subtracting the membership value
from 1.).

The algorithm listed below, which implements the computation of the complement uses a
variabIe called de which represents a dominant element of a fuzzy set. The de variabIe
has three parameters represented by de.u, de.p.(u) and de.next, which respectively denote
the element of the universe of discourse, its grade of membership and the pointer value to
the next dominant element. Furthermore, the fuzzy set of which the complement must be
calculated is represented by li, while the output fuzzy set is indentified by 10. The function
calls in the following algorithm resembIe the functions of the fuzzy set storage block (refer to
Table 5.1).
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_Al~orithm 5.1 Complement

de +- SR(Ji);
if de.next :I NU LL

de.p(u) +- 1 - de.p(u)j
SW(Jo, de.u, de.p( u));
de +- C R(Ji, de.next);

ti
do while de.next :I NU LL

de.p(u) +- 1- de.p(u);
CW(J0, de. u, de.p( u»;
de +- C R(Ji, de.next);

od dq.t(u) +- 1- de.p(u);
EW(Jo, de.u, de.p( u»;

5.1.2 Fuzzy algorithm storage
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The implementation of the fuzzy algorithm storage is not that complex as the fuzzy set storage
implementation. This is due to the statie nature of the fuzzy algorithms storage (once the
algorithms have been downloaded to the processor, they need not be changed anymore) whieh
results in the use of relative pointer values in stead of absolute pointer values. So, instead of
using an absolute pointer value which really denotes a memory address, the fuzzy algorithm
storage makes use of only a single bit. If this bit is set, the following memory address (relative
to the current memory address) holds the next fuzzy algorithm instruction. If the above
mentioned bit equaIs zero, the current instruction of the fuzzy algorithm is the last one.

Another difference of the fuzzy algorithm storage block in comparison with the fuzzy set
storage block is the fact that only one algorithm needs to he read at a time. This eleminates
the need for "mixing" algorithm requests in the way reading and writing of fuzzy sets can be
mixed.

The implementation of the fuzzy algorithm storage block is not discussed any further, since
it resembles the fuzzy set storage block except for the above-mentioned items.

5.1.3 Defuzzification

The last subsection concerning the implementation of functional units of the fuzzy logie
processor deals with the defuzzification unit. As stated in chapter 4, this unit must incorporate
the Center of Gravity and Center of Area methods, as wel! as the First and Last of Maxima
and Mean and Middle of Maxima defuzzification strategies. In Figure 5.5 a defuzzification
circuit is displayed which with which all these algorithms can be implemented.

First, we discuss the implementation of Center of Gravity and Center of Area. Center of
Gravity (CoG), defined in section 2.3.2.1, can he efficiently implemented by using the fuzzy
membership function approximation. Normally, CoG is computed hy rnultiplying each ele
ment of the universe with its grade of membership, adding these multiplication results and
dividing this sum by the sum of the membership values of the elements of the universe of
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Figure 5.5: Implementation of the defuzzification unit.

discourse:

(5.1)

Exploiting the fuzzy set approximation method of our fuzzy logic processor, we can speed up
the calculation of the previous equation. The denominator, which simply calculates the area
under the membership function, can be replaced by the fol1owing equation:

n-2 1
denominator = L - .(Ui+l - Ui +1) . (p( Ui+l) +Jl( uïl)

Î:::O 2
(5.2)

In this equation, we assume that the fuzzy set is approximated by n dominant elements. The
terms in the denominator simply calculate the area of the quadrangles formed by Ui, Ui+ll

p(Ui+I) and p(Ui). The equation in the nominator of the fradion can be approximated in the
same way.

The Center of Area defuzzification method also benefits from the fuzzy set approximation.
The fastest method, which is by the way not the most beautiful solution, is to process the
fuzzy set two times. First, the total area under the membership function is calculated in
exactly the same way as the denominator for the Center of Gravity method was determined.
Then, the fuzzy set is processed again, but now the counter which accumulates the partial
areas is compared with half the value of the total area. When this accumulative area is
greater than half the tota! area, we know that the Center of Area lies in between the two
last processed dominant elements. Then, the exact position of the Center of Area can be
determined by interpolation.

The First and Last of Maxima defuzzification algorithms are very easy to implement. Each
element of the linked list in which the dominant elements of a fuzzy set are stored must
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be processed in the fol1owing way.When processing e~çh linked list element, the grade of
membership of those elements must be compared with the contents of a register, which holds
the parameters for the dominant element which has a maximum grade of membership so
faro For the First of Maxima method, it is sufficient to store the element of the universe of
discourse only the first time when it appears to have maximum grade of membership. For the
Last of Maxima method, each element of the universe of discourse which has the maximum
membership value so far, must be stored.

The two remaining methods, Mean and Middle of Maxima can be looked upon as the Center
of Gravity and Center of Area defuzzification strategies applied to only those elements which
have the greatest membership value. Therefore, we will not discuss these two defuzzification
algorithms any further.

5.2 Simulation

In the introductory chapter we already emphasized the theoretical nature of this graduation
project. The IDaSS implementation and simulation, which is discussed in this section, is
initiated anyhow by realizing the storage units. The first subsection is however dedicated to
paint the problems that come along when trying to implement an IDaSS design which is to
be translated into silicon. Next, the IDaSS implementation of the on-chip RAM modules is
discussed, followed by the fuzzy set storage block implementation. The other storage blocks
which have been realized are not discussed in this section, since they all are simple derivates
of the fuzzy set storage bloek. The IDaSS document files of these derivate block are also not
included in the appendices of this report.

5.2.1 The IDaSS-to-silicon controversy

The ASA silicon compiler (a product of the Eindhoven-based company Sagantec) which is
currently in use at EUT's Digital Systems group is the main reason for the restrictions that
must be taken into account when creating an IDaSS design. IDaSS was after all designed in
such a way, that it does not suffer from any silicon technology limitation whatsoever. The
conversion process of translating an IDaSS design into an input file for the ASA silicon com
piler is however not complete, and the silicon compiler itself is affiicted with some limitations
to enable automatic synthesis. The most important problem for our design is situated in the
on-chip RAMs and will be discussed in the sequel. Other known problems are listed in [62].

The RAM building block known in IDaSS can be used asynchronously: data request by a
"read"-command is output in the very same dock cyde. The ASA silicon compiler however
makes use of macro cells to implement on-chip RAMs which behave synchronously. To
overcome this problem, a design was made by A.C. Verschueren, to be used in IDaSS as
a basic building block. It was designed to mimic the ASA RAM behaviour during IDaSS
simulation. Before synthesis, this building block must be replaced by a ordinary IDaSS RAM
to enable ASA synthesis.

The use of this building block was in our case not possible. The IDaSS subschematic which
mimics the behaviour of the ASA RAMs was implemented having three--state outputs, which
lead to simulation errors in our design. These errors arose because of the fact that a number
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of such RAMs was connected to a single operator, which only enabled one memory block at
the same time. This made the other RAMs to disable their outputs, which in turn caused the
operator to produce undefined results. Since, as far as the low-level hardware is concerned,
connecting unused RAMs to some operator is really possible we choose to change the IDaSS
building block that resembles the behaviour of the ASA RAM generic cello The very simple
schematic depicted in Figure 5.6 resulted.

Figure 5.6: IDaSS schematic to mimic the ASA RAM standard cells.

The register with continuous output, connected to the output port of the RAM is used to
insert a delay of one dock cycle2 • Read and write addresses are passed trough by means of
off-schematic connectors, as are the data to be written or the data just read. The control
connector (c) is made up of two bits: setting the least significant bit denotes a read actionj
setting the most significant bit makes the RAM store incoming data.

The problem described previously and the ones listed in [62] all cease to exist when a suitable
translation path is developed. After all, it is too bad that hardware specification languages
such as VHDL are still used in this era of graphical user interfaces and object oriented
modeling techniques, all because of the fact that a design specified in VHDL can be translated
into a silicon layout in two shakes. But why not use IDaSS for design and simulation of
complex integrated circuits, and use VHDL for converting JDaSS designs into operational
ASJes? This is indeed a good solution, and the people of EUT's Digital Systems group
are currently working hard to construct an "IDaSS-to-VHDL" compiler, which will make
the IDaSS tooI interesting not only for scientific research but for development of commercial
integrated circuits also.

S.2.2 Simulation of the on-chip RAM blocks

As discussed in chapter four, from page 80, the fuzzy logic processor needs some on-chip RAM.
At page 83 we found that for the storage of fuzzy sets we need 128+1024 memory words of
38 bits. The same number of memory entries is required for storage of fuzzy algorithmsj the
width however of the fuzzy algorithm memory words equals 35 bits as far as the 128-word
RAM is concerned, and 26 bits for the 1024-word RAM.

To enhance the applicability and reliability of the fuzzy logic processor, we choose to imple
ment a build-in self test for the on-chip RAM modules. Because of the fact that execution of
the self test takes a rather long period of time (for a 1024x38 RAM the self test takes 69666
dock cycles !) the l024-word RAMs each are partioned into 512-word RAMs. Furthermore,

2Note that the ASA silicon compiler (version 5.4+) can he forced to use RAMs with continuous outputs by
:setting the OUT_TYPE parameter, which is part of the standard cell specification, to zero.
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thepointer fields inc1uded in the fuzzy set storageare separated from the other fields. In this
case the RAMs can be tested in parallel, which reduces the time for the self test by more
than a factor 2. The exact RAM partitioning is described in section 5.2.3.

The basic building block for RAMs with build in self test was first designed by A.C. Verschue
ren. However, for each different RAM size (different number of words and/or different width
of the words) the test logic must be adapted. The IDaSS document file of a 512x28 RAM
with build in self test is included in appendix A3 • The picture included in this appendix at
the first page dearly shows the test logic (which is included in the TESTER operator block),
together with the RAM module (which is represented by the BUSSlHU subschematic).

The build in self test is initiated immediately upon power-on, and operates autonomously
until the test has finished. The self test logic ensures that all bits in the RAM modules are
assigned different values during testing. Of course, the RAM contents is tested for the correct
storage of this values, by first writing, and subsequently reading the test values. So, it is not
possible that two bits in the RAM always had the same value during the check cycle. This
test strategy is implemented by using log2(#(bits per word)) + 1 bit patterns, of which the
pattern %11 ... 1 is used log2(#(bits in RAM)) -log2(#(bits per word)) times.

5.2.3 Simulation of the fuzzy set storage block

One of the functional blocks implemented in IDaSS is the fuzzy set storage bloek. The IDaSS
document file is included in appendix B. The picture of the IDaSS schematic, which is
depicted at the first page of this appendix is used in the following to explain the fuzzy set
storage implementation.

First, the RAM partitioning is described. The picture of the fuzzy set storage schematic clearly
shows six RAM subschematics, namely two RAMs of 128 words (R_128xl0 and R_128x28) and
four RAMs of 512 words (R_512xl0a,b and R_5l2x28a.b). The first two RAMs are used for
the identification of the fuzzy sets; the first dominant elements of each fuzzy set are stored in
the R_128x28 RAM, and the pointer to the next dominant elements of the fuzzy sets is stored
in the R_128xl0 RAM. The four RAM units of 512 words constitute the 1024x38 storage
bloek. The reason for the RAM partitioning is twofold: first, the build in self test takes fewer
doek cycles when RAMs are smaller and the test is executed in parallel for each RAM, and
second the ASA silicon compiler limits the size of RAMs to 32768 bits to enable automatic
synthesis of ASICs.

The IDaSS schematic of the fuzzy set storage unit resembles the global architecture of the
storage block as depicted in Figure 5.2. At the top of the IDaSS schematic the "internal
memory" is located, while the status registers are located at the bottom-right part of the
schematic. The interface for the externallogic is situated at the bottom-Ieft side. We discuss
the interface logic first.

The interface to the external logic consists of two address busses (aiO and ai1), three data
busses (one to input data, di and two busses to output data (doO and dol)). The control
bus consists of a status output (co) and a control input, ei. The last input is concatenated
to the internal status word by the operator called CtrlD . The resulting bit sequence is used
to control the RAM control operator in the middle of the schematic.

3The reader is reffered to [61] (or the IDaSS syntax.
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The attentive reader may have noticed the two registers conneeted to respectively the di input
and doO output. These registers are called vdelayR and rdelayR, resp. The first register is
used for the implementation of the change notifier. Whenever a fuzzy set must be stored, it
should be compared with the previously stored fuzzy set to detect a change in parameters
(recall the notion of the "change notifier" !). So, we can only write a fuzzy set after we
have read the current memory contents. The first aetion taken upon the receipt of a 'write'
command consists therefore of reading the current memory contents, which takes one dock
cyele. To simplify the interface of the fuzzy set storage block with the externallogic, we want
the input data for the write command to be passed out at the same time the write command
is issued. Thus, we only want to pass out a write command during one doek cyele, and all
parameters must be passed in that same dock cycIe. Now, since the first elock cyde of a
write action of the fuzzy set storage bloek is used to read the current memory contents, the
input data must temporarily be ston~d. The "vdelayR" register is used for this purpose.

The second register, named rdelayR is used during reading the parameters of two fuzzy sets
at the same time, which was discussed in section 5.1.1.1. The on-chip RAM modules do
however not allow reading two memory entries at the same time. To overcome this problem
the parameters of the two fuzzy sets are read in separate doek cydes, which would however
result in outputting these parameters at different doek cydes. The above-mentioned register
is used to insert an extra delay which causes the two fuzzy set parameters to be outputted at
the same doek eyele.

The next item we like to discuss is the way the fuzzy set storage bloek can operate autono
mously. For each command which can be processed by the fuzzy set storage, a status register
is implemented. So, separate status registers exist for writing a fuzzy set, reading a single
fuzzy set and reading two fuzzy sets at the same time. Each of these status registers keep
track of the address of the next dominant element they must process. In this way it is possible
to "mix" read and write commands without having to initiate new read or write cyeles. The
status register named ctrlR is, amongst other purposes used for automatically allocating and
freeing memory address. Whenever a fuzzy set is written which needs more memoryentries
than the previously stored set with the same identification, memory address are automatieally
(without interaetion of the external logic !) allocated. The same holds in the case where the
previously stored fuzzy set is constituted of more elements than the currently written set; the
memory addresses whieh are not needed any longer are automatically freed.

The main operator in the fuzzy set storage bloek (RAMCtrlO) comprises 8 states or funetions.
The first funetion waits for the self test of the on-chip RAMs to finish. Then, the second
funetion comes in action which initializes the fuzzy set linked list (all memory addresses are
added to the list of free entries). Moreover, a "hold" and a "ready" state exist. The difference
between these two states is that during the "hold" state the contents of all status registers is
preserved; the "ready" state sets the status registers contents to their initial values. The four
remaining funetions or states are used to implement the two read phases and the two write
phases.
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5.3 Final remarks

The implementation in IDa5S of the fuzzy logic processor is not yet finished. Due to a lack
of time only the storage units have been implemented and simulated, in such a way that the
interfaces with the building blocks that use these storage units is made as efficient as possible.

All constraints that apply for enahling automatic synthesis of the fuzzy logic processor hy the
A5A silicon compiler have heen taken into account. It must he possihle for the implementation
of the remaining parts to satisfy the A5A restrictions.

The implementation of the storage units can he improved hy using multi-port, asynchronous
RAMs.For now, such RAMs cannot he used since the A5A silicon compiler does not support
them.
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Two fuzzy logic applications

This next-to-Iast chapter is dedicated to applications for the fuzzy logic processor presented
in the foregoing. Since the inverted pendulum is an example which is often used in book and
articles on fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic, we cannot go by itj this application is described in the
first section. The second employment of the fuzzy logic processor, described in the second
section of this chapter, is situated in a fictitious plant, where baby dolis are assembied.

6.1 Inverted penduIurn

A typical application, very popular amongst process control technicians, is the inverted pen
dulum problem, where a vertically placed stick should keep its balance. The fuzzy logic
departement of the Dutch Center for Micro Electronics (C.M.E.) uses this problem to demon
strate the power of fuzzy logic.

On top of a model car, a variabie resistor is fastened. In turn, a vertically placed stick is
attached to this resistor, in such a way that the current resistor value represents the stick's
angle, say G. The situation is visualized in Figure 6.1.

a

Figure 6.1: Problem of the inverted pendulum.

In this situation, the car moves forward or backward to balance the stick. Some circuitry
is located in the car, to determine the speed with which the stick's angle changes. Hence,
we know the stick's angle, G, together with ~~. These two parameters are sufficient to make
a fuzzy logic processor compute the incremental power supply of the car's engine. In other
words, the fuzzy logic processor computes 6Pengine, such that

Pengine ( n) = Pengine (n - 1) +6Pengine

99

(6.1)
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First, we should assign membership functions for a, Wand 6Pengine. For simplicity reasons,
we only use triangular or trapezoidal shapes, for both parameters. Furthermore, the same
linguistic labels are assigned for all three variables, namely negative large (NL), negative
medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero (ZR), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM)
and positive large (PL). The membership functions are specified by Figure 6.2.

t NL NM NS ZR PS PM PL
1.00

IJ
0.75

0.50

0.25

-max o max
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B P. """'ft- a----.
Figure 6.2: Membership function assignments for the inverted pendulum pro
blem.

Next, the fuzzy rule base is to be specified. From [26] it is appearent, that only seven TUles
as listed below, are sufficient to come to a convenient control system.

• if a=NM and 5a - ZR then 6Pengine = N M5t -

.if a=NS and 5a - NS then 6Pengine = N S5t -

• if a= NS and 5a - PS then 6Pengine = ZRö't-

• if a=ZR and 5a - ZR than 6Pengine = ZR5t -

• if a= PS and 50 - NS then 6Pengine = Z R5t -

• if a=PS and W= PS then 6Pengine = PS

• if a=PM and 50 - ZR then 6Pengine = PM5t -

Please note that we did no assumptions concerning what control theorists call the "process
parameters", such as the length of the stick. This also proves from a demonstration video
produced by the C.M.E., where first the rule base is used to balance a certain stick. Then,
the stick is replaced by a stick with a length twice the length of the first stick. If the car was
controlled by an ordinary control system, such as a PI or PID control system, all parameters
of that system should be adapted for the new situation. In case of the fuzzy control system
however, the car balances the new stick perfectly. As a final step, a plastic container with a
hamster inside it was placed atop the stick. Again, the stick was perfectly balanced, without
changing the rule base.
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This example of the use of a fuzzy Iogic processor is situated in a fictitious plant, where baby
doUs are produced. The heads and bodies of the baby doUs are produced autonomously and
arrive, independent of each other, at two conveyer beIts. The employee that should assemble
the doUs, i.e. place a doll's head atop the body, is located behind the two conveyer beIts. In
order to make this person work as efficiently as possible, the arrival of a doll's head and body
should be synchronized1 • The situation is presented in Figure 6.3.

conveyer belt
A

conveyer belt
B

(drlveB
- rotatlon angle

sensor B

Figure 6.3: Final assembly point for production of baby dolls.

In this picture, the heads of the doIls arrive at conveyer belt A, while the bodies arrice at the
second conveyer belt, B. Each conveyer belt can be driven independent of the other. At tbe
same point where the drive is located, a device is mounted which measures the rotation angle.
Furthermore, four photo sensors, PS1 through PS4, are used. Two of them, namely PS1 and
PS3, are used in cooperation with the two rotation angle sensors to determine the distance
between a doU's head and its bodYi the other two photo sensors measure the synchrony
between the two conveyer beIts. Note that subsequent products at the same conveyer belt
arrive with constant distance.

The quantities we need for controlling the conveyer beIts are distance between a doll's head
and body (determined by tho photo sensors), together with the change in distance as a
time-dependent variabie. The first parameter is represented by x, the second by ~~. The
incremental power supply to conveyer belt B, 6PB, serves as the output of the control system.

Five membership functions are sufficient for defining Xi *is defined by three membership
functions. The output parameter is specified using seven membership functions. We use the
same linguistic labels as in the previous example (NL, NM, NS, ZR, PS, PM and PL). The
membership functions for the input parameters and the output parameter are respectively
shown in Figure 6.4(a), Figure 6.4(b) and Figure 6.5.

I The idea for this particular example is taken from [46], where in turn the examples were copied out of a
small introductory text book on fuzzy logic, published by üMRON, [38].
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t1.00 NL NS ZR PS PL t1.00 N ZR P

IJ IJ
0.75 0.75

0.50 0.50

0.25 0.25

-max 0 max -max 0 max

x--. öx --.
öt

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Membership function assignments for the input variabIe x (a) and
~~ (b) of the baby dolI factory prablem.

t1.00
IJ

0.75

0.50

0.25

-max o max

Figure 6.5: Membership function assignment for the output variabIe of the baby
dolI factory problem.

In stead of using a rule base which covers only part of the states in which the system can
he situated (like we did in the inverted pendulum example), we now specify a control action
for each possible (x, ~~) pair. A convenient way to describe the rule base is using a table
(like Table 6.1), where each raw represents a possible state of ~~, each column represents a
possible state of x, and each table entry halds the output value.

Hence, by looking at x =N S and ~~ =P, we obtain the following rule

if x = N S and ~~ = P then bPB = N M .
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Table 6.1: Fuzzy rule base for controlling baby doU assembly line.

x
NL NS ZR PS PL

P NL NM NS PS PM
6x ZR NM NS ZR PS PM6i

N NM NS PS PM PL
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Chapter 7

Retrospection

The last chapter of this report is intended to give on overview of the contents of this report.
To come to such a survey, this chapter is split up in three sections. First, a short summary
of this report is given. Conclusions conceming the work done within the framework of this
graduation project and this report fol/ow next. Directions for future work in the shape of
recommendations conclude this chapter.

7.1 Summary

In the foregoing the process of modeling and simulating a digital fuzzy logic processor is
described. After a short introduction, where the birth of the theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy
logic is described and some applications are touched upon, we have described the theory of
fuzzy sets. At first this theory was discussed with ordinary set theory in mind, but soon fuzzy
set theory prevailed. On the basis of this theory we were able to explain fuzzy logic, used
in situations where conc1usions must be drawn or actions must be taken upon incomplete
information. At that point of time the on!y theoretica! aspect of fuzzy set was defuzzification:
translating a fuzzy set into a crisp value which resembles the nature of the fuzzy set as good
as possib!e. After discussing the mathematical background of defuzzification, the hunt for a
high-quality hardware implementation of fuzzy logic could begin!

It all started with a survey of possible processor architectures, suitable for implementing fuzzy
logic. Jmplementation strategies like systolic arrays, RJSC processors and Single Instruction,
Multiple Data computers passed in review. Furthermore, in a section on fuzzy logic processors
implemented with dedicated processor architectures several interesting ideas were discussed.
The fuzzy logic devices encountered during this survey could however not suffice our need for
a fast, flexible and efficient processor design.

With a thorough analysis of a the capabilities of a fuzzy logic processor that are in demand,
and the results of the survey of possible processor architectures a comprehensive list of in
formally described specifications was deduced. The specifications all had the same objective,
namely to satisfy the design constraints of speed, flexibility and efficiency. These constraints
were kept in mind during the fuzzy logic processor design phase. First, we posed a globa.l
overview of the processor. Then, this overview was decomposed into functional units, which
were each discussed seperately.

So far however, we only developed a technology-independent model of a fuzzy logic processor.
In order to come to a silicon implementation, some technology restrictions had to be taken
into account. These restrictions have, for example, affected the amount of on-chip memory,
the resolution of input and output ports, and the internaI fuzzy set resolution. The next step
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in developing our fuzzy logic processor consisted of the implementation and simulation of this
device.

The implementation and simulation in IDaSS of the proposed fuzzy logic processor archi
tecture were only described partially. After an outline of the basic ideas of some important
building blocks we discusses the implementation restrictions that must be taken into account.
Then the IDaSS implementation of the functional blocks was described.

Finally, some examples of applications where a fuzzy logic processor fits in were discussed.
The first example, controlling an inverted pendulum, is a widely know problem in process
control theory. The second example might be encountered in assembly-factories. It shows
the advantage of using a fuzzy logic processor for the synchronization of two conveyer beIts.

7.2 Conclusions

The one succes we achieved concerning the true mathematical background of fuzzy logic and
fuzzy logic processors is situated in the field of defuzzification. Since a vast number of methods
to convert a fuzzy set into some crisp number exists, an overview of the properties of these
methods based on mathematical constraints is in demand. Lots of scientific articles and text
books on fuzzy logic make mention of these properties, but so far none of these publications
contained a complete list of defuzzification strategies and their performance as regards the
mathematical constraints. We have succeeded in describing nine defuzzification methods and
applied the mathematical constraints to examine their practical use.

The study of possible processor architectures brought a lot of information along concerning
both ordinary and unusual processor architectures. On the basis of some scientific articles we
were able to describe the hardware implementation of fuzzy logic by means of seven different
processor architectures. A side issue of this part of this graduation project was the fact that
we managed to relate most commercial fuzzy logic processors to scientific research projects.

The modeling phase in the development of a fuzzy logic processor has lead to a design which
incorporates two unique features. First, the processor architecture based on the data flow
style, which has never been used for the implementation of a fuzzy logic processor before,
seems much more applicable for fuzzy logic applications than the ordinary "control driven"
fuzzy logic devices. Second, the concept of fuzzy algorithms is only utilized in one existing
design, in a very limited manner.

The design targets we aimed for (speed, flexibility and efficiency) have been reached to a large
extent. Flexibility has been achieved by the fuzzy membership function approximation by
means of piecewise lineair functions, with which it is possible to store every possible shape
of membership functions. The approximation technique also affects the performance of the
fuzzy logic operations positively. Another feature which eventuated in a flexible fuzzy logic
processor design is the fuzzy algorithm concepts, for it enables process engineers who use the
processor in their applications to implement every control algorithm they can think of. The
third item of the processor design which involves flexibility is the resolution of 1/0 ports and
membership function storage, which exceeds the specifications ofexisting fuzzy logic hardware
implementations heavily.

Due to the efficient processor design, we were able to model a flexible processor which is
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also fast. The memhership function approximation leads to great speed improvements, since
instead of processing each element of a fuzzy memhership function, we only need to interpolate
hetween the so--called dominant elements of a fuzzy set. Furthermore, the data flow processor
architecture takes care of only executing those algorithms which really need to be executed.
50, resources (processor time) are only consumed if they really will affect the processor's
output value.

The ahove-mentioned advantages all pertain to the efficiency of our design. The data flow
processor architecture is efficient, since algorithms are only executed when they need to he
executed. The memhership function approximation is efficient, since all memhership func
tion shapes can he stored with minimum memory requirements. The efficiency of the fuzzy
algorithms is situated in the fact that these algorithms can he optimally "tuned" for each
application.

A final conclusion concerns the implementation and simulation of the fuzzy logic processor.
Despite the fact that this part of the development is not completed yet, we managened to
implement the storage units. These storage hlocks have heen implemented in such a way
that they comprise maximum functionality. The fuzzy set storage unit for example is ahle to
handle the linked lists with which fuzzy sets are stored completely autonomous.

7.3 Recommendations

The quest for a fast, flexihle and efficient fuzzy logic processor has heen completed insofar
as the theoretic modeling of the processor is concerned. When continueing the design of this
processor, the remark in chapter four concerning the fuzzy set storage must however he taken
into account. This remark, that for the representation of fuzzy sets a maximum number
of dominant elements must he appointed is important since the current fuzzy set storage
implementation can in some cases result in erroneous hehaviour of the fuzzy logic processor,
due to a lack of internal memory. Furthermore, the following steps must he fulfilled to really
finish this project:

• Implementation. The IDaSS implementation of the processor only consists in the
storage units at this time. So, the fuzzy logic arithmetic unit, the defuzzification unit,
the processor initialization and configuration unit and the 1/0 units must he realized.

• Simulation. The ahove-mentioned functional blocks must also be simulated to test
their behaviour. In the case of the IDaSS implementation, simulation is really a minor
step since the circuit design tooI IDaSS offers interactive design (implementation) and
simulation.

• Performance analysis. If the functional hlocks are interconnected and the complete
processor has heen realized, a thorough performance analysis is in demand. In this way,
the processor specifications can be compared with existing fuzzy logic devices.

• Silicon layout generation. To really make an operational ASIe out of the processor
design, some restrictions must he taken into account during implementation. If these
constraints are never violated it should he possihle to automatically generate the silicon
layout for the processor, hy means of the ASA silicon compiler which is currently in use
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at EUT's Digital Systems group. The storage units are already implemented by taking
these restrictions for automatic synthesis into account.

The theoretic processor model discussed in this graduation thesis is complete and useful.
There are however some items, fol1owing next, which can be exploited to enhance the fuzzy
logic processor.

• Parallelization. It is interesting to look at the impact of parallelization of the fuzzy
logic processor at different levels (different granularity of parallel process). For example,
it is interesting to examine in what way the fuzzy logic arithmetic unit can be changed
in order to execute several instructions in parallel, or to check the impact of having
multiple fuzzy logic arithmetic units.

• Formal specification. Formal specification of complex information processing systems
has some valueable advantages. The formal specification of the fuzzy logic processor
would result in a modular design with reusable parts, which would reduce the "time
to-market" problem.

• Technology adaptation. We have tried to make a fuzzy logic processor design which
does not depend on technology restrictions. However, at a certain point these limitations
must be faced to start the implementation. It is however possible to obtain a better
design by using a more up to date integrated circuit technology. In this case, the design
specifications can be adapted to take advantages of such new technologies.

Finally, same things can be said about the practical use of the fuzzy logic processor, for
example in case the fuzzy logic processor is commercialized.

• Assembler construct ion. To fully exploit the fuzzy algorithms it is advantageous
to construct an assembler for programming the fuzzy logic processor. The assembly
program can be used to define fuzzy sets, configure the processor and specify the fuzzy
algorithms. With the assembler construction "kit" developed by the coach of this gra
duation project, A.C. Verschueren, it is possible to create an assembler and disassembler
in a very short period of time.

• Software implementation. Although this topic does not really fit within the research
areas of EUT's Digital Systems group we will not omit it. A software implementation of
the fuzzy logic processor can he build with rather low effort in programming languages
like "Pascal" or "C". Sueh a software implementation could be used for demonstration
purposes, or to build a fuzzy logic simulation tooI.
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Appendix A

IDaSS document file of on-chip
RAM

Figure A.I: IDaSS scllematic of a 512x28 on-chip RAM.

IDaSS VO.OSm document generated Tuesday August 16, 1994, 17:05:11.
Stripped by Ing. K.C.J.K. van Hassel (Email: vhasselGeb.ele.tue.nl)

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a' is a schematic.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This schematic contains an ASA compatible control bus driven RAK (512 vords,
28 bits per vord) vith build in self test (BIST). Control. address and
data buses are the same as for the normal RAK. except that the data
output is active during testing (and the control input is ignored at
that time).

The status of the test is output on 'st':
Bit 0: End of test.
Bit 1: RAK is OK and can be used.

The self test is initiated automatica1ly upon pover up and takes
(1 + 10g2(lbits in RAM» • 2 • (1 + (2 • ('vords in RAK»)

clock cycles to complete. In this particular case, the test takes
30750 clock ticks.

The test strategy ensures that all bits have had different values
during test ing. in both polarities (you cannot find tvo bits in the RAK
vhich ALWAYS had the same value during the check cycles). A1so. the
RAK is left behind in an all O's state.

This schematic contains the sub-schematic BUSSIKU, vhich must be replaced
vith an (appropriately parametrised) version of BUSIHPL from the file

A-I
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'ASA_RAMS.DES' before being converted by IDASSTOSID.

Bidirectional connector ( 9 bits) vith name 'a'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Read/write address input, vidth is fully parametrisable.

Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'c'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Control input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
%01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 write, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and write in a single clock cycle.
Back-to-back read and vrite cycles are allowed. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, vhich outputs in cycle N+1, and vrite
(modified) data back in that same clock cycle (N+1).

Note that the control input is disabled during self test (i.e. vhile
bit 1 of the 'st' connector is still a %O).

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'rd'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Read data output, continuous. Is valid in the cycle folloving the
cycle in vhich the read command is given (one clock read delay).

Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'st'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This output outputs the status of the self test logic:

%00: Self test going on.
%01: Self test failed, RAM disconnected.
%11: Self test passed, RAM can be used.

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'wd'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Write data input, as for standard IDaSS RAM's •

••=======_••=======~=~...===========D.=====_.
'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_S12x28a\BUSSlHU' is a schematic.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This schematic contains a control input driven RAM, vith a behaviour
just as the synthesized version (after replacement by BUSIMPL and
synthesis by ASA).
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The original schematic by A.C. Verschueren has been changed to change the
IDaS5 simulation behaviour of the A5A RAKs. Tbe simulation model in this
adapted design mimics an A51 RAK vith continous output. !he output of a
generic A5A cell representing a RAK can be made continuous by setting
the OUT_TYPE parameter to 0 (A5A V5.4+).
---------------------------------------------

Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'c'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Control input:

XOO, %11: do nothing.
XOI read, but output data in NEXT clock.
XI0 vrite, as usual for IDa55 RAK's.

It is not possible to read and vrite in a single clock cycle.
Back-to-back read and vrite cycles are alloved. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle H, vhich outputs in cycle H+l, and
vrite (modified) data back in that same clock cycle (5+1).

Bidirectional connector ( 9 bits) vith name 'ra'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
Read address input. vidth is fully parametrisable.

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'rd'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
Read data output, continuous. Is valid in the cycle folloving the
cycle in which the read command is given (one clock read delay).

Bidirectional connector ( 9 bits) vith name 'va'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
Write address input. vidth is fully parametrisable.

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'wd'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Write data input, as for standard IDa5S RAK's.
---------------------------------------------
====================a======================a.
'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\F55\R_512x28a\BUS5IKU\delayR' is a register.

This register is 28 bits vide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:

----------------------v----------------------
XOl Load.

A-3
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=============================================
'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\BUSSIKU\RAM' is a RAM.

This RAM contains 512 vords of 28 bits each and is controlled by
an unnamed control input.

Control specification:

----------------------v----------------------
%10 Write

D=~====~a===U2=======ac======u==============.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\CNTR' is a register.

This register is 18 bits vide.
The default function is 'load'.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This register stores the state of the self test logic. For this
realisation (512 vords • 28 bits), it is composed out of the
following fields:

bit

bits
bit
bit
bits

bit
bit

o

1. .9
10
11
12 •• 15:

16
17

distinguishes betveen first (%0) and subsequent (%1) read
cycles (the first cycle is used to start up the read
'pipeline').
address counter (number of bits is 10g2(#words in RAM) ).
write (%0) and check (%1) switch.
invert test pattern switch.
pattern counter, counts from 0 up to including
(log2(#bits in RAM».
end of test flag.
RAM OK flag.

==a==========================================

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\TESTER' is an operator.

This operator has 5 functions and is controlled by control input 'ctri'.
The default function is 'TestWrite'.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This operator generates addresses, control and other test signals
during self test, also checks the results vhich come from the RAM
and updates the CNTR register.

During normal operation, this operator switches itself out of the
way and allows normal access from outside.
---------------------------------------------

Input connector ( 2 bits) with name 'ei'
Output connector ( 2 bits) with name 'co'

Control connector (18 bits) vith name 'ctri'

Control specification:

----------------------v----------------------
"Decode testing states:"
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(17,16,10,0) "(RAM OK flag (17), End of Test flag (16),
Write/Check switch (10). First/Subsequent read cycles (0»"

~OOOx TestWrite.
~0010 TestRead1.
~0011 TestRead2.
%01xx Fault.
X11xx OK
---------------------- ----------------------

Output connector (18 bits) vith name 'ctro'
Input connector ( 9 bits) vith name 'rai'

Output connector ( 9 bits) vith name 'rao'
Input connector (28 bits) vith name 'rd'

Output connector ( 2 bits) vithname 'st'
Input connector ( 9 bits) vith name 'vai'

Output connector ( 9 bits) vithname 'vao'
Input connector (28 bits) vithname 'vdi'

Output connector (28 bits) vith name 'vdo'

Text for function 'Fauit' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\fSS\R_512x28a\TESTER':

----------------------v----------------------
"Disconnect RAM (error found):"

ctro := ctri.
co := ~OO.

st :.. ctri from: 16 to: 17

"Preserve contents of counter register"
"RAM control input: do nothing"
"Preserve test status"

Text for function 'OK' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\TESTER':

----------------------v----------------------
"Patch user through (RAM OK):"

"Tester status"
ctro : = ctri •
st := ctri from: 16 to: 17.

"Preserve contents of counter register"
"Preserve tester status"

"RAM adressing and control: all buses are passed through."
rao := rai.
vao := vai.
vdo := vdi.
co : .. ei.

Text for function 'TestReadl' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\TESTER':

----------------------v----------------------
"Read values from RAK (first cycle):"

:= ctri
:"' %01.
:= ctri

---------------------------------------------

Text for function 'TestRead2' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\TESTER':
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----------------------v----------------------
"Read values from RAM (subsequent cycles):"

"Check test pattern:"

_Pat := ctri from: 12 to: 15. "Get pat tem bits from counter register"

"Create bit pattern and test for matching pattern in RAM. The test uses
(10g2(#bits per vord) + 1) patterns, of vhich the pattern %11 ••• 1 is used
(10g2(lbits in RAM) - 10g2('bits per vord» tillles."

_Good := (28 copiesOf: (ctri at: 11)
>< « 1 zeroes,

(ctri from: 1 to: 9), "Current address"
(5 copiesOf: (ctri at: 1»

"even/odd addresses"

><
<-Pat > 3 "Specify pat tem"
ifl:

<-Pat> 4
ifl: "_Pat = 5 .. 12"

(%1111111111111111111111111111 vidth: 28)
ifO: "_Pat = 4"

(%1111111111111111000000000000 vidth: 28»
ifO:

<-Pat> 1
if1:

<-Pat .. 3
ifl: "_Pat .. 3"

(%1111111100000000111111110000 vidth: 28)
ifO: "_Pat .. 2"

(%1111000011110000111100001111 vidth: 28»
ifO:

(]at .. 1
lfl: "_Pat Ol 1"

(%1100110011001100110011001100 vidth: 28)
ifO: "_Pat = 0"

(%1010101010101010101010101010 vidth: 28»)
.. rd.

_End :- ctri - %001110111111111111.

_IncCount := (ctri from: 1 to: 15) inc.

"Build nev counter value"
ctro : .. (_Good /\ _End),

(_Good not \/ _End),
_IncCount,
1 ones.

"RAK control and address"
co := 1 zeroes, _End not.
rao := _IncCount from: 0 to: 8.

"Test status"

"Build 'End of Test' bit pattern:
bit O•• 11: Xl
bit 12 •• 15: 10g2(#bits in RAM)
bit 16 •• 17: 10"

"Increment test counter"

"RAM OK flag"
"End of Test flag"
"pattern counter, address etc."
"RAK Read 'pipeline' in action"

"vrite, read"
"Get nev RAK read address"
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st := ctri trom: 16 to: 17

Text tor function 'TestWrite' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a\TESTER':

----------------------v----------------------
"Write values in RAK. The test uses (log2(#bits per 'lord) + 1) pattems,

of 'lhich the pattem %11 .•• 1 is used
(log2(#bits in RAK) - log2(#bits per 'lord» times."

"Build ne'l counter value by incrementing the address and pattem select ion
part (bits 1•• 15). Bit 0 is zero, since 'lriting to RAK is asynchronous.
Bits 16 •• 17 are zeroes also, since test status is checked by reading from
RAK."

ctro :c 2 zeroes, (ctri from: 1 to: 15) inc, 1 zeroes.
st := ctri from: 16 to: 17. "Update test status flags"

"RAM control, address and data input"
co := %10. "Write to RAK"
wao := ctri from: 1 to: 9. "Specify RAK 'lrite address"

A-7

:= ctri from: 12 to: 15.

vdo :- (28 copiesOf:
><

"Get pat tem bits
test pattern"

(ctri at: 11)

«1 zeroes,
(ctri from: 1 to: 9),
(5 copiesOf: (ctri at: 1»

) at: _Pat»

trom counter to generate

"Current address"
"even/odd addresses"

><
CPat > 3 "Specify pat tem"
ifl :

CPat > 4
ifl: "_Pat· 5 .. 14"

(%1111111111111111111111111111 vidth: 28)
ifO: "_Pat = 4"

(%1111111111111111000000000000 vidth: 28»
ifO:

CPat > 1
ifl:

CPat = 3
if1: "_Pat = 3"

(%1111111100000000111111110000 vidth: 28)
ifO: "_Pat = 2"

(%1111000011110000111100001111 vidth: 28»
ifO:

CPat = 1
ifl: "_Pat c 1"

(%1100110011001100110011001100 vidth: 28)
ifO: "_Pat = 0"

(%1010101010101010101010101010 vidth: 28»».
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Figure B.I: IDaSS schematic of the fuzzy set storage unit.

IDaSS VO.Oam document generated Tuesday August 16. 1994, 16:59:31.
Stripped by Ing. K.C.J.H. van Hassel (Email: vhassel~eb.ele.tue.nl)

82=============Z==~========~=a======:a==-==

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS' is a schematic.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This subschematic comprises the fuzzy set storage. Fuzzy sets are stored
on--chip, as linked lists. The FSS bloek contains. amongst others, six RAHS:

R_128x10 This RAK is used as an index table to address a fuzzy set. If
data of a fuzzy set is to be read or vritten, the address

B-l
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specifier of this set is used as an index for the R_128xl0 RAK.
This particular RAM contains the pointer to the next data field
vhich is part of the linked list of that particular fuzzy set.

R_128x28 This RAK has the same functionality as the R_128xl0 RAK, except
for the fact that this RAK contains the data of the first
element of the fuzzy set (hence, it contains the 'u'-field
(16 bits) and the mu(u) field (12 bits».

R_512xl0a This RAK is the first of four 512x?? RAKs vhich constitute a
1024x38 RAK, in vhich elements of fuzzy sets are stored,
together vith linked-list pointers. This particular RAK only
contains pointers.

R_512x28a See R_512x10a; this RAK contains data.
R_512x10b See R_512xl0a; this is the RAK vhich constitutes the second

half (this RAK contains pointers).
R_S12x18b See R_S12xl0b; this RAK contains data.

The Fuzzy Set Storage bloek offers the possibility to read data of tvo
independent fuzzy sets at a time (that is, vithin tvo clock cycles).
Furthermore, once a command is started, the block operates completely
autonomous. An action being performed can be set on hold, while another
action is executed.

Refer to the comments of the connectors for their respective meanings.

Bidirectional connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'aiO'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
This is the first address port, used for vriting. It is also used during
a read command, to read from the first read port.

Bidirectional connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'ai1'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
This connector is used during a 'double read' request, and in that case
holds the address for the second read port.

Bidirectional connector ( 4 bits) vith name 'ei'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
The value at this connector represents the folloving:

bits 0•• 1: 'Command specifier':
%00 - Do nothing
%01 - 'Read' a fuzzy set
%10 - 'Write' a fuzzy set
%11 - Hold current state

bit 2 'Start'/'Continue'. If set, this bit represents the start
of a 'Read' or 'Vrite' commando

bit 3 'Single/double read'/'Last item to vrite'. During a 'Read'
command, this bit denotes a single (bit 3 =%0) or double
(bit 3 = %1) read request. During a 'Write' command, this
bit, if set, denotes the end of the currently vritten
fuzzy set.
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---------------------------------------------
Bidirectional connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'co'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
The value present at this connector represents the status of the FSS
bloek:

B-3

bit 0

bit t

'Ready'. lf this bit is set, the execution of the current
command has finished.

'Busy'. lf set, this bit denotes the execution of an
uninterruptable action. lf this bit is cleared, the current
actiond can be stopped, and another act ion can be executed
by simply changing the value at the 'ei' input of the FSS bloek.

bits 2 •• 3: 'Read/Write status'. These tvo bits denote the folloving:
%00 - Doing nothing
7.01 - Current act ion is 'Read'
%10 Current act ion is 'Write'
%11 - Hold

bit 4

bit 5

bit 6

'Read data at doO valid'/'Write data request'. lf the
currently executed action is 'Read', then this bit (if
set) denotes the presence of data at the 'doO' connector.
lf the currently executed action is 'Write', then this
bit (if set) represents a request for data.

'Read data at dol valid'/'Change notifier'. 1f the
currently executed action is 'Read', then this bit (if
set) denotes the presence of data at the 'dol' connector.
lf the currently executed act ion is 'Write', then this
bit is set if the nev data (that is currently being vritten)
does not match the previous data.

'Error'. lf set, this bit denotes an error. Bits 2 •• 3 denote
the act ion at vhich an error occurred. When vriting, an error
condition can arise if the processor ran out of memory.

lote: if all bits of the 'co' connector are cleared, the built in self-test
or the initialization is going on. lf all bits are set, the built in
self test of (one of) the RAKs has failed !

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'di'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This connector is used during vriting, to pass the data that must be
vritten.

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'doO'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This connector is used to output data of the first read port.

Bidirectional connector (28 bits) vith name 'dot'
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Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
This connector is used to output data of the second read port.

=m:=am===a========~=~===a==;:========a=====a

'TopLeyel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\CtrlO' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ContraI'.

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
This controller is used to make acontrol signal for the RAHCtrlO bloek, out
of the control input and the current status of the FSS subschematic.

Input connector ( 4 bits) vith name 'ei'
Output connector ( 8 bits) vith name 'co'
Output connector ( 1 bit ) vith name 're'
Input connector (11 bits) vith name 's'

Output connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'vc'

Text for function 'Control' of 'TopLeyel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\CtrlO':

----------------------y----------------------
"Build control signals"

co :~ ei, (s from: 0 to: 3). "Output to control connector of RAMCtrlO"

re := (s from: 0 to: 3) = %0110. "Load/Hold control of rdelayR"
vc :'" «ei from: 0 to: 1) '" %10) "Load/Hold control of vdelayR"

/\ «5 froD: 0 to: 3) -= ~1010).

~=======z===================================.

'TopLeyel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\ctrlR' is a register.

This register is 11 bits vide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded vith yalue 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
This register represents the status of the Fuzzy Set Storage bloek. It is
composed out of the folloving bits:

bits 0•• 3: %0000 - Self test going on or failed
%0001 - Initialization going on
%0010 - Ready for act ion
%0100 - Read fuzzy set (first phase)
~Ol10 - Read fuzzy set (second phase)
%1000 - Write fuzzy set (first phase)
%1010 - Write fuzzy set (second phase)

bit 4 Current 'Read' command is a single (bit 4 '" tO) or double
(bit 4 .. %1) read request.
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bit 5
bit 6
bit 1
bit 8

bit 9
bit 10

11 set, detected end of fuzzy set of read port O.
If set, detected end of fuzzy set of read port 1.
If set, detected end of fuzzy set of write port.
If set, use 'free memory' linked list to extend the currently
being vritten linked list.
If set, the 'free memory' linked list is (to be) cleaned up.
Intermediate 'Change Notifier' storage.

---------------------------------------------
.=.=:s~==.===.==:K==za==_=====z:z====:2S_==_=~.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\fmR' is a register.

This register is 10 bits vide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded vith value 1 folloving system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
The register contents points to the start of a linked list of non-used
memory addresses. This 'free memory' linked list is initialized
by the RAKCtrlO operator, as soon as the built in self test of the RAKs
has finished. Since the end of a linked list is indicated by the pointer
field of the concerned element being zero (OOOh), the physical address
OOOh cannot be used in linked lists. Therefore, the initial value (or
async reset value, to speak in IDaSS terms) of the 'fmR' register is 001h.

Note that the 'fmR' register only pertains to the R_512x?? RAKs, and not
to the R_128x?? RAK •

••===c========~===~===m===============_===~==
'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_128xl0' is a schematic.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This schematic contains an ASA compatible control bus driven RAK (128 vords,
10 bits per word) vith build in self test (BIST). Control, address and
data buses are the same as for the normal RAM, except that the data
output is active during testing (and the control input is ignored at
that time).

The status of the test is output on 'st':
Bit 0: End of test.
Bit 1: RAM is OK and can be used.

The self test is initiated automatically upon pover up and takes
(1 + 10g2(lbits in RAK» • 2 • (1 + (2 • (Ivords in RAK»)

clock cycles to complete. In this particular case. the test takes
6168 clock ticks.

The test strategy ensures that all bits have had different values
during testing, in both polarities (you cannot find tvo bits in the RAK
vhich ALWAYS had the same value during the check cycles). Also, the
RAK is left behind in an all O's state.

This schematic contains the sub-schematic BUSSlKU, which must be replaced
vith an (appropriately parametrised) version of BUSIKPL from the file
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'A5A_RAM5.DE5' before being converted by 10A55T0510.

Bidirectional connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'a'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Read/vrite address input, vidth is fully parametrisable.

Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'c'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Control input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
1.01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 vrite, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and vrite in a single clock cycle.
Back-to-back read and vrite cycles are alloved. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, vhich outputs in cycle N+l, and vrite
(modified) data back in that same clock cycle (N+l).

Note that the control input is disabled during self test (i.e. vhile
bit 1 of the 'st' connector is still a %0).

Bidirectional connector (10 bits) vith name 'rd'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Read data output, continuous. Is valid in the cycle folloving the
cycle in vhich the read command is given (one clock read delay).

Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'st'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This output outputs the status of the self test logic:

1.00: 5elf test going on.
%01: Self test failed, RAM disconnected.
;'11: Self test passed, RAM can be used.

Bidirectional connector (10 bits) vith name 'vd'

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
Write data input, as for standard IOaSS RAK's.

=======m=;~=================.=~============

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_128x28, is a schematic.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512xl0a' is a schematic.
=======.~==============s===~==============_c~

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512xl0b' is a schematic.
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'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28a' is a schematic.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\R_512x28b' is a schematic.
zz=.===========z=====~======~==~==.=====~=.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\raOR' is a register.

This register is 11 bits vide.
The de1ault 1unction is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded 10r the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
The vidth of this register (in which the current read address 01 read port 0
is stored) is 11 bits. The first 10 bits represent the actual memory
address, vhilst bit 10 denotes usage of the R_128x?? RAK (in this case
bit 10 is cleared) or usage of the R_512x?? RAKS (bit 10 is set).

a==~.==3===C==================~========~===.=

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\ralR' is a register.

This register is 11 bits vide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded vith value 0 folloving system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
The width of this register (in which the current read address of read port 1
is stored) is 11 bits. The first 10 bits represent the actual memory
address, vhilst bit 10 denotes usage of the R_128x?? RAK (in this case
bit 10 is cleared) or usage of the R_512x?? RAKS (bit 10 is set).

~=======c=====a======c==============~==~==~.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\fSS\RAMCtrlO' is an operator.

This operator has 8 functions and is controlled by control input 'ctrl'.
The default function is 'Ready'.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This controller implements hardware linked-1ists. Commands given to the FSS
subschematic are split up in actions, which are performed by this controller.
Once a command is started. all actions can be per10rmed autonomous1y. Due to
separate address registers and bit f1ags for read ports 0 and 1, and the
write port, actions can be mixed: action n cou1d be a read action, folloved
by act ion n+l, a write action, folloved by a 'hold' action, followed by ••••

Output connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'al'
Output connector ( 9 bits) with name 'a2'
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Input connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'aiO'
Input connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'ail'

Output connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'cl'
Output connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'c2a'
Output connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'c2b'
Output connector ( 7 bits) vith name 'co'
Input connector (11 bits) vith name 'cRi'

Output connector (11 bits) vith name 'cRo'
Control connector ( 8 bits) vith name 'ctrl'

Designer comments:

----------------------y----------------------
The signal at the control connector is represents the folloving:

bits 0 •• 3: 7.0000 Self test going on or failed
7.0001 Initialization going on
7.0010 Ready for act ion
7.0100 Read fuzzy set (first phase)
7.0110 Read fuzzy set (second phase)
7.1000 Write fuzzy set (first phase)
7.1010 Write fuzzy set (second phase)

bits 4 •. 5: 'Command specifier', as specified on the 'ci' connector of the
Fuzzy Set Storage subschematic:
7.00 - Do nothing
7.01 - 'Read' a fuzzy set
7.10 - 'Write' a fuzzy set
%11 - Hold current state

bit 6 'Start'/'Continue'. 1f set, this bit represents the start
of a 'Read' or 'Write' commando

bit 7 'Single/Double Read'/'Last item to vrite'. During a 'Read'
command, this bit denotes a single (bit 7 • %0) or
double (bit 7 D 7.1) read request. This bit is loaded into
the local status register at the start of a read request.
During a 'Write' command, this bit (if set) denotes the end
of the linked list that is currently being vritten.

Control specification:

----------------------y----------------------
"Fuzzy Set Storage control connecter specification"

(0 •• 5)

"Self test going on or failed"
7.000000, %010000, 7.100000, 7.110000 SelfTest.

"Initialization going on"
7.000001, 7.010001, 7.100001, 7.110001 Initialize.

"Ready for action"
7.000010,
7.000100, ;'000110, ;'001000, 7.001010 Ready.

"Read fuzzy set (first phase)"
7.010010, 7.010100, 7.011000 ReadFuzzySetl.

"Read fuzzy set (second phase)1l
7.010110, %100110 ReadFuzzySet2.
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"Write fuzzy set (first phase)"
XI000I0, %100100, 7.101000 WriteFuzzySet1.

"Write fuzzy set (second phase> "
4011010, 1.101010 WriteFuzzySet2.

"Put the controller on hold"
%110010, 7.110100,
7.110110, 7.111000, %111010, 7.111100 Hold.
---------------------------------------------

Input connector (28 bits) vith name 'di'
Output connector (28 bits) vi th name 'doO'
Output connector (28 bits) vith name 'dol'

Input connector (10 bits) vith name 'fmRi'
Output connector (10 bits) vith name 'fmRo'

Input connector (11 bits) vith name 'raORi'
Output connector (11 bits) vith name 'raORo'

Input connector (11 bits) vith name 'ra1Ri'
Output connector (11 bits) with name 'ralRo'

Input connector (28 bits) vith name 'rddl'
Input connector (28 bits) vith name 'rdd2a'
Input connector (28 bits) vith name 'rdd2b'
Input connector (10 bits) vi th name 'rdpl'
Input connector (10 bits) vith name 'rdp2a'
Input connector (10 bits) with name 'rdp2b'
Input connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'stdl'
Input connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'std2a'
Input connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'std2b'
Input connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'stpi'
Input connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'stp2a'
Input connector ( 2 bits) vith name 'stp2b'
Input connector (11 bits) vith name 'waRi'

Output connector (11 bits) vithname 'waRo'
Output connector (28 bits) vith name 'wddl'
Output connector (28 bits) with name 'wdd2a'
Output connector (28 bits) vith name 'vdd2b'
Output connector (10 bits) vith name 'vdpl'
Output connector (10 bits) with name 'vdp2a'
Output connector (10 bits) vith name 'wdp2b'

Text for function 'Hold' of 'TopLeyel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAMCtrIO':

----------------------y----------------------
"This function is used to put the controller on hold."

"Global control"
fmRo := fmRi.
raORo := raORi.
ralRo : .. ralRi.
vaRo := vaRi.
cRo :z cRi.

"RAlC128x28, RAPC128xl0 control - do nothing"
cl := 7.00.

"RAM_512x28, RAM_S12xl0 control - do nothing"
c2a := 7.00.
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c2b := %00.

"Plotify outside Ilorld that the FSS block is put on hold"
co :a %0001110.

Text for function 'Initialize' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAKCtrlO':

----------------------v----------------------
"Initialization of the build in linked lists of the fuzzy set storage. The

tllO 512x28 RAMs constitute a 1024x28 RAM, while the 512xl0 RAHs are used
to store the linked list pointers. The first RAM entry (address 0) of the
(virtual) 1024x28 and 1024xl0 RAM is not used, since this Ilould introduce
an ambiguity in the linked list implementation. Here's why: the last element
in a linked list is denoted by its pointer field being zero. Thus, if
we Ilould make use of address 0, it would be possible that this addres was
pointed to by some entry in some linked list, and we would think the
list had ended ... Another solution (instead of skipping address 0) would be
to add a 'valid' bit in the pointer RAM. HOllever, this solution requires
an extra 1024 bit on-chip RAM storage which is less attractive.

The two 512x28 RAHs are not initialized (the Ilords of these RAHs have
already been set to zero by the build in self test logic). The 512xl0
RAHs are initialized as follovs:

RAPC512xl0a: word 0: 00lh RAH_512xl0b: word 0: 201h
word 1: 002h word 1: 202h
word 2: 003h word 2: 203h
word 3: 004h Ilord 3: 204h

word 510: lFFh word 510: 2FFh
Ilord 511: 200h word 511: OOOh

The first word of RAH_S12xl0a is, in spite of the fact that this entry is
not used, initialized to $001. Doing so, it is easy to parallelize
the initialization. Since the linked list logic will test for a pointer
value being zero, the contents of the pointer field at address 0 is
neglectable. Because of the fact that the most significant bit of the waR
register represents the usage of the R_512x?? RAHs, the waR register should
have an async reset value of 400h."

"Temporary values"
_waRo := waRi inc.
_InitStop := _waRo at: 9.

"Global control"
fmRo : a fmRi.
raORo : c raORi.
ralRo := ralRi.
waRo :.. _waRo.
cRo :.. 9 zeroes,

_InitStop,
(_InitStop not).

"Increase address counter"

"Keep contents of 'free memory' registers"
"Keep contents of 'read' address registers"

"Set 'Ready for action' bit"
"Set 'Initialization going on' bit"

"RAM_128x28, RAH_128xl0 - do nothing"
cl :a %00.

"RAH_512xl0a"
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c2a
c2b
a2
vdp2a
vdp2b
vdd2a
vdd2b

: .. XI0.
:= %10.
:= waRi from: 0 to: 8.
:= _vaRo from: 0 to: 9.
:- _1nitStop not, (_vaRo from:
:"" O.
:"" O.

o to: 8).

"Write data"
"Write data"
"Address input"
"RAH_512xl0a: Data input"
"RAM_512x10b: Data input"
"RAM_512x28a: Data input"
"RAH_512x28b: Data input"

"Hotify outside vorld that initialization is in progress"
co := O.

Text for function 'ReadFuzzySetl' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAMCtrlO':

----------------------v----------------------
"This function is used vhen a 'read fuzzy set' cOJDllland is started. A read

command can be used to read a single fuzzy set, but can also be used to
read tllO fuzzy sets at a time. This function (ReadFuzzySetl) is used to
output data (if any), and to read the first of the tllO fuzzy sets.
Execution is then passed to ReadFuzzySet2, in vhich the second fuzzy set
is read. The data of the first read command is available at this point
and is loaded into a register (rdelayR). The folloving step is the
execution of 'ReadFuzzySetl', during vhich the data is output. 11 there are
more read actions to follov, these vill also be started at that time."

"Temporary values"
_NotFirstCycle := (ctrl at: 6) not. ttRead cycles 2. 3, 4, 5, ..
_DoubleRead :c «cRi at: 4) /\ _HotFirstCycle) "Read tvo fuzzy sets ?"

\/ «ctrl at: 7) /\ _NotFirstCycle not).

"RAM select, read port 0 and read port 1"
_RAMSelectO ·c (raORi at: 10) /\ _NotFirstCycle.
_RAHSelectl := (ralRi at: 10) /\ _NotFirstCycle.

"Loller/upper 512x?? RAM select, read port 0 and read port 1"
_RAM512a_bO ·c raORi at: 9.
_RAM512a_bl :- ralRi at: 9.

_raORo := _NotFirstCycle "Get data from address input?"
ifO: (aiO llidth: 11) "Yes"
ifl: raORi. "No, use address register"

__ralRo := _RAHSelectl "Which RAM are ve using ?"
ifO: (1 ones, rdpt) "R_128xl0"
ifl: CRAH5l2a_bl "R_5l2xl0a or R_S12xl0b ?"

ifO: (1 ones, rdp2a) "R_512xl0a"
ifl: Ct ones, rdp2b» • "R_S12xl0b"

_ralRo := CDoubleRead /\ "Double read request ?..
(cRi at: 6) not)

ifO: ralRi "Hope"
ifl: CNotFirstCycle "Yes, first cycle ?"

ifO: (ail vidth: 11) "Yes, use address input"
ifl: __ralRo). "No, load pointer"

"End of list
_EndOfListO
_EndOfListl

indicators. read port 0 and read port 1"
:c (cRi at: 5) /\ _HotFirstCycle.
: .. «cRi at: 6) \/ « __ralRo from: 0 to: 9) - 0»

/\ _HotFirstCycle.
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"Global control"
fmRo := fmRi.
raORo :m _raORo.
ralRo := _ralRo.
vaRo := vaRi.
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"Keep contents of 'free memory' register"
"Update read port 0 register"
"Update read port 1 register"
"Keep contents of vrite address register"

"Output data if double read command in act ion"

"Feteh data from vhieh RAK ?"
"R_128x28"
"R_S12x28a or R_S12x28b ?"

"R_512x28a"
"R_512x28b"

"Update control register <Read action in exeeution) , vill enter
seeond phase in next clock cyele if not EndOfList"

cRo := <cRi from: 7 to: 10).
_EndOfListl,
_EndOfListO,
_DoubleRead,
1 zeroes.
«_EndOfListO /\ <<_DoubleRead not) \/ _EndOfListl» not).
<%10 vidth: 2).

"RAH_128xl0, RAIC128x28 - read eontents of vord addressed by 'aiO' at the
start of the command execution"

al := aiO.
cl := 1 zeroes, CNotFirstCycle not). "Read data"

"RAH_S12xl0, RAH_512x28 - read if not EndOfList"
a2 := raORi from: 0 to: 8.
c2a :m 1 zeroes, (_RAHSelectO /\ <_RAH512a_bO not) /\ <_EndOfListO not».
c2b :m 1 zeroes, <_RAHSeleetO /\ _RAH512a_bO /\ <_EndOfListO not».

"Notify outside world which actions are taking place"
co := 1 zeroes.

<_NotFirstCycle /\ _DoubleRead /\ <_EndOfListl not».
<_NotFirstCycle /\ <_EndOfListO not».
<%01 vidth: 2). "Read in execution"
1 zeroes. "interruptable"
<_EndOfListO /\ <<_DoubleRead not) \/ _EndOfListl».

"Output data"
dol := _DoubleRead

ifO: 0
ifl: <_RAHSelectl

ifO: rddl
ifl: <_RAH512a_bl

ifO: rdd2a
if 1: rdd2b».

Text for function 'ReadFuzzySet2' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAHCtrlO':

----------------------v----------------------
"This function is used when a 'read fuzzy set' act ion is executed. When
executing this function, data is available from the read act ion of
'ReadFuzzySetl'. vhich was executed earlier. This data is loaded into the
rdelayR register, to be outputted at the next clock cycle. 1f a double
read command is in execution, the second read port vill be addressed by means
of this function (ReadFuzzySet2)."

"Temporary values"
_DoubleRead := cRi at: 4.

"RAM select, read port 0 and read port 1"
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_RAKSelectO :- raORi at: 10.
_RAMSelectl :- ralRi at: 10.

"Lover/upper 512x?? RAM select. read port 0 and read port I"
_RAM512a_bO := raORi at: 9.
_RAM512a_bl := ralRi at: 9.

: - LRAMSelectO
ifO: rdpl
ifl: (_RAM512a_bO

ifO: rdp2a
if 1: rdp2b».

:- LRAMSelectO
ifO: rddl
ifl: (_RAM512a_bO

ifO: rdd2a
if1: rdd2b».

"Fetch pointer from vhich RAM ?"
"R_128xl0"
"R_512xl0a or R_512xl0b ?"

"R_512xl0a"
"R_512xl0b"

"Fetch data from vhich RAM ?"
"R_128xl0"
"R_512xl0a or R_512xl0b ?"

"R_512xl0a"
"R_512xl0b"

"End of list indicators. read port 0 and read port 1"
_EndOfListO :a (cRi at: 5) \/ «_aORo from: 0 to: 9) - 0).
_EndOfListl := (cRi at: 6).

"Global control"
fmRo := fmRL
raORo := (cRi at: 5)

ifO: (lones. _aORo)
iU: raORL

ralRo :- ralRL
vaRo : .. vaRi.

"Keep contents of 'free memory' register"
"Update read port 0 register. Pointer valid ?"

"Yep, store pointer"
"Hope. keep register contents"

"Keep contents of read port 1 register"
"Keep contents of vrite port register"

"Update control register (Read action in execution) , vill enter first
phase in next clock cycle if not EndOfList"

cRo := (cRi from: 7 to: 10).
_EndOfList1,
_EndOfListO.
_DoubleRead.
1 zeroes.
«_EndOfListO 1\ _EndOfListl) not).
(_EndOfListO /\ _EndOfListl).
1 zeroes.

"RAM_128x28. RAM_128xl0 - read only at the first time if _DoubleRead"
al :- ralRi from: 0 to: 6.
cl :- 1 zeroes. «_RAMSelectl not) /\ _DoubleRead).

/\ _RAMSelectl 1\
/\ _DoubleRead).
1\ _RAMSelectl /\
1\ _DoubleRead).

c2b

"RAM_512xl0. RAM_512x28 - read if _DoubleRead"
a2 := ralRi from: 0 to: 8.
c2a := 1 zeroes. «_RAM512a_bl not)

(_EndOfListl not)
:= 1 zeroes. (_RAM512a_bl

(_EndOfListl not)

"Notify outside vorld vhich actions are taking place"
co := ~0000110.

"Put data on output connector"
doO :- _do.
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-----~~~~~~~~~~._---------------------------
Text for function 'Ready' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAMCtrlO':

----------------------v----------------------
"This function is used when the controller is idle."

"Global control"
fmRo :"' fmRi.
raORo :"' raORi.
ralRo :"' ralRi.
waRo :"' waRi.
cRo :- cRi.

"RAK_128x28, RAM_128xl0 control - do nothing"
cl := ;'00.

"RAK_512x28, RAM_512xl0 control - do nothing"
c2a := ;'00.
c2b := %00.

"Notify outside vorld that the FSS bloek is ready for act ion"
co := 1.

Text for funetion 'SelfTest' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAKCtrlO':

----------------------v----------------------
"Self test of the eonneeted RAMs is automatieally initiated af ter reset;
all this funetion has to do is wai t for the self test to finish."

(stpl = ;'11)

(stp2a .. %10
(stp2b .. %11).
(stpl "' ;'00
(stp2a = %00
(stp2b" ;'01).

(stdl - %11) 1\
/\ (std2a = %11) /\
/\ (std2b = %11) 1\

(stdl ;'01) \/
\/ (std2a "' %01) \/
\/ (std2b = %01) \/

:"'_BISTFailed

"Temporary values"
_BISTOK :"'

"Global control"
cRo := _BISrOK vidth: 11.
fmRo :"' fmRi.
raORo := raORi.
ralRo := ralRi.
waRo : .. waRi.

"Control RAK 128x?? - do nothing"
cl := %00.

"Control RAK 512x??a - do nothing"
c2a :"' %00.

"Control RAM 512x??b - do nothing"
c2b := ;'00.

"Notify outside vorld that self test is running, or has failed"
co := 7 copiesOf: _BISTFailed.
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Text for function 'WriteFuzzySetl' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAMCtrlO':

----------------------v----------------------
"This function is used, together vith the 'WriteFuzzySet2' function, to
vrite fuzzy set data into RAM. In this function, the contents of the
memory vord that is going to be changed, is first read. At the next clock
cycle, this data is available, and is compared vith the nev data, to
implement a change notifier. The nev data is vritten at that same time."
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_WriteOK
_ChangeNot
_CleanUp

"Temporary values"
_StartWrite :- (ctrl at: 6).
_vaRo := _StartWrite

ifO: waRi
ifl: (aiO vidth:

:- <-vaRo -- 0).
.= cRi at: 10.
:~ cRi at: 9.

"lev vrite cODlllland ?"
"Which RAM are ve using ?"

"RAM_512x??"
11). "RAle128x??"

"Error detection"
"Intermediate Change Notifier value"
"Memory clean-up flag"

"RAM select ion for vrite port"
_RAHSelect := (vaRi at: 10) /\ (_StartWrite not).

"RAM lover/upper select ion for vrite port"
_RAM512a_b := _vaRo at: 9. "0: use RAM_512x??a. 1: use RAM_512x??b"

"End of list indicator for vrite port"
_Endoflist := (ctrl at: 7) \/ (cRi at: 7).

"Global contr01"
fmRo := fmRi.
raORo :'" raORi.
ralRo :"' ralRi.
vaRa : .. _vaRo.

"Keep 'free memory register' contents"
"Keep contents of read port registers"

"Store vrite address register"

"Update contro1 register: lIiU execute WriteFuzzySet2 at the next clock tiek,
if _WriteOK"

cRo := (_ChangeNot /\ (_StartWrite not».
«cRi at: 9) /\ (_StartWrite not»,
«cRi at: 8) /\ (_StartWrite not».
(_EndOflist /\ (_StartWrite not»,
(cRi from: 4 to: 6),
_WriteOK,
(1.010 vidth: 3).

"RAM_128x28, RAK_128xl0 - read contents of word addressed by '_vaRo' if
currently seleeted RAK is RAK_128x??"

at := _vaRo from: 0 to: 6.
cl := 1 zeroes, «_RAMSelect not) 1\ _WriteOK).

"RAK_512x28, RAM_512xl0 - read contents of vord addressed by '_vaRo' if
currently selected RAM is RAK_512x??"

a2 :~ _vaRo from: 0 to: 8.
c2a := 1 zeroes, <_RAMSelect /\ <_RAM512a_b not) /\ _WriteOK).
c2b := 1 zeroes, (_RAMSelect /\ _RAM512a_b 1\ _WriteOK).

"Notify outside world: 'Write operation in progress, request data'"
co := 1 zeroes,

_ChangeNot,
(_WriteOk /\ (_CleanUp not»,
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_WriteOK.
2 zeroes.
({_WriteOK not) /\ (_CleanUp not».

Text for function 'WriteFuzzySet2' of 'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\RAMCtrIO':

----------------------v----------------------
"This function represents the second phase in vriting fuzzy set data
into RAM. This function compares the currently stored data vith the data
that is to be vritten, to implement a change notifier. Besides that, it
also vrites the nev data. When vriting a fuzzy set, the currently existing
elements are re-vritten. If the nev fuzzy set has more elements than the
old fuzzy set, the 'free memory' register is used to request free memory
addresses. If the nev fuzzy set has less elements than the old fuzzy set,
the remaining elements of the oid fuzzy set are added to the list of
free memory addresses."

"Temporary values"
_RamSelect
_RAM512a_b
_aRo

.= vaRi at: 10. "RAM selection: R_128x?? (O) or R_512x?? (1)"

:= vaRi at: 9. "RAM select ion: R_512x??a (0) or R_512x??b (l)"

.= _RAMSelect "Which RAM are ve using ?"
HO: rdpl "RAM_128x??"
if1: LRAM512a_b "RAM_512x?? -> a or b ?"

HO: rdp2a "RAM_512x??a"
ifl: rdp2b). "RAM_512x??b"

: .. (cRi at: 8) "Extend existing list ?"
ifO: «cRi at: 9) "No. memory clean-up ?"

ifO: fmRi "Ho, keep contents of fmR register"
ifl: (vaRi from: 0 to: 9» "Yes, add free element to list"

if 1: _aRo. "Yes, extend list and remove element from
'free memory' list"

"End of List indicators"
_EndStoredL .= (_aRo = 0).
_EndOflist := (cRi at: 7) \/ (_fmRo = 0).

"Old fuzzy set"
"Hev fuzzy set"

"Execution flags"
_ExtendList := {_EndStoredL /\ (_EndOflist not» \/ (cRi at: 8).
_CleanUp := (_EndStoredL not) /\

{_EndOflist /\ (_ExtendList not) \/ (cRi at: 9».

"Write address"
_vaRo :- (LEndOfList not) \/ _CleanUp) , "Selection of RAM is alvays

R_512x?? but should be
reset if EndOfList"

({_EndOflist /\ <_CIeanUp not»
ifO: (LEndStoredL /\ LfmRo - .. 0» "End of stored list 1"

ifO: _aRo "Ho, use prev. fetched address"
if1: fmRi) "Yes, get first free address"

ifl: (l0 zeroes» • "End of list, vrite HULL address"

"Pointer value to be vritten in linked list"
_lIdp := _EndOflist "End of nev list ?"

ifO: LvaRo from: 0 to: 9) "Ho, get next IIrite address"
if 1: «cRi at: 9) "Memory clean-up in progress ?"

ifO: (l0 zeroes) "Hope - vrite HULL address"
ifl: fmRiL "Yes - get free address"
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"Fetch currently stored data"
_OldData :- _RAMSelect

ifO: rddl
ifl: <_RAM512a_b

ifO: rdd2a
if1: rdd2b).

"Which RAK are we using ?"
"RAH_128x??"
"RAH_512x?? -> a or b ?"

"RAH_512x??a"
"RAH_512x??b"

"Intermediate Change Notifier value"
_ChangeNot := <_OldData -= di) \/ <cRi at: 10). "Set Change tiotifier"

"Global
fmRo
raORo
ra1Ro
vaRo

contraI"
:= _fmRo.
:= raORi.
:= ra1Ri.
-= _vaRo.

"Update 'free memory' register"
"Keep contents of read address registers"

"Update vrite port register"

"Set Change Notifier bit"
"Set memory clean up bit"
"Use free memory linked list ?"
"Last item of fuzzy set?"

"Update
cRo

control register"
:= _ChangeNot.

_CleanUp.
_ExtendList,
_EndOflist.
<cRi from: 4 to: 6),
<<_EndOf List not) \/ _CleanUp>.
1 zeroes,
<_EndOflist /\ <_CleanUp not».
1 zeroes.

"RAH_128x28. RAH_128xl0 - uite nev data if selected RAH is RAH_128x??"
al := vaRi from: 0 to: 6.
vddl : .. di.
vdpl := _vdp ..
cl :- (_RAMSelect not), 1 zeroes.

"RAH_512x28, RA'C512xl0 - uite nev data if selected RAM is RAM_512x??"
a2 := vaRi from: 0 to: 8.
vdd2a := di.
vdp2a :- _vdp.
vdd2b :- di.
vdp2b := _vdp.
c2a :- <_RAHSelect /\ <_RAM512a_b not». 1 zeroes.
c2b .= <_RAHSelect /\ _RAM512a_b) 1 zeroes.

3),

"Notify outside vorld:
co := <_fmRo = 0),

_ChangeNot,
<%010 vidth:

'Ilrite operation in progress. no request for data'"
"Error if nell value for 'fmR' equals NULL"

1 ones.
<_EndOfList /\ _CleanUp not).

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\rdelayR' is a register.

This register is 28 bits vide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded llith value 0 folloving system reset.
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The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
This register is inserted in the output data path to introduce a delay of
one elock eycle. If a double read request is in action, we want the result
of both requests at the same time. Since the data of the first of the tvo
requests is available one elock tick before the data of the second read
action becomes available, a register is used to delay the data of the first
read act ion.

Control specification:

----------------------v----------------------
%1 Load.

~============c========~=====================.

'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\vaR' is a register.

This register is 11 bits vide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded vith value 1024 (400h) folloving system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:

----------------------v----------------------
The vidth of this register (in vhich the current vrite address is stored)
is 11 bits. The first 10 bits represent the actual memory address, vhilst
bit 10 denotes usage of the R_128x?? RAM (in this case bit 10 is eleared)
or usage of the R_512x?? RAHS (in vhich case bit 10 is set) .

•==========================~======.=========~
'TopLevel\EB_FUZZ\FSS\vdelayR' is a register.

This register is 28 bits vide and is eontrolled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded vith unknovn values af ter a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer eomments:

----------------------v----------------------
This register is inserted in the input data path to introduee a delay of
one elock cycle. A write action consists of tvo clock cycles; the data is
vritten at the last cycle. We want the 'outside vorld' logie to pass the
data at the first cycle, so a register is inserted to delay the data one
cycle.

Control specification:

----------------------v----------------------
%1 Load.
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